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Abstract
In this tutorial we present an overview of the concepts and current techniques that have been developed to model
and animate human faces. We introduce the research area of facial modeling and animation by its history and
applications. As a necessary prerequisite for facial modeling, data acquisition is discussed in detail. We describe
basic concepts of facial animation and present different approaches including parametric models, performance-,
physics-, and image-based methods. State-of-the-art techniques such as MPEG-4 facial animation parameters,
mass-spring networks for skin models, and face space representations are part of these approaches. We further-
more discuss texturing of head models and rendering of skin and hair, addressing problems related to texture
synthesis, bump mapping with graphics hardware, and dynamics of hair. Typical applications for facial modeling
and animation such as speech synchronization, head morphing, and virtual aging are presented and explained.

1. Outline

start topic presenter(s)

8:30 Outline of the tutorial
8:35 History & application areas of FAM D. Terzopoulos
9:00 Anatomy of the human head J. Haber
9:15 Data acquisition T. Vetter
9:45 Overview: FAM techniques J. Haber

10:00 coffee break

10:30 Parametric models N. Magnenat-Thalmann
11:00 Performance-driven animation D. Terzopoulos
11:20 Physics-based approaches D. Terzopoulos + K. Kähler

12:00 lunch break

14:00 Image-based systems V. Blanz
14:40 Expressions & animation scripts K. Kähler
15:00 Speech synchronization N. Magnenat-Thalmann

15:30 coffee break

16:00 Texturing faces J. Haber
16:20 Rendering: skin, wrinkles, hair N. Magnenat-Thalmann + J. Haber
16:50 Morphing, aging, caricatures V. Blanz + K. Kähler
17:15 Questions & discussion all
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J. Haber, N. Magnenat-Thalmann, D. Terzopoulos, T. Vetter, V. Blanz, K. Kähler / Facial Modeling and Animation

2. Contents

The tutorial notes contain both the slides from the tutorial presentation and some selected publications, which serve as additional
background information.

1. Slides:History & application areas of FAM
2. Slides:Anatomy of the human head
3. Slides:Data acquisition
4. Slides:Overview on FAM techniques
5. Slides:Parametric models
6. Paper: S. Kshirsagar, S. Garchery, N. Magnenat-Thalmann:Feature Point based Mesh Deformation Applied to MPEG-4

Facial Animation, Proc. Deform ’2000, Nov. 29–20, 2000
7. Slides:Performance-driven animation
8. Slides:Physics-based approaches
9. Paper: Y. Lee, D. Terzopoulos, K. Waters:Realistic Modeling for Facial Animations, Proc. SIGGRAPH ’95, 55–62, Aug. 1995.

10. Paper: K. Kähler, J. Haber, H.-P. Seidel:Geometry-based Muscle Modeling for Facial Animation, Proc. Graphics Interface
2001, 37–46, June 2001.

11. Slides:Image-based systems
12. Paper: V. Blanz, T. Vetter:A Morphable Model for the Synthesis of 3D Faces, Proc. SIGGRAPH ’99, 187–194, Aug. 1999.
13. Slides:Expressions & animation scripts
14. Slides:Speech synchronization
15. Paper: S. Kshirsagar, N. Magnenat-Thalmann,Lip Synchronization Using Linear Predictive Analysis, Proc. IEEE Interna-

tional Conference on Multimedia and Expo, August 2000.
16. Slides:Texturing faces
17. Paper: M. Tarini, H. Yamauchi, J. Haber, H.-P. Seidel:Texturing Faces, Proc. Graphics Interface 2002, 89–98, May 2002.
18. Slides:Rendering: skin, wrinkles, hair
19. Paper: N. Magnenat-Thalmann, S. Hadap, P. Kalra:State of the Art in Hair Simulation, International Workshop on Human

Modeling and Animation, June 28–29, 2000.
20. Slides:Morphing, aging, caricatures
21. Paper: K. Kähler, J. Haber, H. Yamauchi, H.-P. Seidel:Head shop: Generating animated head models with anatomical

structure, Proc. ACM Symposium on Computer Animation 2002, 55–64, July 2002.
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Demetri Terzopoulos
New York University

Demetri TerzopoulosDemetri Terzopoulos
New York UniversityNew York University

History and Applications of
Facial Modeling and Animation

History of Facial Animation

• Parke, 1974, 1975

• Platt / Badler, 1981

• Bergeron, 1985

• Thalmann, 1985-

• Waters, 1987

•• ParkeParke, 1974, 1975, 1974, 1975

•• Platt /Platt / BadlerBadler, 1981, 1981

•• Bergeron, 1985Bergeron, 1985

•• ThalmannThalmann, 1985, 1985--

•• Waters, 1987Waters, 1987

A Physics-Based Face Model
(Terzopoulos & Waters 1990)

A Physics-Based Face Model
(Terzopoulos & Waters 1990)

Hierarchical structure
• Expression: Facial action coding system (FACS)

• Control: Coordinated facial actuator commands

• Muscles: Contractile muscle fibers exert forces

• Physics: Muscle forces deform synthetic tissue

• Geometry: Expressive facial deformations

• Images: Rendering by graphics pipeline

Hierarchical structureHierarchical structure
•• Expression:Expression: Facial action coding system (FACS)Facial action coding system (FACS)

•• Control:Control: Coordinated facial actuator commandsCoordinated facial actuator commands

•• Muscles:Muscles: Contractile muscle fibers exert forcesContractile muscle fibers exert forces

•• Physics:Physics: Muscle forces deform synthetic tissueMuscle forces deform synthetic tissue

•• Geometry:Geometry: Expressive facial deformationsExpressive facial deformations

•• Images:Images: Rendering by graphics pipelineRendering by graphics pipeline

Geometry -> ImagesGeometry -> Images

Hierarchical Facial Model Structure

From expression control to imagesFrom expression control to imagesFrom expression control to images

BiomechanicsBiomechanics

ActuatorsActuators

ControlControl

ExpressionExpressionExpression

Faces in The Movies



Realistic Facial
Modeling

Square USA, Inc.Square USA, Inc.Square USA, Inc.

Virtual Celebrity

Virtual Celebrity Productions, LLCVirtual Celebrity Productions, LLCVirtual Celebrity Productions, LLC

ILM’s Hugo

Hugo, a synthetic character designed by ILM
to test performance remapping techniques
Hugo, a synthetic character designed by ILMHugo, a synthetic character designed by ILM
to test performanceto test performance remappingremapping techniquestechniques

Craniofacial Surgery:
Face Lift

Craniofacial Surgery:
Cleft Lip and Palate

PreOp

PostOp

Facial Modeling for Surgery
Simulation [Girod et al.] [Gross et al.] …

PreOp Simulation Postop



Incision on Facial Mesh Retriangulation Around Incision
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Crash course:
Anatomy of the Human Head

Crash course:Crash course:
Anatomy of the Human HeadAnatomy of the Human Head

Jörg HaberJörg HaberJörg Haber

TerminologyTerminologyTerminology
•• positions of body parts are positions of body parts are 

described relative to:described relative to:
–– median (sagittal) planemedian (sagittal) plane: : 

vertical plane that divides  vertical plane that divides  
the body into equal left and the body into equal left and 
right halves; right halves; medialmedial / / laterallateral
⇔⇔ closer to / further away closer to / further away 
from median planefrom median plane

–– transverse (horizontal) transverse (horizontal) 
planeplane: any plane : any plane 
perpendicular to both perpendicular to both 
median and coronal planesmedian and coronal planes

–– coronal planecoronal plane: vertical : vertical 
plane that divides the body plane that divides the body 
into front and back halves; into front and back halves; 
((anterioranterior / / posteriorposterior) ) 

The Human HeadThe Human HeadThe Human Head
Components of the human head:Components of the human head:
•• skullskull (lat. (lat. craniumcranium))
•• facial musclesfacial muscles (lat. (lat. m.m. facialesfaciales etet masticatoresmasticatores))
•• skinskin (lat.(lat. integumentumintegumentum communecommune))
•• eyeseyes (lat.(lat. oculioculi))
•• teethteeth (lat.(lat. dentesdentes))
•• tonguetongue (lat. (lat. lingualingua))

SkullSkullSkull

Images: www.humanmuscles.8k.com

SkullSkullSkull
•• craniumcranium (lat. (lat. neurocraniumneurocranium): ): 

–– 7 bones; rigidly connected; lodges and protects 7 bones; rigidly connected; lodges and protects 
brain and eyeballsbrain and eyeballs

–– consists ofconsists of calvariacalvaria and and cranial basecranial base
•• facial skeleton facial skeleton (lat. (lat. viscerocraniumviscerocranium):):

–– 15  small bones that surround nasal and oral cavity 15  small bones that surround nasal and oral cavity 
mosaicmosaic--like; only the like; only the mandiblemandible (lat. (lat. mandibulamandibula) is ) is 
movablemovable

•• bones of the skull are relocatable during birth, bones of the skull are relocatable during birth, 
ossification completed at the age of 18ossification completed at the age of 18 ⇒⇒
proportions and shape of the skull change during proportions and shape of the skull change during 
growthgrowth

Facial Muscles (frontal)Facial Muscles (frontal)Facial Muscles (frontal)

muscles connect a) two bones, b) bone and skin / muscle, muscles connect a) two bones, b) bone and skin / muscle, 
or c) two different skin / muscle regionsor c) two different skin / muscle regions

Images: Parke/Waters: “Computer Facial Animation” (1996)
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Facial Muscles (lateral)Facial Muscles (lateral)Facial Muscles (lateral)

Images: Parke/Waters: “Computer Facial Animation” (1996)

Types of Facial MusclesTypes of Facial MusclesTypes of Facial Muscles
•• sphincterssphincters: contract : contract 

radially towards a center radially towards a center 
point, e.g. point, e.g. orbicularis orbicularis 
orisoris, , orbicularis oculiorbicularis oculi

Image: www.humanmuscles.8k.com

•• sheet musclessheet muscles: : 
composed of several composed of several 
linear muscles sidelinear muscles side--byby--
side, e.g. side, e.g. frontalisfrontalis

•• linear (parallel) muscleslinear (parallel) muscles: : 
contract longitudinally contract longitudinally 
towards their origin, e.g. towards their origin, e.g. 
levator labii sup.levator labii sup., , 
zygomaticus minor/majorzygomaticus minor/major

Facial MusclesFacial MusclesFacial Muscles
Three groups:Three groups:
•• m. of facial expressionm. of facial expression: : 

two layers (superficial   two layers (superficial   
and deep)and deep)

•• m. of masticationm. of mastication: : 
movement of the movement of the 
mandiblemandible

•• epicraniusepicranius:                  :                  
tension / relaxation of tension / relaxation of 
facial skinfacial skin

Image: Gray: “Anatomy of the Human Body” (1918)

SkinSkinSkin
•• epidermisepidermis: 0.03: 0.03--4 mm 4 mm 

thick, no vessels, 5 thick, no vessels, 5 
layers of keratin layers of keratin 

•• dermisdermis: 0.3: 0.3--2.4 mm 2.4 mm 
thick, 2 layers of soft thick, 2 layers of soft 
connective tissue connective tissue 
containing elastin fibers, containing elastin fibers, 
blood and lymphatic blood and lymphatic 
vessels, and nerves vessels, and nerves 

•• subcutaneous tissuesubcutaneous tissue: : 
adipose tissue built from adipose tissue built from 
collagen / fat cells, blood collagen / fat cells, blood 
vessels, and nervesvessels, and nerves

Image: www.humanmuscles.8k.com

EyesEyesEyes

•• complex organ consisting of complex organ consisting of eyeballeyeball (lat.(lat. bulbus oculibulbus oculi) ) 
and and optic nerveoptic nerve, embedded into the , embedded into the sceletal orbitsceletal orbit (lat.(lat.
orbitaorbita))

•• eyeball composed from eyeball composed from lenslens andand viterous bodyviterous body (lat. (lat. 
corpuscorpus vitreumvitreum),), enclosed by three concentric layers: enclosed by three concentric layers: 
sclerasclera / / corneacornea, , choroideachoroidea / / irisiris,, andand retinaretina

Images: www.humanmuscles.8k.com

EyesEyesEyes

•• eye muscleseye muscles: alignment of optical axis (external), : alignment of optical axis (external), 
focussing and adaptation to brightness (internal)focussing and adaptation to brightness (internal)

•• eyelids, connective tissueeyelids, connective tissue:: protect from contaminantsprotect from contaminants
•• lachrymallachrymal:: secretion of tears to smooth the cornea, secretion of tears to smooth the cornea, 

facilitate the motion of the eyeball, and wash away facilitate the motion of the eyeball, and wash away 
dust particlesdust particles

Images: www.humanmuscles.8k.com
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TeethTeethTeeth

•• embedded into upper jawembedded into upper jaw (lat. (lat. maxillamaxilla) ) andand lower jawlower jaw
(lat.(lat. mandibulamandibula))

•• 2020 milk teethmilk teeth are replaced gradually with                    are replaced gradually with                    
32 32 permanent teethpermanent teeth starting at the age of about six starting at the age of about six 

•• are used to chop up and squelch food, and for are used to chop up and squelch food, and for 
articulationarticulation

Images: www.humanmuscles.8k.com

TongueTongueTongue
•• consists of muscle tissue, consists of muscle tissue, 

nerves, blood vessels, and nerves, blood vessels, and 
sensory cellssensory cells ((embedded embedded 
in mucous membrane)in mucous membrane)

•• can alter its shape and can alter its shape and 
position in many waysposition in many ways

•• most important sense most important sense 
organ for taste:organ for taste: sweetsweet ((tip),tip),
saltysalty ((front sides),front sides), bitter bitter 
((back)back)

•• support during chewing support during chewing 
and swallowingand swallowing

•• use for articulation is learntuse for articulation is learnt
Image: www.humanmuscles.8k.com

All that stuff…All that stuff…All that stuff…
Is it necessary to know all those details?Is it necessary to know all those details?
•• it depends on the desired quality / realism of the head it depends on the desired quality / realism of the head 

model:model:
–– the more realism you want,                                    the more realism you want,                                    

the more precisely you have to simulate anatomy the more precisely you have to simulate anatomy 
•• at least: we need to know about the shape / structure / at least: we need to know about the shape / structure / 

position of facial components and their interactionsposition of facial components and their interactions
•• … so don’t be afraid to spend some money on medical … so don’t be afraid to spend some money on medical 

textbooks or atlases textbooks or atlases 
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Data AcquisitionData Acquisition

Thomas VetterThomas Vetter

University of Freiburg,  GermanyUniversity of Freiburg,  Germany

Data acquisition - Why?Data acquisition - Why?

1.  Reuse recorded data in a new context 
(e.g. motion capture data)

2. Exploit the statistics of the data set. 
Learn a general model of the full data set to 
synthesize novel artificial examples of data. 
(e.g. appearance models, morphable models)

1.  Reuse recorded data in a new context 
(e.g. motion capture data)

2. Exploit the statistics of the data set. 
Learn a general model of the full data set to 
synthesize novel artificial examples of data. 
(e.g. appearance models, morphable models)

In general two reasons for acquiring data.In general two reasons for acquiring data.

Variability of faces     ( e.g. MPI Tübingen 3D Data base )Variability of faces     ( e.g. MPI Tübingen 3D Data base ) Variability of individual faces

Novel expressionsNovel expressions
Novel viewsNovel views

SiblingsSiblings
Change of illuminationChange of illumination
Variations of body weightVariations of body weight

Different data typesDifferent data types

Images of faces
illumination models

Image based animation

3D surface face models
morphable models

physics based animation

3D volumetric head data  (so far no importance for CG)

mainly for medical applications

Face dynamics
face animation

Images of faces
illumination models

Image based animation

3D surface face models
morphable models

physics based animation

3D volumetric head data  (so far no importance for CG)

mainly for medical applications

Face dynamics
face animation

Recording techniquesRecording techniques

Images of faces
Still- and video cameras

3D surface face models
Passive methods: stereo, shape from shading

Active methods: laser scanner, structured light  

Face dynamics
Visual tracking of markers / landmarks,

often with high speed cameras

Images of faces
Still- and video cameras

3D surface face models
Passive methods: stereo, shape from shading

Active methods: laser scanner, structured light  

Face dynamics
Visual tracking of markers / landmarks,

often with high speed cameras
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Recording techniques (2)Recording techniques (2)

3D textured surface models

Passive methods, such as  stereo or shape from shading result in 
poor quality head models. In general these methods are not 
very reliable

Active methods are in general used for obtaining a 3D textured 
surface model of a head. The techniques differ mainly in 
precision of the surface data and the texture maps obtained, 
the time required per recording and also in the angular range 
of each the recording.

3D textured surface models

Passive methods, such as  stereo or shape from shading result in 
poor quality head models. In general these methods are not 
very reliable

Active methods are in general used for obtaining a 3D textured 
surface model of a head. The techniques differ mainly in 
precision of the surface data and the texture maps obtained, 
the time required per recording and also in the angular range 
of each the recording.

Recording techniques (3)Recording techniques (3)

3D textured surface models
Active methods

Laser scanner with moving scanning head, 

- up to 360 degree 
- recording time > 10 sec
- quality of surface data: best 
- quality of texture map: medium

Structured light techniques with stripe, random dot or grid pattern

- angle of measurement limited by viewing angle of video or still camera
- recording time < 1sec,  shape and texture recording  interleaved
- quality of surface data can be extremely detailed 

(e.g. phase shift method applied to stripe patterns) 
- quality of texture map medium to high, depends on camera resolution.

3D textured surface models
Active methods

Laser scanner with moving scanning head, 

- up to 360 degree 
- recording time > 10 sec
- quality of surface data: best 
- quality of texture map: medium

Structured light techniques with stripe, random dot or grid pattern

- angle of measurement limited by viewing angle of video or still camera
- recording time < 1sec,  shape and texture recording  interleaved
- quality of surface data can be extremely detailed 

(e.g. phase shift method applied to stripe patterns) 
- quality of texture map medium to high, depends on camera resolution.

Recording techniques (3)Recording techniques (3)

3D textured surface models

NOT available 

- for hair!

- in real time for large angles!

Learning from DataLearning from Data

Exploit the statistics of the data set. 
Learn a general model for the full data set to 
synthesize novel artificial examples of data.

Exploit the statistics of the data set. 
Learn a general model for the full data set to 
synthesize novel artificial examples of data.

=> Typical problem for machine learning! 
Many Different methods.

Simplified Solution: 
Interpretation of the data as Normal Distribution

Preprocessing of FacesPreprocessing of Faces

• Manual removal of outliers in radius

• Automated interpolation across missing radius values

Automated, but supervised:

• Upright alignment of faces

• Remove bathing cap. Hair would not be scanned properly.

• Vertical cut behind the ears

•• Manual removal of outliers in radiusManual removal of outliers in radius

•• Automated interpolation across missing radius valuesAutomated interpolation across missing radius values

Automated, but supervised:Automated, but supervised:

•• Upright alignment of facesUpright alignment of faces

•• Remove bathing cap. Hair would not be scanned properly.Remove bathing cap. Hair would not be scanned properly.

•• Vertical cut behind the earsVertical cut behind the ears

CorrespondenceCorrespondence

Vertex to vertex correspondence must be established 
between all examples:

- for morphing.

- for mapping motions from one face to the other.

- for local structural comparisons of faces.

Often done manually!

Vertex to vertex correspondence must be established Vertex to vertex correspondence must be established 
between all examples:between all examples:

-- for morphing.for morphing.

-- for mapping motions from one face to the other.for mapping motions from one face to the other.

-- for local structural comparisons of faces.for local structural comparisons of faces.

Often done manually!Often done manually!
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3D Laser Scans3D Laser Scans

red(h,φ)
green(h,φ)

blue(h,φ)

red(h,φ)
green(h,φ)

blue(h,φ)
φ

h

radius(h,φ)radius(h,φ)

h

φ

Morphing 3D FacesMorphing 3D Faces

Insufficient: 3D Blend,
no correspondence

With correspondence: 
3D Morph

1__
2

1__
2+ =

Correspondence: A two step process!Correspondence: A two step process!

Correspondence between

1. two examples (  Optical Flow like algorithms).

2. many  examples ( Morphable Model ) 

Reference

Example

2nd Example

Bootstrapping the Morphable ModelBootstrapping the Morphable Model

Reference Scan

ScanScan 22
ScanScan 11

ScanScan 33
ScanScan 44

ScanScan 55
ScanScan 99

ScanScan 88

ScanScan 66 ScanScan 77

O.F.

Linear Span

Interpolation of Low Contrast AreasInterpolation of Low Contrast Areas

Flow field from Optic flowFlow field from Optic flow After SmoothingAfter Smoothing

Interpolation and SmoothingInterpolation and Smoothing

On low-contrast areas, flow vectors are not reliable.

Low-pass filtering would not produce the desired

linear interpolation across these areas.

• Simulate a membrane connecting reliable regions

• Flow vectors are coupled by quadratic potential.

On lowOn low--contrast areas, flow vectors are not reliable.contrast areas, flow vectors are not reliable.

LowLow--pass filtering would not produce the desiredpass filtering would not produce the desired

linear interpolation across these areas.linear interpolation across these areas.

•• Simulate a membrane connecting reliable regionsSimulate a membrane connecting reliable regions

•• Flow vectors are coupled by quadratic potential.Flow vectors are coupled by quadratic potential.
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Smoothing: StartSmoothing: Start

Original flow field Original flow field 

Coupled flow vectors Coupled flow vectors 

Original flow field Original flow field 

Smoothing: Equilibrium stateSmoothing: Equilibrium state

Coupled flow vectors Coupled flow vectors 

Definition of Face VectorsDefinition of Face Vectors

As soon correspondence is established the flowAs soon correspondence is established the flow field can be field can be 
used to form used to form shapeshape and and texturetexture vectors in a consistent way.vectors in a consistent way.

-- Select a reference modelSelect a reference model

-- Concatenate all x,y,z positions and r,g,b values.Concatenate all x,y,z positions and r,g,b values.

Shape and Texture VectorsShape and Texture Vectors

70 000 Points70 000 Points

Reference HeadReference Head
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Shape and Texture VectorsShape and Texture Vectors
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Face VectorsFace Vectors

Faces are Points in Face SpaceFaces are Points in Face SpaceFaces are Points in Face Space
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

1. Principal Component1. Principal Component

2. Principal Component2. Principal Component

Estimate Probability:  Normal Distribution Estimate Probability:  Normal Distribution 

Eigenvalues = Variances             along each eigenvector  EigenvaluesEigenvalues = Variances             along each eigenvector  = Variances             along each eigenvector  

Principal Component Analysis Principal Component Analysis 

Shape Vectors si Shape Vectors Shape Vectors ssi i i i= −x s si i= −x s s

1 T
i i

im
= ⋅∑C x x

1 T
i i

im
= ⋅∑C x x

2
iσ
2
iσ

Orthogonal eigenvectorsOrthogonal eigenvectorsOrthogonal eigenvectors iuiu

Covariance MatrixCovariance MatrixCovariance Matrix

Principal Component AnalysisPrincipal Component Analysis

1

m

i i
i
α

=

= ⋅∑x u
1

m

i i
i
α

=

= ⋅∑x u

αi statistically independent, ααii statistically independent, statistically independent, 

2

2
1
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Principal Components of ShapePrincipal Components of Shape

1. PC.1. PC.

2. PC.2. PC.

Principal Components of TexturePrincipal Components of Texture

1. PC.1. PC.

2. PC.2. PC.

Vector Space of Shape and TextureVector Space of Shape and Texture

4β+ ⋅4β+ ⋅

2α+ ⋅2α+ ⋅ 3α+ ⋅3α+ ⋅ 4α+ ⋅4α+ ⋅

3β+ ⋅3β+ ⋅2β+ ⋅2β+ ⋅1β ⋅1β ⋅

1α ⋅1α ⋅ +K+K

+K+K

3D 3D Morphable Morphable 

Face ModelFace Model
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=     
a1 *             +  a2 *               +  a3 *              +  a4 *                +. . . 

b1 *              +  b2 *              +  b3 *             +  b4 *                +. . .  

Vector space of 3D faces.Vector space of 3D faces.

A Morphable Model can generate many new faces. A Morphable Model can generate many new faces. 
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Overview:
Facial Animation Techniques

Overview:Overview:
Facial Animation TechniquesFacial Animation Techniques

Jörg HaberJörg HaberJörg Haber

Facial AnimationFacial AnimationFacial Animation
Animation Animation ≠≠ AnimationAnimation
•• animations with a complete scriptanimations with a complete script (“well(“well--known future”)known future”)
•• interactive animations (e.g. computer games)interactive animations (e.g. computer games)

Different approachesDifferent approaches::
•• key frame interpolationkey frame interpolation
•• performanceperformance--driven animation (driven animation (→→ DemetriDemetri))
•• direct parameterization (direct parameterization (→→ NadiaNadia))
•• physicsphysics--based models (based models (→→ Demetri & KoljaDemetri & Kolja))
•• imageimage--based techniques (based techniques (→→ VolkerVolker))

Key Frame InterpolationKey Frame InterpolationKey Frame Interpolation
Completely geometrical approach:Completely geometrical approach:
•• specify complete face models for given points in time:  specify complete face models for given points in time:  

key frameskey frames ((key poses, key expressionskey poses, key expressions))
•• face models for inface models for in--between frames are generated by between frames are generated by 

interpolationinterpolation

Problematic:Problematic:
•• needs complete face model for each key frame          needs complete face model for each key frame          
⇒⇒ large amount of data, laborlarge amount of data, labor--intensive modeling /   intensive modeling /   

acquisition of key frame modelsacquisition of key frame models
•• topology of all key frame models must be identicaltopology of all key frame models must be identical

Key Frame InterpolationKey Frame InterpolationKey Frame Interpolation
Types of interpolation:Types of interpolation:
•• convex combinationconvex combination ((linear int., blendinglinear int., blending, , morphingmorphing):        ):        

vv : scalar or vector (position, color,…): scalar or vector (position, color,…)
)()( 101 21 ≤α≤⋅α−+⋅α= vvv )()( 101 21 ≤α≤⋅α−+⋅α= vvv

•• nonnon--linear interpolationlinear interpolation: e.g. trigonometric functions, : e.g. trigonometric functions, 
splines, …; useful for displaying dynamics splines, …; useful for displaying dynamics 
(acceleration, slow(acceleration, slow--down)down)

•• segmental interpolationsegmental interpolation: different interpolation values / : different interpolation values / 
types for independent regions (e.g. eyes, mouth);types for independent regions (e.g. eyes, mouth);
special treatment for boundaries between regionsspecial treatment for boundaries between regions
⇒⇒ decoupling of emotion and speech decoupling of emotion and speech animationanimation

Performance-driven 
Animation
PerformancePerformance--driven driven 
AnimationAnimation
Acquisition of animation parameters:Acquisition of animation parameters:
•• video cameravideo camera + + softwaresoftware ((→→ computercomputer visionvision))
•• capture head movements, identify eyes and mouth, capture head movements, identify eyes and mouth, 

detect viewing direction and mouth configuration, detect viewing direction and mouth configuration, 
control synthetic head model with these parameterscontrol synthetic head model with these parameters

Movies: baback.www.media.mit.edu/~irfan/DFACE.demo/tracking.html

Performance-driven 
Animation
PerformancePerformance--driven driven 
AnimationAnimation
Acquisition of animation parameters:Acquisition of animation parameters:
•• specialized hardwarespecialized hardware ((mechanicalmechanical // electrical)electrical) transfers transfers 

““deformationdeformation” ” of the human face to a synthetic face of the human face to a synthetic face 
modelmodel

Movie: www.his.atr.co.jp/~kuratate/movie/Virtual Actor system by SimGraphics (1994)
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Direct ParameterizationDirect ParameterizationDirect Parameterization
Idea:Idea:
•• perform facial animation using a perform facial animation using a set of control set of control 

parametersparameters that manipulate (local) regions / featuresthat manipulate (local) regions / features

What parameterization should be used?What parameterization should be used?
•• ideal universal parameterization:ideal universal parameterization:

–– small set of intuitive control parameterssmall set of intuitive control parameters
–– any possible face with any possible expression can any possible face with any possible expression can 

be specified be specified 

Direct ParameterizationDirect ParameterizationDirect Parameterization
Idea:Idea:
•• perform facial animation using a set of control perform facial animation using a set of control 

parameters that manipulate (local) regions / featuresparameters that manipulate (local) regions / features

What parameterization should be used?What parameterization should be used?
•• ideal universal parameterization:ideal universal parameterization:

–– small set of intuitive control parameterssmall set of intuitive control parameters
–– any possible face with any possible expression can any possible face with any possible expression can 

be specified be specified 

Image: vismod.www.media.mit.edu/~irfan

Parametric Models IParametric Models IParametric Models I
•• F. I.F. I. ParkeParke: “: “Parameterized Models for Facial Parameterized Models for Facial 

AnimationAnimation”, IEEE CGA, 2(9):61”, IEEE CGA, 2(9):61--68, Nov. 198268, Nov. 1982
–– 1010 control parameterscontrol parameters for facial expressionsfor facial expressions
–– ~~20 20 parametersparameters for definition of facial conformationfor definition of facial conformation

•• K. Waters: “K. Waters: “A Muscle Model for Animating ThreeA Muscle Model for Animating Three--
Dimensional Facial ExpressionDimensional Facial Expression”, SIGGRAPH ”, SIGGRAPH ’87,     ’87,     
pp. 17pp. 17--24, July 198724, July 1987
–– deforms skin using “deforms skin using “muscle vectors”muscle vectors”

Parametric Models IIParametric Models IIParametric Models II
•• N. MagnenatN. Magnenat--Thalmann et al.:Thalmann et al.: ““AbstractAbstract Muscle Muscle Action Action 

Procedures forProcedures for Human FaceHuman Face AnimationAnimation”,”, The Visual The Visual 
Computer, 3(5):290Computer, 3(5):290--297, March 1988297, March 1988
–– pseudo muscles based on empirical modelspseudo muscles based on empirical models
–– muscle actions are (complex) combinations of muscle actions are (complex) combinations of 

FACS action unitsFACS action units

•• J. E. Chadwick et al.: “J. E. Chadwick et al.: “Layered Construction for Layered Construction for 
Deformable Animated CharactersDeformable Animated Characters”, SIGGRAPH ‘89, ”, SIGGRAPH ‘89, 
pp. 243pp. 243--252, July 1989252, July 1989
–– freeform deformationsfreeform deformations (FFD), (FFD), pseudo musclespseudo muscles

Parke‘s Parametric 
Face Model
Parke‘s Parametric Parke‘s Parametric 
Face ModelFace Model

•• polygonal face meshpolygonal face mesh
(~300(~300 triangles + quads), triangles + quads), 
symmetrical, edges aligned symmetrical, edges aligned 
to facial feature linesto facial feature lines

•• two types of parameters:two types of parameters:
–– 10 10 expressionexpression

parametersparameters
–– about 20about 20 conformationconformation

parametersparameters
•• five different ways how five different ways how 

parameters modify facial parameters modify facial 
geometrygeometry

Parke:                             
Expression Parameters
Parke:                             Parke:                             
Expression ParametersExpression Parameters
•• eyes:eyes:

–– dilation of pupilsdilation of pupils,, opening / closing of eyelids,opening / closing of eyelids,
positionposition andand shape of eyebrows,shape of eyebrows, viewing directionviewing direction

•• mouth:mouth:
–– rotation of mandible, width and shape of the mouth,rotation of mandible, width and shape of the mouth,

positionposition of upper lip,of upper lip, positionposition of mouth cornersof mouth corners
•• additional parameters (suggested):additional parameters (suggested):

–– head rotation, size of nostrilshead rotation, size of nostrils
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Parke:                              
Conformation Parameters
Parke:                              Parke:                              
Conformation ParametersConformation Parameters
•• aspect ratio of the faceaspect ratio of the face
•• length and shape of the necklength and shape of the neck
•• shape (= relative position of assigned vertices) of chin, shape (= relative position of assigned vertices) of chin, 

forehead, cheeks, and cheekbonesforehead, cheeks, and cheekbones
•• size of eyelids, eyeballs, iris; position of the eyessize of eyelids, eyeballs, iris; position of the eyes
•• jaw widthjaw width
•• length of the nose; width of nose bridge and nostrillength of the nose; width of nose bridge and nostril
•• relative size of chin, forehead, and mouthrelative size of chin, forehead, and mouth--nosenose--eyeseyes--

part w.r.t. remaining face partspart w.r.t. remaining face parts
•• colorcolor of skin, eyebrows, iris, and lipsof skin, eyebrows, iris, and lips

Parke: ResultsParke: ResultsParke: Results

The Face Model by WatersThe Face Model by WatersThe Face Model by Waters
•• polygonal face mesh:polygonal face mesh:

201 quads201 quads + 35+ 35 trianglestriangles

•• 1010 different muscles:different muscles:
–– 99 linear muscles linear muscles 

(symmetrical left/right)(symmetrical left/right)
–– 1 sphincter1 sphincter ((orbicularis orisorbicularis oris))

•• additional parameters:additional parameters:
–– jaw rotationjaw rotation
–– viewing directionviewing direction
–– opening of eyelidsopening of eyelids

Waters: Muscle VectorsWaters: Muscle VectorsWaters: Muscle Vectors
•• muscles are represented by muscles are represented by muscle vectorsmuscle vectors, which , which 

describe the effect of muscle contraction on the describe the effect of muscle contraction on the 
geometry of the skin surfacegeometry of the skin surface

Images: Waters: “A Muscle Model for Animating Three-Dimensional Facial Expression” (1987)

•• muscle vectors are composed of:muscle vectors are composed of:
–– a point of attachment and                                       a point of attachment and                                       

a directiona direction (for linear(for linear muscles)muscles)

–– a line of attachment and                                        a line of attachment and                                        
a direction (for sheet muscles)a direction (for sheet muscles)

–– a center pointa center point andand two                                                    two                                                    
semisemi--axes defining an ellipseaxes defining an ellipse
(for sphincters)(for sphincters)

Physics-based ModelsPhysicsPhysics--based Modelsbased Models
Idea:Idea:
•• represent and manipulate expressions based on represent and manipulate expressions based on 

physical characteristicsphysical characteristics of skin tissue and musclesof skin tissue and muscles

Real anatomy is too complex!Real anatomy is too complex!
•• to date, no facial animation system represents and to date, no facial animation system represents and 

simulates the complete, detailed anatomy of the simulates the complete, detailed anatomy of the 
human head human head 

•• reduce complexity to obtain animatable modelreduce complexity to obtain animatable model
•• need to build appropriate models for muscles and skin need to build appropriate models for muscles and skin 

tissue tissue 

Mass-Spring NetworksMassMass--Spring NetworksSpring Networks
•• common technique for simulating dynamic behavior of common technique for simulating dynamic behavior of 

skin tissueskin tissue
•• vertices = vertices = mass pointsmass points, edges = , edges = springssprings
•• Lagrangian equations of motion are integrated through Lagrangian equations of motion are integrated through 

time using numerical algorithmstime using numerical algorithms
•• several variants with multiple layers of massseveral variants with multiple layers of mass--spring spring 

networks (2D or 3D)networks (2D or 3D)

2D:2D:

3D:3D: tetrahedrontetrahedron cubecube
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Finite Element MethodFinite Element MethodFinite Element Method
•• numerical technique for simulating deformation and numerical technique for simulating deformation and 

flow processes (crash tests, weather forecast, ...); flow processes (crash tests, weather forecast, ...); 
frequently used for surgery planningfrequently used for surgery planning

•• partitioning into 3D elements (tetrahedra, cubespartitioning into 3D elements (tetrahedra, cubes,,
prisms,prisms,...)...)

•• continuity conditions between elementscontinuity conditions between elements are collected  are collected  
in global stiffness matrix in global stiffness matrix MM
⇒⇒ timetime--consuming solution for high dimensionalconsuming solution for high dimensional MM

Image-based TechniquesImageImage--based Techniquesbased Techniques
Idea:Idea:
•• create facial animations directly from input images or  create facial animations directly from input images or  

video footagevideo footage
•• two different approaches:two different approaches:

–– 2D 2D →→ 2D: only 2D operations (morphing, blending) 2D: only 2D operations (morphing, blending) 
–– 2D 2D →→ 3D: create 3D head model from 2D input data3D: create 3D head model from 2D input data

Typical problems:Typical problems:
•• restricted viewing direction and animationrestricted viewing direction and animation
•• registration usually manually registration usually manually 
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Facial Animation : Hierarchy

MethodsTechnologyStep

Manual for non-
real-time, rule 

based automatic for 
real-time

Co-articulation for 
speech, Expression 

blending

Key-frame 
Animation

Manual (GUI), or 
capture data

Parameterization, 
Mesh deformation

Static Expressions 
Design

Manual, semi-
automatic or 

automatic

Face Modelling, 
Cloning

Face Object 
Definition
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Parameterisation and Deformation

DeformationParameter 
Set

Should fully support selected parameter 
set, resulting into “realistic” facial 
movements

Completeness: should incorporate all 
basic facial movements

Basic 
Requirements

Additional 
Requirements

Importance

Definition

Speed, ease of implementationEasy to use, orthogonal (no 
redundancy)

For developers of FA systemsFor designers/animators

Generating mesh deformation
from a given set of values for the 
parameter set

Defining an “optimum” set 
of parameters that can be used to 
control facial movements

DeformationParameterisation
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Facial Muscles

Natural basis to design 
Parameterisation scheme

Guide to implement deformation 
methods

Helpful for evaluation of facial 
animation systems
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Interpolation 
on 

Parameter 
Level

What is the progress? Parameterisation and Deformation

Interpolation 
on Mesh 

Level

1972 
Parke

1974 
Parke

Spring-mass 
model to 
simulate 
muscles

1981 
Platt 

& Badler

FACS FACS

1990 
Terzopoulos 

& Waters

Spring-mass 
model to 
simulate 
skin-fat-
muscles

FACS

1992 
Kalra et. al.

FFD based 
model to 
simulate 
“Pseudo 
Muscle”

MPA

Feature point 
based 

geometric 
deformation

MPEG-4
FAP

1997 
MPEG-N1901
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Parameterisation : Facial Action Coding 
System

• Initially intended only for facial action description and not for 
animation

• The system describes the most basic facial muscle actions and their 
effect on facial expression

• All the muscle actions that can be controlled independently are 
included

• A set of all possible basic action units (AUs) performable by human 
face and visually distinguishable

• Examples: Inner brow raiser, Lip corner puller, Jaw Drop, Nostril 
Dilator

P Ekman and W V Frisen, “Facial Action 
Coding System,” Investigator’s Guide Part II, 
Consulting Psychologists Press Inc., 1978.
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Parameterisation : Minimal Perceptible 
Action

• Inspired from FACS
• Supports non-symmetric movements e.g. “lower_left_cornerlip”
• Support for non facial actions e.g. “nod head”, “roll head”
• Support for more detailed actions in mouth region e.g. “pull_midlips”
• Overall, more suitable to develop facial deformation, has possibility to 

control finer movements than in FACS

P. Kalra, A. Mangili, N. M. Thalmann, D.
Thalmann, Simulation of Facial Muscle Actions 
Based on Rational Free From Deformations,
Eurographics 1992, vol.  11(3),  pp. 59-69
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Parameterisation : MPEG-4 FAP

Feature Points defined on the 
Specific locations of the face

Animation defined by the 
displacements of these 
Feature Points from neutral 
position

MPEG-4 does not specify how 
deformation should be 
implemented

M. Escher, I. Pandzic, and N. Magnenat-
Thalmann. Facial Animation and Deformation for 
MPEG-4 , Proc. Computer Animation'98, 1998
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Deformation : Shape Interpolation

• Earliest approach for facial animation
• Define facial poses by vertex geometry manipulation
• Apply interpolation (linear or non-linear)at vertex level
• Data intensive, model dependant, tedious 

F. I. Parke, Keith Waters, Computer Facial 
Animation, 1996
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Deformation : Muscle Based Models

Ability to manipulate facial geometry based on simulating the 
characteristics of the facial muscles

Mostly using FACS (or variant) as parameters, as FACS are muscle based

Muscle Based 
Models

Physics 
Based

Pseudo Muscle 
Based

Spring Mesh

Vector Muscle

Layered Spring Mesh

Abstract Muscle Action

Free Form Deformation

Spline Pseudo Muscle

Finite Element Method
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A Comparative Look

Other

Pseudo 
Muscle

Physical 
Based 
Muscle

MPEG-4 FAPEasyMediumMediumLowFeature Point 
Based

FACSHardHigh-HighFEM

MPA/FACSEasyMediumMediumLow-MedFFD

FACSEasyMediumMediumLow-MedSpline

-EasyMediumLowLowAMA

FACSHardMed-HighMed-HighHighLayered

FASCMediumMed-HighMediumMediumVector

FACSMediumLow-MedLowMediumSpring

Parameter 
Scheme

User 
Control

Visual 
RealismVersatilityComputationModel
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MPEG-4 Facial Animation : A Detailed Look

• Feature point based definition for animatable objects

• MPEG-4 FAPs and Feature Points

• Fast and simple algorithm

• MPEG-4 facial animation for the web
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Feature Point Based Deformation

• Defining a facial mesh by feature points
• Simplifies representation of complex objects 

Eg. Synthetic Face

• Offers flexibility to detail structure and 
representation

• The animation precisely and easily defined 
by the movements of the feature points
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FAP – Facial Animation Parameters

2 High level FAP :
- FAP 1 : for viseme
- FAP 2 : for expression

Each FAP HL can merge two visemes or expression.
These parameters are used to reduce MPEG-4 FAP Bitstreams

66 Low level FAP : 
each corresponding to a particular facial action deforming a 
face model in its neutral state
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Two Approaches

Geometric deformation
deformations are done by geometric deformation algorithm. We need to 

define only Facial Definition Parameters to use it.

FAT (Facial Animation Table)
similar to interpolation approach 
construct mesh for each FAP value 
use the deformed mesh as keyframes for FAP animation

Both methods use MPEG-4 FAP stream animation in input
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Comparison

Facial Animation TableGeometric Deformation

Computationally very light, involves 
only interpolation between FAT key-
frames

Computationally moderate (depending 
upon deformation method chosen)

Well-defined FAT is necessary in 
addition to FAP stream

The only required data for animation 
is the FAP stream

“Individualized” animation possible 
by careful design of FAT

Less flexibility for “artistic” and 
“individualized” animation

A FAT needs to be designed for each 
face for each FAP

Easily Adopted to any face with well-
defined feature points
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Geometric Deformation
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Feature Point Based Geometric Deformation

Given well-defined feature 
points (FP):

• Distance between feature points ie
if the FPs are sparsely or densely 
defined on the mesh

• Overlapping region of influence of 
each feature point

• Relative spread of several feature 
points around a given vertex
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Initialization

• Computing Feature Point Distribution 
Computing d12, d13 (Surface distance) 

• Computing Weights

For each vertex of the mesh:

Computing d1P, θ2, θ3
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Deformation

Displacement of any vertex of the mesh is the weighted sum of all the 
displacements caused at this vertex by the neighboring feature points

N= Number of feature points influencing the vertex P
Wi,P=Weight of the vertex P for FPi

Di=Displacement specified for FPi

di,P=Distance between vertex P and FPi
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Facial Animation Table Animation
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Define model spatial deformation as a function of the amplitude of the FAPs

Vertex n° 1st interval [I1, I2] 2nd interval [I2, I3] …

Index 1 displacement D11 displacement D12 …

Index 2 displacement D21 displacement D22 …

An arbitrary motion trajectory is approximated as a piece-wise linear one

For flexible deformation, piece-wise linear motion trajectories

MPEG-4 FAT
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An animator designs :
each necessary low level FAPs (with flexible deformation)
high level FAP expressions (joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, surprise) and/or visemes

FAT Construction : Artistic Design
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Using Geometric Deformation Technique

FAT Construction : Automatic Design

Very quick FAT construction (few seconds)
Results into animation very close to MIRALab MPEG-4 facial animation engine
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ABSTRACT

Robustness and speed are primary considerations when developing deformation methodologies for
animatable mesh objects. The goal of this paper is to present such a robust and fast geometric
mesh deformation algorithm. The algorithm is feature points based i.e. it can be applied to
enable the animation of various mesh objects defined by the placement of their feature points. As
a specific application, we describe the use of the algorithm for MPEG-4 facial mesh deformation
and animation. The MPEG-4 face object is characterized by the Face Definition Parameters
(FDP), which are defined by the locations of the key feature points on the face. The MPEG-4
compatible facial animation system developed using this algorithm can be effectively used for real
time applications. We extract MPEG-4 Facial Animation Parameters (FAP) using an optical
tracking system and apply the results to several synthetic facial mesh objects to assess the results
of the deformation algorithm.

Keywords: mesh deformation, real-time facial animation, performance driven animation, optical
tracking

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a robust, fast, and sim-
ple geometric mesh deformation algorithm. A ge-
ometric mesh can be characterized by the loca-
tions of key feature points. Further, the anima-
tion of the mesh can be defined by the displace-
ments of these feature points. The algorithm de-
scribed here can be applied for animation of such
meshes. As a specific application, we describe
the use of the algorithm for MPEG-4 facial mesh,
which is characterized by the Face Definition Pa-
rameters (FDP) [13]. We examine the results of
the mesh deformation applied to facial animation
by using the Facial Animation Parameters (FAP)
obtained from an optical tracking system used for
facial feature capture. Later part of this section
gives a brief background to define our problem.
Section 2 details the mesh deformation algorithm
that we have developed and implemented. Use of
MPEG-4 standard for facial animation and the

adaptation of our mesh deformation algorithm to
MPEG-4 compliant synthetic face has been dis-
cussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the
optical tracking method used to extract MPEG-4
Facial Animation Parameters (FAP) and anima-
tion using those parameters with a synthetic head
model. We give the conclusions and the future
work in Section 5.

There are variety of ways possible to represent
animatable objects geometrically. The choice de-
pends on the considerations such as precise shape,
effective animation and efficient rendering. For
the modeling and animation of deformable ob-
jects, detailed knowledge about the geometry and
the animation structure of the object is neces-
sary. For animatable human like or cartoon char-
acters, modeling of muscles and soft tissue is a
complicated task, highly dependant on the spe-
cific character under consideration. The underly-
ing models are often simplified with use of vari-



ous geometric deformation algorithms depending
on the applications. Barr introduced geometric
modeling deformations using abstract data ma-
nipulation operators creating a useful sculpting
metaphor [1]. Bearle applied surface patch de-
scriptions to model smooth character form [2].
Free Form Deformation (FFD) and its variants
have been used extensively for a variety of mod-
eling and animation applications [4, 10, 3, 14].
They involve the definition and deformation of
a lattice of control points. An object embedded
within the lattice is then deformed by defining a
mapping from the lattice to the object. FFDs
allow volume deformation using control points
while keeping the surface continuity. They pro-
vide the sculptural flexibility of deformations.
FFDs have been successfully used for synthetic
objects like face [7] and hand deformation [12].
FFDs have some limitations though. The loca-
tions of the control points are not very well con-
trollable with respect to the actual mesh object.
Also, the discontinuities or holes in the mesh are
difficult to handle as a general case. Recently,
Singh et. al. [15], proposed a new approach of
using wire curves to define an object and for shap-
ing its deformation. They illustrated the applica-
tions of animating figures with flexible articula-
tions, modeling wrinkled surfaces and stitching
geometry together.

In order to define shape and animation of a geo-
metric mesh object, we concentrate on the use
of feature points. We assume that the shape
of the object is defined by the locations of the
predefined feature points on the surface of the
mesh. Further, the deformation of the mesh can
be completely defined by the movements of these
feature points (alternatively referred as control
points) from their neutral positions either in ab-
solute or in normalized units. This method of
definition and animation provides a concise and
efficient way of representing an object. Since the
control points lie on the geometric surface, their
locations are predictable, unlike in FFD. It is dif-
ficult to develop and use a physically based defor-
mation technique for a generalized mesh, as the
animation of deformable characters requires spe-
cific models which are complicated and difficult
to generalize. Moreover, this approach offers the
flexibility to the implementation of such an object
and its animation.

2 GEOEMTRIC MESH DEFINITION
AND DEFORMATION

In this section, we describe in detail the feature
point based mesh deformation algorithm. The

algorithm is usable on any generic surface mesh.
To begin with, the feature points or the control
points with movement constraint are defined for
a given mesh. A constraint in a direction indi-
cates the behavior of the control point in that
direction. For example, if a control point is con-
strained along the x axis, but not along the y
and z axes, means that it still acts as an ordinary
vertex of the mesh along the y and z axes. Its
movement along these axes will be controlled by
the other control points in the vicinity.

Any geometric mesh object is a group of vertices
with the topological information. Given a geo-
metric mesh with control point locations, we need
to compute the regions influenced by each of the
control points. In order to get realistic looking
deformation and animation, it is necessary that
the mesh has a good definition of the feature
points. By good definition, we mean that the
control point locations should be defined consid-
ering the animation properties and real-life topol-
ogy of the object under consideration. Once the
feature points are well defined, a Voronoi surface
diagram can be used to divide the mesh into re-
gions, each controlled by a feature point. How-
ever, this may result into a patchy and nonreal-
istic animation. Thus, each vertex of the mesh
should be controlled by not only the nearest fea-
ture point, but other feature points in the vicinity.
The number of feature points influencing a vertex
and the factor by which each feature point influ-
ences the movement of this vertex is decided by
the following:

1. The distances between the feature points
i.e. if the feature points are spread densely
or sparsely on the mesh

2. The distances between the ordinary (non-
feature point) vertices of the mesh and the
nearest feature point

3. The relative spread of the feature points
around a given vertex

The algorithm is divided into two steps. In the
Initialization step, the above mentioned informa-
tion is extracted and the coefficients or weights for
each of the vertices corresponding to the nearest
feature points are calculated. The distance be-
tween two points is computed as the sum of the
edge lengths encountered while traversing from
one point to the other. We call this surface dis-
tance. This surface distance measure is useful
to handle holes and discontinuities in the mesh.
Mouth and eye openings are typical examples of



such holes in the facial mesh models. The Defor-
mation step actually takes place during the real-
time animation for each frame. Actual displace-
ment of all the vertices of the mesh is computed
from the displacement of the feature points.

2.1 Initialization

The initialization can further be divided into two
substeps.

2.1.1 Computing Feature Point Distribu-
tion

In this step, the information about all the neigh-
boring feature points for each of the feature point
is extracted. The mesh is traversed starting from
each feature point, advancing only one step in all
the possible directions at a time, thus growing
a mesh region for each feature point, called fea-
ture point region. Neighboring feature points are
those feature points that have a common feature
point region boundary. As a result, for each fea-
ture point defined on the mesh surface, we get
a list of the neighboring feature points with sur-
face distances between them. This information is
further used in the next step which actually cal-
culates the weights associated with each feature
point for all the vertices.

2.1.2 Computing Weights

The goal of this step is to extract possible over-
lapping influence regions for each feature point
and to compute the corresponding weight for de-
formation for all the vertices in this influence re-
gion. Consider a general surface mesh as shown
in Figure 1. During the process of mesh traversal
starting from the feature points, assume that the
vertex P is approached from a feature point FP1.
FP1 is added to the list of the influencing fea-
ture points of P . From the information extracted
in the previous step of mesh traversal, FP2, and
FP3 are the neighboring feature points of FP1.
FP2 and FP3 are chosen such that the angles θ2

and θ3 are the smallest of all the angles θi for
neighboring feature points FPi of FP1. Also,

θ2 <
π

2
, θ3 <

π

2
(1)

The surface distances of the vertex from these
feature points are respectively d1P , d12 and d13 as
shown in the figure. While computing the weight
of FP1 at P , we consider the effect of the presence
of the other neighboring feature points namely

FP3

FP1

FP2

P

d12

d13

d1P
θ3θ2

Figure 1: Computing Weights for Animation

FP2 and FP3 at P . For this, we compute the
following weighted sum d:

d =
d12cos(θ2) + d13cos(θ3)

cos(θ2) + cos(θ3)
(2)

Thus, d is the weighted sum of the distances d12

and d13. The feature point in a smaller angular
distance from the FP1 is assigned a higher value
of weight. If there is only one neighboring feature
point of FP1 such that θ2 < π

2 , then d is simply
computed as d12

cosθ2
.

We compute the weight assigned to the point P
for the deformation due to movement of FP1 as:

W1,P = sin(
π

2
(1 − d1P

d
)) (3)

or more generally

Wi,P = sin(
π

2
(1 − diP

d
)) (4)

Thus, point P has a weight for displacement that
is inversely proportional to its distance from the
nearest feature point FP1. This determines the
local influence of the feature point on the ver-
tices of the mesh. At the same time, nearer the
other feature points (FP2 and FP3 in this case) to
FP1, less is this weight according to the equation
2 and 3. This determines the global influence of
a feature point on the surrounding region, in the
presence of other feature points in the vicinity.

It is possible that a vertex is approached by more
than one feature point, during the process of mesh
traversal. We compute the weight for this feature
point following the same procedure (considering
again the nearest angular neighbors of the feature
point), as long as the angular distance criterion
(1) is satisfied, and the surface distance diP < d,



d as defined in equation 2. This second criterion
ensures that the feature points FPj whose near-
est neighbors are nearer to the vertex P than FPj

are not considered while computing the deforma-
tion for vertex P . Thus, for the example taken
here, weights will be computed for vertex P for
the feature points FP1 as well as FP2 and FP3,
provided d2P and d3P are less than d. As a re-
sult, we have for each vertex of the mesh, a list
of control points influencing it and an associated
weight.

We tested the algorithm on simple meshes with
different values of limits in equation 1, and differ-
ent weighting functions in equation 2 and 3. The
ones giving the most satisfactory results were cho-
sen. In equation 3, instead of sine function, it is
possible to use any other suitable mathematical
operator. We chose sine as it is continuous at the
minimum and maximum limits. As will be de-
scribed later, the algorithm applied for MPEG-4
facial mesh produces satisfactory results for de-
formation and animation.

2.2 Deformation

Once the weights for the vertices have been com-
puted, the mesh is ready for real-time animation.
Note that Initialization step is computationally
intensive, but carried out only once. The weights
computed, take into consideration the distance
of a vertex from the feature point and relative
spread of the feature points around the vertex.
Now, from the displacements of the feature points
for animation, we calculate the actual displace-
ment of all the vertices of the mesh. Here, we have
to consider the effects caused when two or more
feature points move at the same time, influenc-
ing the same vertex. We calculate the weighted
sum of all the displacements caused at the point
P due to all the neighboring feature points. Let
FPi, i = 1, 2, · · · , N be the control points influ-
encing vertex P of the mesh. Then

1. Di = the displacement specified for the con-
trol point FPi

2. Wi,P = the weight as calculated in the Ini-
tialization for vertex P associated with the
control points

3. di,P = the corresponding distance between
P and FPi.

The following equation gives the resultant dis-
placement DP caused at the vertex P

DP =

∑N
i=0

Wi,P Di

di,P
2∑N

i=0
Wi,P

di,P
2

(5)

This operation is performed for every frame dur-
ing the computation of the animation of the mesh.

3 ADAPTATION FOR MPEG-4 FA-
CIAL MESH

The problem of facial animation has been ap-
proached from various angles. Muscle based mod-
els have been effectively developed for facial an-
imation [14, 17, 16]. The Facial Action Coding
System [5] defines high level parameters for fa-
cial animation, on which several other systems
are based. We use MPEG-4 facial animation
standard which defines the face object by loca-
tions of specific feature points on the facial mesh.
The generalized mesh deformation algorithm dis-
cussed in the previous section serves well for
such an animation framework. Lavagetto et.al.
have described an MPEG-4 compatible facial an-
imation engine using a similar mesh deformation
technique [8]. However, the important difference
is that the wireframe semantics have to be spec-
ified a priori in their method. The wire frame
semantics includes specifying the locations of the
feature points and the region influenced by each
feature point.

3.1 MPEG-4 Facial Animation

The ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 (Moving Pic-
tures Expert Group - MPEG) has formulated the
new MPEG-4 standard [13]. SNHC (Synthetic
Natural Hybrid Coding) is a subgroup of MPEG-
4 that has devised an efficient coding method
for graphics models and the compressed trans-
mission of their animation parameters specific to
the model type. For faces, the Facial Defini-
tion Parameter (FDP) set and the Facial Ani-
mation Parameter (FAP) set are designed to en-
code facial shape and texture, as well as anima-
tion of faces reproducing expressions, emotions
and speech pronunciation.

The FDPs are defined by the locations of the fea-
ture points and are used to customize a given face
model to a particular face. They contain 3D fea-
ture points such as mouth corners and contours,
eye corners, eyebrow ends, etc. FAP is based
on the study of minimal facial actions and are
closely related to muscle actions. They represent
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Figure 2: MPEG-4 Facial Feature Points

a complete set of basic facial actions and allow
the representation of most natural facial expres-
sions. All parameters involving motion are ex-
pressed in terms of the Facial Animation Param-
eter Units (FAPU). These correspond to fractions
of distances between key facial features (e.g. the
distance between the eyes). The fractional units
are chosen to ensure a sufficient degree of preci-
sion. Figure 2 shows the locations of the feature
points as defined by the MPEG-4 standard.

3.2 Mesh Deformation using MPEG-4
Feature Points

Given a facial mesh, we can define the locations of
the MPEG-4 feature points as per the specifica-
tion, as shown in Figure 2. Also, for each feature
point, we have to define the constraints as defined
by the mesh deformation algorithm. For example,
the feature point number 2.2 influences the move-
ment of the lips in the y direction. However, in
the other two directions, it behaves like an ordi-
nary vertex of the mesh. Thus, its movement is
constrained in the y direction by the value of the
FAP. Once we define this information, the facial
mesh is ready to accept any FAPs and animate
the face.

Figure 3: Morphing using the deformation

We also use the same deformation algorithm to
deform the facial mesh in order to obtain a new
face from a generic mesh. Figure 3 shows the re-
sults in two different views. The face on the left
side is a generic facial mesh. The face in the mid-
dle is acquired using two orthogonal photographs
of a person using the technique described in [9].
In this method, the locations of the feature points
are extracted from the images and Rational Free
Form Deformation (RFFD) is used to deform the
the generic face. Appropriate texture mapping is
done to add realism. Note that the feature points
used for this purpose are as high as 160 in num-
ber. We use a subset of these feature points con-
taining 84 points specified by the MPEG-4 stan-
dard. We apply the deformation algorithm ex-
plained in the previous section to the same generic
face using these MPEG-4 feature points to obtain
the face on the right. Thus the deformation al-
gorithm applied for 3D morphing of generic head
using MPEG-4 feature points generates satisfac-
tory result.

4 OPTICAL TRACKING FOR ANIMA-
TION

Facial feature tracking efforts have ranged from
an ordinary video camera with coloured markers
to retro-reflective markers and infrared camera to
extract directly the 3D position of the markers.
We use one such commercially available system
(VICON 8) to track the facial expressions and
retarget the tracked features to our facial anima-
tion engine to examine the results of the defor-
mation algorithm. We use the MPEG-4 feature
points corresponding to the FAP values to track
the face and extract the FAPs frame by the frame.
The next subsection in brief explains the algo-
rithm for extracting the global head rotation and
the calculation of the FAP values with the under-



Figure 4: Placement of Markers for Selected
MPEG-4 Feature Points

lying assumptions. Subsequently we explain the
results obtained with the animation followed by
the limitations and scope for improvement. For
the capture, we used 6 cameras and 27 markers
corresponding to the MPEG-4 feature point loca-
tions. 3 additional markers are used for tracking
the global orientation of the head. Figure 4 shows
the placement of the feature points on the actor’s
face. It is difficult to obtain the tracking when the
markers get too near to each other during facial
movements. Hence, the markers corresponding to
the feature points along the inner contour of the
lips are not used. Instead, the marker positions
from the outer lip contour are used as an approx-
imation. Also, the markers on the eyelids are off-
set so that they do not touch each other during
blinks and eye closure. As the FAPs correspond-
ing to these markers specify movement only in
vertical direction, this adjustment in the position
is justified and does not give rise to error. We get
the 3D trajectories for each of the marker points
as the output of the tracking system.

4.1 Extracting Global Head Movements

We use 3 markers attached to the head to cap-
ture the rigid head movements (the global rota-
tion and translation of the head). We use the
improved translation invariant method [11]. Let
(pi, p

′
i) be the positions of the points on the sur-

face of the rigid body, observed at two different
time instants. For a rigid body motion, the pair
of points (pi, p

′
i) obey the following general dis-

placement relationship:

p′
i = Rpi + t i = 1, 2, · · ·N (6)

R is a 3×3 matrix specifying the rotation angle of
the rigid body about an axis arbitrarily oriented
in the three dimensional space, whereas t rep-
resents a translation vector specifying arbitrary
shift after rotation. Three non-collinear point

correspondences are necessary and sufficient to
determine R and t uniquely. With three point
correspondences, we get nine non-linear equations
while there are six unknown motion parameters.
Because the 3D points obtained from the motion
capture system are accurate, linear algorithm is
sufficient for this application, instead of iterative
algorithms based on least square procedure. If
two points on the rigid body, pi and pi+1, which
undergo the same transformation, move to p′

i and
p′

i+1 respectively, then

p′
i = Rpi + t (7)

and
p′

i+1 = Rpi+1 + t (8)
Subtraction eliminates the translation t, and us-
ing the rigidity constraints yields:

p′
i+1 − p′

i

| p′
i+1 − p′

i |
= R

pi+1 − pi

| pi+1 − pi |
(9)

The above equation is defined as:

m̂′
i = Rm̂i (10)

If the rigid body undergoes a pure translation,
these parameters do not change, which means the
translation is invariant. After rearranging these
three equations, we can solve a 3×3 linear system
to get R and afterwards obtain t by substitution
in equation 6. In order to find a unique solution,
the 3× 3 matrix of unit m̂ vectors must be of full
rank, meaning that the three m̂ vectors must be
non-coplanar. As a result, four point correspon-
dences are needed. To overcome this problem of
supplying the linear method with an extra point
correspondence, a “pseudo-correspondence” can
be constructed due to the property of rigidity.
We find a third m̂ vector orthogonal to the two
obtained from three points attached to the head.
Thus, the system has lower dimension, requiring
only three non-collinear rigid points.

Once we extract the global head movements, the
motion trajectories of all the feature point mark-
ers are compensated for the global movements,
and the absolute local displacements for each are
calculated. To calculate the MPEG-4 FAP, we
also need the FAPU (Facial Animation Parame-
ter Units), which are the distances between the
key locations like distance between the lip cor-
ners, height of nose. These can be easily calcu-
lated from the still frame during initialization.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

Figure 5 shows the frames of animation depicting
different facial expressions on the real face and



three different synthetic faces. With the mesh
deformation algorithm described here, the com-
putation can be done at as high a frame rate as
70 frames per second for an MPEG-4 compati-
ble facial mesh with 1257 vertices on a 600 MHz
Pentium III PC. Depending upon the graphics
capabilities, the actual real-time animation per-
formance varies. We can obtain 29 frames per
second on the same model and the same PC with
Matrix G400 graphics card using Open GL Opti-
mizer for rendering. Thus, the algorithm is well
suited for real time MPEG-4 compatible facial
animation. We have further used optical tracking
to extract the facial features in 3D and obtain
the synthetic facial animation to examine the re-
sult of the deformation algorithm described here.
In order to assess the generality of the mesh de-
formation algorithm, it needs to be applied to a
variety of other synthetic mesh objects.
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Figure 5: Facial Expressions Extracted by Optical Tracking Reapplied to Different MPEG-4 Faces
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Layered approachLayered approach
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•• moremore realistic embeddingrealistic embedding
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Lee et al.Lee Lee et al.et al.
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•• Bulging and muscle interactionBulging and muscle interaction
•• each muscle is built from each muscle is built from fibersfibers
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Muscle Model SummaryMuscle Muscle ModelModel SummarySummary
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•• still only very basic muscle approximationsstill only very basic muscle approximations
•• successful simulation of essential facial motionsuccessful simulation of essential facial motion
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–– what difference does a more realistic model make?what difference does a more realistic model make?
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•• collision detection & collision detection & responseresponse



Realistic Modeling for Facial Animation

Yuencheng Lee1, Demetri Terzopoulos1, and Keith Waters2
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Abstract

A major unsolved problem in computer graphics is the construc-
tion and animation of realistic human facial models. Traditionally,
facial models have been built painstakingly by manual digitization
and animated by ad hoc parametrically controlled facial mesh defor-
mations or kinematic approximation of muscle actions. Fortunately,
animators are now able to digitize facial geometries through the use
of scanning range sensors and animate them through the dynamic
simulation of facial tissues and muscles. However, these techniques
require considerableuser input to construct facial models of individ-
uals suitable for animation. In this paper, we present a methodology
for automating this challenging task. Starting with a structured fa-
cial mesh, we develop algorithms that automatically construct func-
tional models of the heads of human subjects from laser-scanned
range and reflectance data. These algorithms automatically insert
contractile muscles at anatomically correct positions within a dy-
namic skin model and root them in an estimated skull structure with
a hinged jaw. They also synthesize functional eyes, eyelids, teeth,
and a neck and fit them to the final model. The constructed face
may be animated via muscle actuations. In this way, we create the
most authentic and functional facial models of individuals available
to date and demonstrate their use in facial animation.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Physically based
modeling; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Animation.

Additional Keywords: Physics-based Facial Modeling, Facial
Animation, RGB/Range Scanners, Feature-Based Facial Adapta-
tion, Texture Mapping, Discrete Deformable Models.

1 Introduction

Two decades have passed since Parke’s pioneering work in ani-
mating faces [13]. In the span of time, significant effort has been
devoted to the development of computational models of the human
face for applications in such diverse areas as entertainment, low
bandwidth teleconferencing, surgical facial planning, and virtual
reality. However, the task of accurately modeling the expressive
human face by computer remains a major challenge.

Traditionally, computer facial animation follows three basic pro-
cedures: (1) design a 3D facial mesh, (2) digitize the 3D mesh, and
(3) animate the 3D mesh in a controlled fashion to simulate facial
actions.

In procedure (1), it is desirable to have a refined topological
mesh that captures the facial geometry. Often this entails digitizing

1Department of Computer Science, 10 King’s College Road, Toronto,
ON, Canada, M5S 1A4. fvlee j dtg@cs.toronto.edu

2Cambridge Research Lab., One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139.
waters@crl.dec.com

Published in the Proceedings of SIGGRAPH 95 (Los Angeles, CA,
August, 1995). In Computer Graphics Proceedings, Annual Con-
ference Series, 1995, ACM SIGGRAPH, pp. 55–62.

as many nodes as possible. Care must be taken not to oversample the
surface because there is a trade-off between the number of nodes
and the computational cost of the model. Consequently, meshes
developed to date capture the salient features of the face with as few
nodes as possible (see [17, 14, 21, 9, 23] for several different mesh
designs).

In procedure (2), a general 3D digitization technique uses pho-
togrammetry of several images of the face taken from different
angles. A common technique is to place markers on the face that
can be seen from two or more cameras. An alternative technique is
to manually digitize a plaster cast of the face using manual 3D dig-
itization devices such as orthogonal magnetic fields sound captors
[9], or one to two photographs [9, 7, 1]. More recently, automated
laser range finders can digitize on the order of 105 3D points from
a solid object such as a person’s head and shoulders in just a few
seconds [23].

In procedure (3), an animator must decide which mesh nodes
to articulate and how much they should be displaced in order to
produce a specific facial expression. Various approaches have been
proposed for deforming a facial mesh to produce facial expres-
sions; for example, parameterized models [14, 15], control-point
models [12, 7], kinematic muscle models [21, 9], a texture-map-
assembly model [25], a spline model [11], feature-tracking mod-
els [24, 16], a finite element model [6], and dynamic muscle mod-
els [17, 20, 8, 3].

1.1 Our Approach

The goal of our work is to automate the challenging task of cre-
ating realistic facial models of individuals suitable for animation.
We develop an algorithm that begins with cylindrical range and re-
flectance data acquired by a Cyberware scanner and automatically
constructs an efficient and fully functional model of the subject’s
head, as shown in Plate 1. The algorithm is applicable to various
individuals (Plate 2 shows the raw scans of several individuals). It
proceeds in two steps:

In step 1, the algorithm adapts a well-structured face mesh from
[21] to the range and reflectance data acquired by scanning the sub-
ject, thereby capturing the shape of the subject’s face. This approach
has significant advantages because it avoids repeated manual modifi-
cation of control parameters to compensate for geometric variations
in the facial features from person to person. More specifically, it
allows the automatic placement of facial muscles and enables the
use of a single control process across different facial models.

The generic face mesh is adapted automatically through an im-
age analysis technique that searches for salient local minima and
maxima in the range image of the subject. The search is directed
according to the known relative positions of the nose, eyes, chin,
ears, and other facial features with respect to the generic mesh.
Facial muscle emergence and attachment points are also known rel-
ative to the generic mesh and are adapted automatically as the mesh
is conformed to the scanned data.

In step 2, the algorithm elaborates the geometric model con-
structed in step 1 into a functional, physics-based model of the
subject’s face which is capable of facial expression, as shown in the
lower portion of Plate 1.

We follow the physics-basedfacial modeling approachproposed



by Terzopoulos and Waters [20]. Its basic features are that it ani-
mates facial expressions by contracting synthetic muscles embed-
ded in an anatomically motivated model of skin composed of three
spring-mass layers. The physical simulation propagates the muscle
forces through the physics-based synthetic skin thereby deforming
the skin to produce facial expressions. Among the advantagesof the
physics-based approach are that it greatly enhances the degree of
realism over purely geometric facial modeling approaches, while re-
ducing the amount of work that must be done by the animator. It can
be computationally efficient. It is also amenable to improvement,
with an increase in computational expense, through the use of more
sophisticated biomechanical models and more accurate numerical
simulation methods.

We propose a more accurate biomechanical model for facial
animation compared to previous models. We develop a new biome-
chanical facial skin model which is simpler and better than the one
proposed in [20]. Furthermore, we argue that the skull is an impor-
tant biomechanical structure with regard to facial expression [22].
To date, the skin-skull interface has been underemphasizedin facial
animation despite its importance in the vicinity of the articulate jaw;
therefore we improve upon previous facial models by developing
an algorithm to estimate the skull structure from the acquired range
data, and prevent the synthesized facial skin from penetrating the
skull.

Finally, our algorithm includes an articulated neck and synthe-
sizes subsidiary organs, including eyes, eyelids, and teeth, which
cannot be adequately imaged or resolved in the scanned data, but
which are nonetheless crucial for realistic facial animation.

2 Generic Face Mesh and Mesh Adaptation

The first step of our approach to constructing functional facial mod-
els of individuals is to scan a subject using a Cyberware Color
DigitizerTM. The scanner rotates 360 degrees around the subject,
who sits motionless on a stool as a laser stripe is projected onto
the head and shoulders. Once the scan is complete, the device
has acquired two registered images of the subject: a range image
(Figure 1) — a topographic map that records the distance from the
sensor to points on the facial surface, and a reflectance(RGB) image
(Figure 2) — which registers the color of the surface at those points.
The images are in cylindrical coordinates, with longitude (0–360)
degrees along the x axis and vertical height along the y axis. The
resolution of the images is typically 512� 256 pixels (cf. Plate 1)

The remainder of this section describes an algorithm which re-
duces the acquired geometric and photometric data to an efficient
geometric model of the subject’s head. The algorithm is a two-part
process which repairs defects in the acquired images and conforms
a generic facial mesh to the processed images using a feature-based
matching scheme. The resulting mesh captures the facial geometry
as a polygonal surface that can be texture mapped with the full res-
olution reflectance image, thereby maintaining a realistic facsimile
of the subject’s face.

2.1 Image Processing

One of the problems of range data digitization is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1(a). In the hair area, in the chin area, nostril area, and even
in the pupils, laser beams tend to disperse and the sensor observes
no range value for these corresponding 3D surface points. We must
correct for missing range and texture information.

We use a relaxation method to interpolate the range data. In
particular, we apply a membrane interpolation method described in
[18]. The relaxation interpolates values for the missing points so as
to bring them into successively closer agreement with surrounding
points by repeatedly indexing nearest neighbor values. Intuitively,
it stretches an elastic membrane over the gaps in the surface. The
images interpolated through relaxation are shown in Figure 1(b) and

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Range data of “Grace” from a Cyberware scanner. (b)
Recovered plain data.

illustrate improvements in the hair area and chin area. Relaxation
works effectively when the range surface is smooth, and particularly
in the case of human head range data, the smoothness requirement
of the solutions is satisfied quite effectively.

Figure 2(a) shows two 512 � 256 reflectance (RGB) texture
maps as monochrome images. Each reflectance value represents
the surface color of the object in cylindrical coordinates with cor-
responding longitude (0–360 degrees) and latitude. Like range im-
ages, the acquired reflectance images are lacking color information
at certain points. This situation is especially obvious in the hair area
and the shoulder area (see Figure 2(a)). We employ the membrane
relaxation approach to interpolate the texture image by repeated av-
eraging of neighboring known colors. The original texture image in
Figure 2(a) can be compared with the interpolated texture image in
Figure 2(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Texture data of “George” with void points displayed
in white and (b) texture image interpolated using relaxation method.

The method is somewhat problematic in the hair area where
range variations may be large and there is a relatively high percent-
age of missing surface points. A thin-plate relaxation algorithm
[18] may be more effective in these regions because it would fill in
the larger gaps with less “flattening” than a membrane [10].

Although the head structure in the cylindrical laser range data is
distorted along the longitudinal direction, important features such
as the slope changes of the nose, forehead, chin, and the contours of
the mouth, eyes, and nose are still discernible. In order to locate the
contours of those facial features for use in adaptation (see below),
we use a modified Laplacian operator (applied to the discrete image
through local pixel differencing) to detect edges from the range map
shown in Figure 3(a) and produce the field function in Fig. 3(b).
For details about the operator, see [8]. The field function highlights
important features of interest. For example, the local maxima of
the modified Laplacian reveals the boundaries of the lips, eyes, and
chin.

2.2 Generic Face Mesh and Mesh Adaptation

The next step is to reduce the large arrays of data acquired by the
scanner into a parsimonious geometric model of the face that can
eventually be animated efficiently. Motivated by the adaptive mesh-
ing techniques [19] that were employed in [23], we significantly



(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Original range map. (b) Modified Laplacian field
function of (a).

improved the technique by adapting a generic face mesh to the data.
Figure 4 shows the planar generic mesh which we obtain through
a cylindrical projection of the 3D face mesh from [21]. One of the
advantages of the generic mesh is that it has well-defined features
which form the basis for accurate feature based adaptation to the
scanned data and automatic scaling and positioning of facial mus-
cles as the mesh is deformed to fit the images. Another advantage is
that it automatically produces an efficient triangulation, with finer
triangles over the highly curved and/or highly articulate regions of
the face, such as the eyes and mouth, and larger triangles elsewhere.

Figure 4: Facial portion of generic mesh in 2D cylindrical coordi-
nates. Dark lines are features for adaptation.

We label all facial feature nodes in the generic face prior to
the adaptation step. The feature nodes include eye contours, nose
contours, mouth contours, and chin contours.

For any specific range image and its positive Laplacian field
function (Figure 3), the generic mesh adaptation procedureperforms
the following steps to locate feature points in the range data (see [8]
for details):

Mesh Adaptation Procedures

1. Locate nose tip

2. Locate chin tip

3. Locate mouth contour

4. Locate chin contour

5. Locate ears

6. Locate eyes

7. Activate spring forces

8. Adapt hair mesh

9. Adapt body mesh

10. Store texture coordinates

Once the mesh has been fitted by the above feature based match-
ing technique (see Plate 3), the algorithm samples the range image
at the location of the nodes of the face mesh to capture the facial
geometry, as is illustrated in Figure 5.

The node positions also provide texture map coordinates that
are used to map the full resolution color image onto the triangles
(see Plate 3).

2.3 Estimation of Relaxed Face Model

Ideally, the subject’s face should be in a neutral, relaxed expression
when he or she is being scanned. However, the scanned woman in

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Generic geometric model conformed to Cyberware
scan of “Heidi”. (b) Same as (a). Note that “Heidi’s” mouth is now
closed, subsequent to estimation of the relaxed face geometry.

the “Heidi” dataset is smiling and her mouth is open (see Plate 2).
We have made our algorithm tolerant of these situations. To con-
struct a functional model, it is important to first estimate the relaxed
geometry. That is, we must infer what the “Heidi” subject would
look like had her face been in a relaxed pose while she was be-
ing scanned. We therefore estimate the range values of the closed
mouth contour from the range values of the open mouth contour by
the following steps:

1. Perform adaptation procedures in Sec. 2.2 without step 3.

2. Store nodal longitude/latitude into adapted face model.

3. Perform lip adaptation in step 3 in sec. 2.2

4. Store nodal range values into adapted face model.

As a result, the final reconstructed face model in Figure 5(b) will
have a relaxed mouth because the longitude and latitude recorded
is the default shape of our closed mouth model (see Figure 4).
Moreover, the shape of the final reconstructed face is still faithful
to the head data because the range value at each facial nodal point
is obtained correctly after the lip adaptation procedure has been
performed. Relaxing the face shown in Figure 5(a) results in the
image in Figure 5(b) (with eyelids inserted — see below).

3 The Dynamic Skin and Muscle Model

This section describes how our system proceeds with the construc-
tion of a fully functional model of the subject’s face from the facial
mesh produced by the adaptation algorithm described in the previ-
ous section. To this end, we automatically create a dynamic model
of facial tissue, estimate a skull surface, and insert the major muscles
of facial expression into the model. The following sections describe
each of these components. We also describe our high-performance
parallel, numerical simulation of the dynamic facial tissue model.

3.1 Layered Synthetic Tissue Model

The skull is covered by deformable tissue which has five distinct
layers [4]. Four layers—epidermis, dermis, sub-cutaneous connec-
tive tissue, and fascia—comprise the skin, and the fifth consists of
the muscles of facial expression. Following [20], and in accordance
with the structure of real skin [5], we have designed a new, synthetic
tissue model (Figure 6(a)).

The tissue model is composed of triangular prism elements (see
Figure 6(a)) which match the triangles in the adapted facial mesh.
The epidermal surface is defined by nodes 1, 2, and 3, which are
connected by epidermal springs. The epidermis nodes are also
connected by dermal-fatty layer springs to nodes 4, 5, and 6, which
define the fascia surface. Fascia nodes are interconnected by fascia
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Figure 6: (a) Triangular skin tissue prism element. (b) Close-up
view of right side of an individual with conformed elements.

springs. They are also connected by muscle layer springs to skull
surface nodes 7, 8, 9.

Figure 9(b) shows 684 such skin elements assembled into an
extended skin patch. Several synthetic muscles are embedded into
the muscle layer of the skin patch and the figure shows the skin
deformation due to muscle contraction. Muscles are fixed in an
estimated bony subsurface at their point of emergence and are at-
tached to fascia nodes as they run through several tissue elements.
Figure 6(b) shows a close-up view of the right half of the facial
tissue model adapted to an individual’s face which consists of 432
elements.

3.2 Discrete Deformable Models (DDMs)

A discrete deformable model has a node-spring-node structure,
which is a uniaxial finite element. The data structure for the node
consists of the nodal massmi, positionxi(t) = [xi(t); yi(t); zi(t)]0,
velocity vi = dxi=dt, acceleration ai = d2xi=dt

2, and net nodal
forces fn

i (t). The data structure for the spring in this DDM consists
of pointers to the head node i and the tail node j which the spring
interconnects, the natural or rest length lk of the spring, and the
spring stiffness ck.

3.3 Tissue Model Spring Forces

By assembling the discrete deformable model according to histolog-
ical knowledge of skin (see Figure 6(a)), we are able to construct an
anatomically consistent, albeit simplified, tissue model. Figure 6(b)
shows a close-up view of the tissue model around its eye and nose
parts of a face which is automatically assembled by following the
above approach.

� The force spring j exerts on node i is

gj = cj(lj � lrj )sj

– each layer has its own stress-strain relationship cj and
the dermal-fatty layer uses biphasic springs (non-constant
cj) [20]

– lrj and lj = jjxj � xijj are the rest and current lengths
for spring j

– sj = (xj � xi)=lj is the spring direction vector for
spring j

3.4 Linear Muscle Forces

The muscles of facial expression, or the muscular plate, spreads out
below the facial tissue. The facial musculature is attached to the
skin tissue by short elastic tendons at many places in the fascia, but
is fixed to the facial skeleton only at a few points. Contractions of
the facial muscles cause movement of the facial tissue. We model

28 of the primary facial muscles, including the zygomatic major and
minor, frontalis, nasii, corrugator, mentalis, buccinator, and angulii
depressor groups. Plate 4 illustrates the effects of automatic scaling
and positioning of facial muscle vectors as the generic mesh adapts
to different faces.

To better emulate the facial muscle attachments to the fascia
layer in our model, a group of fascia nodes situated along the muscle
path—i.e., within a predetermined distance from a central muscle
vector, in accordance with the muscle width—experience forces
from the contraction of the muscle. The face construction algorithm
determines the nodes affected by each muscle in a precomputation
step.

To apply muscle forces to the fascia nodes, we calculate a force
for each node by multiplying the muscle vector with a force length
scaling factor and a force width scaling factor (see Figure 7(a)).
Function Θ1 (Figure 8(a)) scales the muscle force according to the
length ratio "j;i, while Θ2 (Figure 8(b)) scales it according to the
width !j;i at node i of muscle j:

"j;i = ((mF
j � xi) �mj)=(km

A
j �m

F
j k)

!j;i = kpi � (pi � nj)njk

� The force muscle j exerts on node i is

f
j
i = Θ1("j;i)Θ2(!j;i)mj

– Θ1 scales the force according to the distance ratio "j;i,
where "j;i = �j;i=dj , with dj the muscle j length.

– Θ2 scales the force according to the width ratio !j;i=wj ,
with wj the muscle j width.

– mj is the normalized muscle vector for muscle j

Note that the muscle force is scaled to zero at the root of the
muscle fiber in the bone and reaches its full strength near the end
of the muscle fiber. Figure 9(b) shows an example of the effect of
muscle forces applied to a synthetic skin patch.
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Figure 7: (a) Linear muscle fiber. (b) Piecewise linear muscle fiber.
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Figure 8: (a) Muscle force scaling function Θ1 wrt "j;i, (b) Muscle
force scaling function Θ2 wrt !j;i=wj

3.5 Piecewise Linear Muscle Forces

In addition to using linear muscle fibers in section 3.4 to simulate
sheet facial muscles like the frontalis and the zygomatics, we also
model sphincter muscles, such as the orbicularis oris circling the
mouth, by generalizing the linear muscle fibers to be piecewise



linear and allowing them to attach to fascia at each end of the
segments. Figure 7(b) illustrates two segments of an N -segment
piecewise linear muscle j showing three nodes m l

j , ml+1
j , and

ml+2
j . The unit vectors mj;l, mj;l+1 and nj;l, nj;l+1 are parallel

and normal to the segments, respectively. The figure indicates fascia
node i at xi , as well as the distance �j;i = a + b, the width !j;i,
and the perpendicular vector pi from fascia node i to the nearest
segment of the muscle. The length ratio "j;i for fascia node i in
muscle fiber j is

"j;i =
(ml+1

j � xi) �mj;l +
PN

k=l+1 k mk+1
j �mk

j kPN

k=1
k mk+1

j �mk
j k

The width !j;i calculation is the same as for linear muscles.
The remaining muscle force computations are the same as in sec-
tion 3.4. Plate 4 shows all the linear muscles and the piecewise
linear sphincter muscles around the mouth.

3.6 Volume Preservation Forces

In order to faithfully exhibit the incompressibility [2] of real human
skin in our model, a volume constraint force based on the change of
volume (see Figure 9(a)) and displacements of nodes is calculated
and applied to nodes. In Figure 9(b) the expected effect of volume
preservation is demonstrated. For example, near the origin of the
muscle fiber, the epidermal skin is bulging out, and near the end of
the muscle fiber, the epidermal skin is depressed.

� The volume preservation force element e exerts on nodes i in
element e is

qei = k1(V e � Ṽ e)nei + k2(pei � p̃ei )

– Ṽ e and V e are the rest and current volumes for e
– ne

i is the epidermal normal for epidermal node i
– p̃ei and pe

i are the rest and current nodal coordinates for
node i with respect to the center of mass of e

– k1; k2 are force scaling constants
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Figure 9: (a) Volume preservation and skull nonpenetration ele-
ment. (b) Assembled layered tissue elements under multiple muscle
forces.

3.7 Skull Penetration Constraint Forces

Because of the underlying impenetrable skull of a human head, the
facial tissue during a facial expression will slide over the underlying
bony structure. With this in mind, for each individual’s face model
reconstructed from the laser range data,we estimate the skull surface
normals to be the surface normals in the range data image. The
skull is then computed as an offset surface. To prevent nodes from
penetrating the estimated skull (see Figure 9(a)), we apply a skull
non-penetration constraint to cancel out the force component on the
fascia node which points into the skull; therefore, the resulting force
will make the nodes slide over the skull.

� The force to penalize fascia node i during motion is:

si =

�
�(fni � ni)ni when fni � ni < 0
0 otherwise

– fni is the net force on fascia node i
– ni is the nodal normal of node i

3.8 Equations of Motion for Tissue Model

Newton’s law of motion governs the response of the tissue model to
forces. This leads to a system of coupled second order ODEs that
relate the node positions, velocities, and accelerations to the nodal
forces. The equation for node i is

mi
d2xi

dt2
+ i

dxi
dt

+ g̃i + q̃i + s̃i + h̃i = f̃i

– mi is the nodal mass,
– i is the damping coefficient,
– g̃i is the total spring force at node i,
– q̃i is the total volume preservation force at node i,
– s̃i is the total skull penetration force at node i,
– h̃i is the total nodal restoration force at node i,
– f̃i is the total applied muscle force at node i,

3.9 Numerical Simulation

The solution to the above system of ODEs is approximated by using
the well-known, explicit Euler method. At each iteration, the nodal
acceleration at time t is computed by dividing the net force by nodal
mass. The nodal velocity is then calculated by integrating once, and
another integration is done to compute the nodal positions at the
next time step t+ ∆t, as follows:

a
t
i =

1
mi

(f̃ ti � iv
t
i � g̃

t
i � q̃

t
i � s̃

t
i � h̃

t
i)

v
t+∆t
i = v

t
i + ∆tati

x
t+∆t
i = x

t
i + ∆tvt+∆t

i

3.10 Default Parameters

The default parameters for the physical/numerical simulation and
the spring stiffness values of different layers are as follows:

Mass (m) Time step (∆t) Damping ()
0.5 0.01 30

Epid Derm-fat 1 Derm-fat 2 Fascia Muscle
c 60 30 70 80 10

3.11 Parallel Processing for Facial Animation

The explicit Euler method allows us to easily carry out the numerical
simulation of the dynamic skin/muscle model in parallel. This is
becauseat each time step all the calculations are based on the results
from the previous time step. Therefore, parallelization is achieved
by evenly distributing calculations at each time step to all available
processors. This parallel approach increases the animation speed
to allow us to simulate facial expressions at interactive rates on our
Silicon Graphics multiprocessor workstation.

4 Geometry Models for Other Head Components

To complete our physics-based face model, additional geometric
models are combined along with the skin/muscle/skull models de-
veloped in the previous section. These include the eyes, eyelids,
teeth, neck, hair, and bust (Figure 10). See Plate 5 for an example
of a complete model.
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Figure 10: (a) Geometric models of eyes, eyelids, and teeth (b)
Incisor, canine, and molar teeth. (c) hair and neck.

4.1 Eyes

Eyes are constructed from spheres with adjustable irises and ad-
justable pupils (Figure 10(a)). The eyes are automatically scaled
to fit the facial model and are positioned into it. The eyes rotate
kinematically in a coordinated fashion so that they will always con-
verge on a specified fixation point in three-dimensional space that
defines the field of view. Through a simple illumination computa-
tion, the eyes can automatically dilate and contract the pupil size in
accordance with the amount of light entering the eye.

4.2 Eyelids

The eyelids are polygonal models which can blink kinematically
during animation (see Figure 10(a)). Note that the eyelids are open
in Figure 10(a).

If the subject is scanned with open eyes, the sensor will not
observe the eyelid texture. An eyelid texture is synthesized by a
relaxation based interpolation algorithm similar to the one described
in section 2.1. The relaxation algorithm interpolates a suitable eyelid
texture from the immediately surrounding texture map. Figure 11
shows the results of the eyelid texture interpolation.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: (a) Face texture image with adapted mesh before eyelid
texture synthesis (b) after eyelid texture synthesis.

4.3 Teeth

We have constructed a full set of generic teeth based on dental
images. Each tooth is a NURBS surfaces of degree 2. Three
different teeth shapes, the incisor, canine, and molar, are modeled
(Figure 10(b)). We use different orientations and scalings of these
basic shapes to model the full set of upper and lower teeth shown in
Figure 10(a). The dentures are automatically scaled to fit in length,
curvature, etc., and are positioned behind the mouth of the facial
model.

4.4 Hair, Neck, and Bust Geometry

The hair and bust are both rigid polygonal models (see Figure 10(c)).
They are modeled from the range data directly, by extending the

facial mesh in a predetermined fashion to the boundaries of the
range and reflectance data, and sampling the images as before.

The neck can be twisted, bent and rotated with three degrees
of freedom. See Figure 12 for illustrations of the possible neck
articulations.

Figure 12: articulation of neck.

5 Animation Examples

Plate 1 illustrates several examples of animating the physics-based
face model after conformation to the “Heidi” scanned data (see
Plate 2).

� The surprise expression results from contraction of the outer
frontalis, major frontalis, inner frontalis, zygomatics major,
zygomatics minor, depressor labii, and mentalis, and rotation
of the jaw.

� The anger expression results from contraction of the corruga-
tor, lateral corrugator, levator labii, levator labii nasi, anguli
depressor, depressor labii, and mentalis.

� The quizzical look results from an asymmetric contraction of
the major frontalis, outer frontalis, corrugator, lateral corru-
gator, levator labii, and buccinator.

� The sadnessexpression results from a contraction of the inner
frontalis, corrugator, lateral corrugator, anguli depressor, and
depressor labii.

Plate 6 demonstrates the performance of our face model con-
struction algorithm on two male individuals (“Giovanni” and “Mick”).
Note that the algorithm is tolerant of some amount of facial hair.

Plate 7 shows a third individual “George.” Note the image at the
lower left, which shows two additional expression effects—cheek
puffing, and lip puckering—that combine to simulate the vigorous
blowing of air through the lips. The cheek puffing was created by
applying outwardly directed radial forces to “inflate” the deformable
cheeks. The puckered lips were created by applying radial pursing
forces and forward protruding forces to simulate the action of the
orbicularis oris sphincter muscle which circles the mouth.

Finally, Plate 8 shows several frames from a two-minute ani-
mation “Bureaucrat Too” (a second-generation version of the 1990
“Bureaucrat” which was animated using the generic facial model in
[20]). Here “George” tries to read landmark papers on facial mod-
eling and deformable models in the SIGGRAPH ’87 proceedings,
only to realize that he doesn’t yet have a brain!

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The human face consists of a biological tissue layer with nonlin-
ear deformation properties, a muscle layer knit together under the
skin, and an impenetrable skull structure beneath the muscle layer.
We have presented a physics-based model of the face which takes
all of these structures into account. Furthermore, we have demon-
strated a new technique for automatically constructing face models
of this sort and conforming them to individuals by exploiting high-
resolution laser scanner data. The conformation process is carried
out by a feature matching algorithm based on a reusable generic



mesh. The conformation process, efficiently captures facial geom-
etry and photometry, positions and scales facial muscles, and also
estimates the skull structure over which the new synthetic facial
tissue model can slide. Our facial modeling approach achieves an
unprecedented level of realism and fidelity to any specific individ-
ual. It also achieves a good compromise between the complete
emulation of the complex biomechanical structures and function-
ality of the human face and real-time simulation performance on
state-of-the-art computer graphics and animation hardware.

Although we formulate the synthetic facial skin as a layered tis-
sue model, our work does not yet exploit knowledge of the variable
thickness of the layers in different areas of the face. This issue
will in all likelihood be addressed in the future by incorporating
additional input data about the subject acquired using noninvasive
medical scanners such as CT or MR.
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Plate 1: Objective. Input: Range map in 3D and texture map (top).
Output: Functional face model for animation.

Plate 2: Raw 512� 256 digitized data for Heidi (top left), George
(top right), Giovanni (bottom left), Mick (bottom right).



Plate 3: Adapted face mesh overlaying texture map and Laplacian
filtered range map of Heidi.

Plate 4: Muscle fiber vector embedded in generic face model and
two adapted faces of Heidi and George.

Plate 5: Complete, functional head model of Heidi with physics-
based face and geometric eyes, teeth, hair, neck, and shoulders (in
Monument Valley).

Plate 6: Animation examples of Giovanni and Mick.

Plate 7: Animation example of George.

Plate 8: George in four scenes from “Bureaucrat Too”.
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Abstract
We present a muscle model and methods for muscle
construction that allow to easily create animatable facial
models from given face geometry. Using our editing tool,
one can interactively specify coarse outlines of the mus-
cles, which are then automatically created to fit the face
geometry.

Our muscle model incorporates different types of mus-
cles and the effects of bulging and intertwining muscle
fibers. The influence of muscle contraction onto the skin
is simulated using a mass-spring system that connects the
skull, muscle, and skin layers of our model.

Key words: physics-based facial animation, muscle / skin
model, muscle editor, mass-spring system

1 Introduction

Recently, the development of more and more accurate
simulation of human characters based on their anatomy
has led toanatomically based modelingas the bottom-
up approach for building characters from bones, muscles,
and skin.

For human faces, however, this approach is unsuitable
if the target geometry is already given. Since the mus-
cles of the face lie closely underneath the skin and have
a great influence on the shape and appearance of the sur-
face, it is difficult to model the skin from skull and mus-
cles in such a way that the result bears close resemblance
with the target face. On the other hand, surface geometry
can easily be acquired using for instance a range scanner.
Thus, our approach is to adapt the muscle geometry to the
prescribed facial geometry.

To facilitate this task, we have developed an interactive
muscle editor, which is depicted in Figure 14. The user
can roughly sketch a layout of facial muscles, which are
then automatically fitted to the given face mesh.

2 Previous Work

Techniques for animating human beings and human faces
in particular have been an active area of research since
the early 1980’s [18, 15]. Apart from some recent image-
based techniques [17, 1] and methods that apply previ-
ously captured facial expressions to a face model [8], the

methods developed so far can be divided into two cate-
gories: parametric and physics-based models [16].

Parametric models control the shape of the skin by di-
rectly manipulating the geometry of the surface [15, 4].
WATERS [24] presented a muscle model which uses mus-
cle vectors and radial functions derived from linear and
sphincter muscles to deform a skin mesh. CHADWICK

et al. [2] use free-form deformations to shape the skin
in a multi-layer construction containing bones, muscles,
fat tissue, and skin. A B-Spline surface model has been
used by NAHAS et al. [14] to generate synthetic visual
speech, while a variational approach is presented by DE-
CARLO et al. [6] to generate novel synthetic face mod-
els using anthropometric statistics. The MPEG-4 stan-
dard [9] specifies a set of 68 facial animation parame-
ters (FAPs) which can be applied to any suitable head
model. GOTO et al. [7] use these FAPs to control their
facial animation system. Though parametric models can
be applied at relatively low computational costs, realistic
blending between facial expressions is problematic [25].
Also, the range of possible skin deformations is limited.

Physics-based models typically use mass-spring or fi-
nite element networks to model the (visco-)elastic prop-
erties of skin [18, 12, 11]. WATERS and FRISBIE [25]
proposed a two-dimensional mass-spring model of the
mouth with the muscles represented as bands. A three-
dimensional model of the human face has been devel-
oped by TERZOPOULOSand WATERS [21]. Their model
consists of three layers (cutaneous tissue, subcutaneous
fatty tissue, and muscles) that are embedded in a mass-
spring system. Due to additional volume preservation
constraints, this approach produces realistic results such
as wrinkling at interactive frame rates. A framework for
facial animation based on a simplified version of this
model was presented by LEE et al. [13]. Their tissue
model consists of two layers (dermal-fatty and muscles)
and is connected by springs to a skull structure that is es-
timated from the surface data. The mass-spring system
used in this approach also considers volume preservation
and skull penetration constraints. The face model de-
signed by WU et al. focuses on the viscoelastic properties
of skin: muscles are represented by surfaces of revolu-
tion [28] or B-spline patches [27], which can be specified
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Figure 1: Generic skull model fitted to head using affine
transformation for estimating assignment of skin regions
to skull and jaw.

Figure 2: Head model prepared from scan data (left), cut
up and simplified to represent the skull (right).

interactively. Their model is able to generate expressive
wrinkles and skin aging effects. CHEN and ZELTZER [3]
developed a finite element muscle model to simulate the
deformation of individual muscles without an overlying
skin tissue. Recently, SCHEEPERSet al. [19] and WIL -
HELMS and VAN GELDER [26] presented anatomy-based
muscle models for animating humans and animals. Their
models incorporate skeletal bones and joints as well as
muscle geometry. However, the skin tissue is represented
only by an implicit surface with zero thickness [26].

3 Our Approach

Our model for muscle-based facial animation uses three
conceptual layers:

• a skin / tissue layer representing the epidermis and
subcutaneous fatty tissue;

• a layer of muscles attached to the skull and inserting
into the skin;

• the underlying bone structure, composed of immov-
able skull and rotating jaw.

Our input data consists of an arbitrary triangle mesh
representing the skin geometry, which is typically ob-
tained from a range scanner. The skull geometry
and the layout of the facial muscles are created semi-
automatically, based on the face mesh. Animation of the
face is achieved by physics-based simulation of a mass-
spring system that connects the three layers of our model.

3.1 Skull and Jaw
Since we operate on models acquired from range data,
we don’t have access to the actual skull geometry. In-
stead, we use approximations of skull and jaw to which
skin surface nodes and muscles are attached. Other than
by computing a single offset surface [13], we distinguish
between the fixed part of the skull and the movable jaw.

We use the skull and jaw meshes to determine whether
a part of the skin and muscle layers lies over the skull
or over the jaw. For the latter, that part will follow the
rotation of the jaw.

If a skull model is available, it can be aligned to the
geometry by affine transformations. While it is generally
not possible to match a generic skull to different human
heads in this way, the approximation is good enough for
assigning skin regions to skull or jaw, see Figure 1. Al-
ternatively, an approximated skull model is obtained by
cutting up the original input mesh, roughly separating the
jaw from the rest of the head (cf. Figure 2). A standard
mesh simplification algorithm [10] is applied, since we
found that a coarse approximation of the bone structure
is sufficient. Finally, the simplified geometry is scaled
down (by a small offset determined by the skin thickness)
and placed inside the head model. This approach is nec-
essary for synthetic heads which have no real anatomical
counterpart, see for instance Figure 13. The same skull
model can be used without further work for multiple vari-
ations of the original head geometry, such as low and high
resolution versions, or minor changes in facial details.

The skull and jaw meshes are used only while inter-
actively building muscles in the editor and during the
startup phase of the animation system. They are not used
during the runtime of an animation, since skull penetra-
tion constraints are handled internally to the mass-spring
mesh, cf. Section 3.3.

3.2 Muscles

Our muscle model is based on a piecewise linear repre-
sentation similar to the one developed by LEE et al. [13],
where isotonic contraction is expressed by shortening the
linear segments. A muscle can either contract towards
the end attached to the skull (linear muscle) or towards
a point (circular muscle). In our model, each of the
segments is additionally assigned an ellipsoidal shape.
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Figure 3: Different types of muscles supported by our
model: linear (1), sheet (2), curved (3), and sphincter (4)
muscles (original image from [20]).

The piecewise linear muscle “fibers” can be combined
into groups to formsheet muscles. Implicit surfaces for
specifying the shape of muscles have been used before:
SCHEEPERSet al. [19] also arrange ellipsoids to form
more complex muscles. Their “general muscle model”
uses bicubic patches, whereas our structure is composed
of quadric segments. For construction of the muscles
we need to perform operations on the segments that are
readily available in the quadric representation: ray in-
tersection tests, normal computation, and inside / outside
tests [5]. For computation of deformed muscle shapes
during animation only affine invariance is needed, so
other segment shapes could be used efficiently as well.

Using this model, we can lay out muscles in the various
configurations that appear in the human face: long and
thin strands (zygomatic major) as well as broad sheets
(frontalis), curved muscles (levator labii sup. alaeque
nasii), and sphincters (orbicularis oris, though this mus-
cle is in fact built from segments but usually approxi-
mated as a sphincter), see Figure 3.

Muscles are often layered, sliding freely across each
other. As WATERS and FRISBIE point out [25], muscles
may also intertwine and merge so that their actions are
coupled, a fact that can be observed especially in the re-
gion around the mouth. In our model, muscles can merge
in this way and move other muscles. To make for instance
the lower part oforbicularis oris follow the rotation of
the jaw when the mouth is opened, muscles can be at-
tached to either the immovable skull or the rotatable jaw .
We also follow WATERSand FRISBIE in that the muscles
drive the animation and are not in turn moved by the skin.
In reality, theorbicularis orisis pulled downwards by the
skin when the jaw opens.

} skin mesh}
muscle layer

} skull layer}
mirrored
skull / muscle
attachments

Figure 4: Mass-spring system in our model. Top: Re-
laxed muscle, outer springs mirroring skull and muscle
attachments. Bottom: Contracted muscle, with mass
points moving due to the contraction marked by ◦.

3.3 Skin and Tissue Simulation
The top layer of our model represents the skin. Currently
we model elastic properties of the dermis and epidermis
and the fatty layer underneath. The skin layer connects to
muscles and bones, see Figure 4.

The nodes and edges of the input triangle mesh com-
prise the initial spring mesh. These springs are bipha-
sic, i.e. they become stiffer under high strain, to roughly
mimic the non-linear elastic properties of skin. The ini-
tial stiffness constants are computed according to VAN

GELDER [22].
Each surface node is connected to either the bone layer

or to an underlying muscle by a spring with low stiffness,
simulating the fatty subcutaneous layer that allows skin
to slide freely.

When the skin mesh is modeled as a simple mem-
brane, it may penetrate the muscle and bone layers when
stretched. Also, the mesh can easily fold over. Meth-
ods for local volume preservation and skull penetration
constraints have already been proposed in [13]. We com-
bine both requirements into one and attach another spring
to each mesh node that pulls the nodeoutwards, mirror-
ing the spring that attaches it to the bone layer (cf. Fig-
ure 4). This can be interpreted as a model of the outward-
directed force resulting from the internal pressure of a
skin cell. Similarly, springs are added to mirror muscle
attachments. However, these mirrored spring nodes move
along with their counterparts when the muscle contracts.
Thus a surface node preferably moves in a direction tan-
gential to the skull and muscle surface. Thereby intersec-
tions are avoided in practice though not completely ruled
out – violent distortion can still cause intersections. A
nice property of this mechanism is the seamless integra-
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Figure 5: Muscle fiber with control polygon P = {pi}
and per-segment ellipsoids.

tion into the spring mesh system: no special treatment of
additional constraints is needed.

The equations of motion for the mass-spring system
are numerically integrated through time using an explicit
forward integration scheme (Verlet leapfrog [23]). To
maximize stability, we measure the computation time for
one time step of the simulation. The step size is dynam-
ically adjusted to run as many small steps as possible
in the time slot between two rendered frames, as deter-
mined by the given frame rate. In addition, we use an
over-relaxation scheme to speed up the convergence of
our simulation. This is accomplished by displacing the
surface nodes to their estimated final position before in-
voking the solver. The estimation is based on muscle con-
traction and jaw rotation.

4 Muscle Model Details

Muscles are built from individual fibers that are in turn
composed of piecewise linear segments. A quadric shape
(ellipsoid) is aligned to each of these segments and scaled
to the length of the muscle segment. The width and height
of each ellipsoid correspond to the extent of the muscle
parallel and orthogonal to the skin surface, respectively.

The initial description of a muscle fiber consists ofn
control pointspi ∈ R3 (i = 0, . . . , n− 1) forming a
control polygonP as shown in Figure 5.

4.1 Contraction
Given a contraction valuec ∈ [0, 1], wherec = 0 means
no contraction andc = 1 full contraction, a new control
polygon Q = {qi}n−1

i=0 is computed (cf. Figure 6).
Each control pointpi ∈ P is assigned a parameterti ∈

[0, 1]:

ti :=

0 , if i = 0,∑i
j=1 ‖pj−pj−1‖∑n−1
j=1 ‖pj−pj−1‖

, else.

The parametersti are scaled by the contraction factor
1−c and clamped to[0.01, 1] to avoid shrinking a segment
too much:

t̃i := max{(1−c)ti, 0.01}.

Next, we map each parametert̃i to the indexki ∈
{0, . . . , n−2} of the starting point of the segment that
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Figure 6: Contraction (c = 1
2 ) of a linear (top) and a

sphincter (bottom) muscle fiber. The control points {pi}
and {qi} represent the relaxed and contracted muscle.

contains̃ti:

ki :=

{
0 , if i = 0,
m : tm < t̃i ≤ tm+1 , else.

Finally, we compute the new control pointsqi by linear
interpolation:

qi := pki + (pki+1 − pki)
t̃i − tki

tki+1 − tki
.

For sphincter muscles, segments are simply contracted
towards a center pointp∗ ∈ R3:

qi := p∗ + (1− c)(pi − p∗).

4.2 Bulge
Real muscles get thicker on contraction and thinner on
elongation. Simulating this behavior enhances visual re-
alism: when the face smiles, the lips retract slightly as
they stretch. On the other hand, the lips get a little thicker,
when the mouth forms an “o” or a kiss (cf. Figure 15).

For linear muscles, we want the center of the muscles
to exhibit the highest bulge, corresponding to the belly of
real muscles. Sphincters bulge evenly, see Figure 7.

In our model, bulging is achieved by scaling the height
of each muscle segmentpi pi+1 by (1 + 2si). Here,si ∈
[0, 1] denotes the scaling factor computed from the length
lri = ‖pi+1 − pi‖ of the relaxed muscle and its current
lengthlci = ‖qi+1− qi‖: si := 1− lci/lri . This results in
a center segment of triple height at maximum contraction.

For each linear muscle with at least three segments, we
additionally multiply si by a simple quadratic function
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Figure 7: Relaxed (left) and contracted (right) muscles: a
single fiber (top) and a sphincter (bottom) modeling the
orbicularis oris

that vanishes over the first and last segment and has a
maximum value of 1.0 over the central segment. In this
case, the scaling factorsi is computed as

si :=
(

1− lci
lri

)[
1−

(
2i

n− 2
− 1
)2
]
.

Other, more accurate shape changes could be applied
as well. For skeletal muscles, SCHEEPERSet al. devel-
oped a formulation that preserves volume as well as the
ratio of width to height of the muscle belly [19].

4.3 Quadric Shapes

The transition of an original line segmentpi pi+1 into
the transformed segmentqi qi+1 can be described by an
affine transformation. This transformation is applied to
the quadric associated with the segment. To keep the
nodes of the spring mesh that attach to a muscle on the
muscle surface, we simply apply the transformation to
the attachment points as well. The mirrored muscle at-
tachments (see Section 3.3) are transformed in the same
way to keep the skin nodes above the muscle.

4.4 Intertwined Muscles

The end of a linear muscle can merge into another mus-
cle, which is detected automatically by our system. This
is achieved by testing whether the end pointpn−1 of at
least one fiber lies within the extent of another muscle.
We only test the end points, because we still want mus-
cles to cross without interacting. The muscle segments
connected in this way are stored inconstraint groups. Af-
ter muscle contractions have been set, a constraint reso-
lution phase moves the control points of the segments in
each group such that the original distances between the
control points is maintained. Muscle shape is computed
only after resolving constraints (see Section 4.2), so that a
muscle that is elongated by this mechanism will get thin-
ner accordingly.

Figure 8: A simple grid (left, zygomatic major) and a
non-uniform complex grid (right, orbicularis oris).

5 Building Muscles from Geometry

5.1 Overview
In our system, muscles are created automatically from
coarse outlines that are interactively sketched onto the
face model. From the user’s point of view, the procedure
follows these steps:

1. Load a face mesh and display it in the editor.

2. Lay out the fixed end (i.e. the origin) of a muscle by
specifying at least two grid points.

3. Sketch the basic muscle grid row by row.

4. For a sphincter muscle: specify the center of con-
traction.

5. The muscle grid is refined automatically to fit the
geometry and the muscle is inserted, making it fully
functional for immediate testing and re-editing.

6. Goto step 2 until all muscles are specified.

Besides this basic method for muscle construction,
muscle grids can be re-edited by moving their control
points around. The resulting muscle shape is immedi-
ately shown together with information about the influ-
enced mesh vertices and connections to other muscles,
see Figure 14.

The initial shape of the muscle outline can be of arbi-
trary detail, from the minimum of a quadrilateral up to
highly complex grids, see Figure 8.

5.2 Optimizing Muscle Shape
The surface of a muscle must lie within a prescribed dis-
tance range below the skin surface. Additionally, we want
to create muscles that are well-adapted to the resolution
of the skin mesh: too highly refined muscles just add to
the computational load during animation without enhanc-
ing the visual appearance, while too coarse muscles may
not be following the surface closely enough to result in
realistic deformations.
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Given the skin mesh and a muscle grid, our optimiza-
tion step determines the following parameters that are
needed to create the muscles:

• the number of muscle fibers;

• the number of segments per fiber;

• width, height, and length of each segment;

• position of the muscle fiber control points;

• alignment of the quadrics’ coordinate systems.

In addition to the regular grid, the skin thicknessτ s,
which is assumed to be constant over the whole face, and
the minimum and maximum muscle layer thicknessτmmin
and τmmax are input parameters of the optimization step.
These parameters can be adjusted by the user based on
the input geometry.

A muscle is created from its grid by a four-step proce-
dure:

1. Initializing the grid. The initial outline is con-
verted into a regular grid, i.e. all rows are assigned
the same number of grid points. The grid points
are then projected onto the face mesh and placed
slightly underneath the skin surface.

2. Refining the grid. The grid is adaptively refined
until a decent approximation has been found.

3. Creating the muscle.Muscle fibers are created
and aligned to the refined grid.

4. Attaching the muscle. The muscle is attached to
the spring mesh, and the control points of the muscle
segments are attached to either the skull or the jaw.

Details of these steps are explained in the following sec-
tions.

5.3 Initializing the Grid
To obtain a regular grid, we first determine the maximum
numbernmax of grid points per row. Then, additional grid
points are inserted by linear interpolation into every row
that contains less thannmax points.

We now estimate normals at the grid points. For the
various grid layouts we obtained best results by first com-
puting the normal of the balancing plane through the four
corner points of each grid cell and than averaging the nor-
mals of all adjacent cells at each grid point.

Having computed the grid point normals, we find the
triangles of the face mesh that intersect the projection of
the grid onto the skin surface and cache them for fast
lookup during the iterative refinement procedure. The
initial grid points are now displaced along their normal

direction to lie below the skin in an initial distance of
τ s+(τmmin +τmmax)/4, representing the middle of a muscle
of average thickness running through the cell.

5.4 Refining the Grid
The fitting algorithm proceeds by sampling the distances
from each cell to the skin surface. Each cell is exam-
ined and subdivided if necessary. The grid points are then
again displaced to lie within the prescribed distance range
below the surface. Simultaneously, the cell thickness is
adjusted within the boundsτmmin andτmmax. This process is
repeated until no more subdivisions are necessary or can
be applied.

The main loop of this iteration is organized as follows:

repeat
for each grid cell c

( dmin , dmax, pnear , pfar ) =
minMaxDistancesToMesh( c);

( enear , efar ) =
minMaxError( dmin , dmax, τ s, τmmin , τmmax);

if ( enear == 0 and efar == 0)
c.thickness = 2( dmin - τ s)

else if ( efar > enear )
trySubdivisionAtPoint( c, pfar );

else
trySubdivisionAtPoint( c, pnear );

moveNewGridPoints();
until no more changes to grid.

The procedureminMaxDistancesToMesh() re-
turns two pointspnear,pfar that are nearest to and farthest
away from the cell in the following sense: we adaptively
subsample the grid cell and shoot a ray from each sample
position in the direction of the associated bilinearly inter-
polated grid normal vector. The base points of the rays
with the nearest and farthest intersection points with the
cached surface area are returned aspnear andpfar along
with their signed distance valuesdmin and dmax. Both
points can be positioned below (positive distance value)
or above the skin surface (negative value), see Figure 9.
The sampling density over the grid cell adjusts to the size
of the cell and the number of cached triangles to ensure a
minimum number of samples per triangle.

The error valuesenear and efar that are computed by
minMaxError() represent the unsigned distancespnear

andpfar would have to move along their grid normal to be
in the allowed range of distances[τ s + τmmin, τ

s + τmmax]
below the skin surface (see Figure 10). Also, if|dmax−
dmin| > τmmin, the distance from the cell to the skin varies
widely over the cell area, so that there is enough space
for insertion of a thin muscle. In this case,(enear, efar) are
set to(|dmin|, |dmax|), causing a subdivision of the cell in
the next step.
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Figure 9: Refinement step for a single grid cell (simpli-
fied two-dimensional view). Top: Points of grid G have
been placed below the skin mesh M along their associ-
ated normals. The closest point of the grid cell lies above,
the farthest point lies below the skin mesh. Bottom: G
has been subdivided at the point of larger error enear (see
also Figure 10).

The proceduretrySubdivisionAtPoint() is
called with the sample position corresponding to the point
with the larger error. A new row and/or column through
that position is inserted into the grid. Before subdividing
a cell along one of its dimensions, we compare the sizes
of the resulting sub-cells with the average extent of the
cached triangles in that direction. If the sub-cells would
get too small, the insertion point is adjusted to make both
parts big enough. If the cell is already too small to al-
low for adjustment, no subdivision along this direction is
performed.

Finally, in moveNewGridPoints() the grid points
inserted by subdivision are projected onto the surface
mesh and displaced byτ s + (τmmin + τmmax)/4 underneath
the skin.

5.5 Creating the Muscle
After a grid has been refined sufficiently, we build a sheet
of muscle fibers. One muscle fiber is inserted longitudi-
nally into each stripe of grid cells, creating one muscle
segment per cell. The size of each ellipsoid is scaled to
fill the surrounding cell, whereas width and length of inte-
rior ellipsoids are slightly enlarged to provide some over-
lap across cell boundaries. Figure 11 shows the creation
of a sheet muscle from a simple grid.

5.6 Attaching the Muscle to Skin
Muscles have to be connected to the spring mesh, so that
contraction will influence nearby skin vertices. We con-

}
τmmax

} τ s
} τmmin

pfar (efar = 0)

pnear(enear> 0)

Figure 10: The range of thickness for muscle shapes: be-
low the skin layer of constant thickness τ s muscles can be
inserted with a thickness in the range [τmmin, τ

m
max]. Error

values for two exemplary points are shown: pnear is out-
side the allowed range for muscle segments and should
be moved upwards (enear > 0). pfar is within range and
need not be moved (efar = 0).

sider the vertices within a specified radius of influence
from the muscle fibers as candidates for muscle attach-
ment: for each of these skin nodes, we compute the clos-
est point on the surface of all quadrics comprising the
muscle sheet and insert a spring connecting the skin node
with that point. An additional spring is created as de-
scribed in Section 3.3 by mirroring the attachment point.

There are special cases where the distance-based com-
putation of attachment points is not sufficient. For in-
stance, when the face mesh has a closed mouth, vertices
along the cut separating the upper and lower lip will have
almost – if not exactly – the same coordinates. These
vertices may thus be attached to the muscles around the
upper and lower lips in a nondeterministic way. This will
likely cause the upper lip to move along with the lower
orbicularis orisand vice versa. To solve this problem, we
weight the distance value of each skin node with the dot
productNsNd, whereNs is the surface normal at the skin
vertex andNd is the normalized vector pointing from the
potential attachment point to that vertex. Thereby mus-
cle segments that lie directly below the skin vertex are
favored.

5.7 Attaching the Muscle to Skull and Jaw
To find out whether a muscle control point should move
along with the jaw or remain fixed, we shoot rays from
the grid points along their normals through the skin mesh
and examine the attachment of the closest skin vertex in
the hit triangle. If the majority of points in a grid row is
closest to skull-attached skin vertices, the corresponding
muscle attachments will also be fixed. Otherwise, mus-
cles will be attached to the jaw, if the closest skin vertices
are mostly assigned to the jaw.

Not all regions of the face have bones underneath, e.g.
the lips and the cheeks. Skin vertices in these regions are
thus not attached to the bone structure. To decide about
the muscle attachment in these cases, we iteratively grow
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Figure 11: Side and top view of a coarse (black) and re-
fined (green) grid and the muscle created from it.

the topological neighborhood of the skin mesh around
the intersection point until a bone-attached skin node is
found. Using this technique, the upper part of theorbic-
ularis oris is properly assigned to the immovable skull,
while the lower part is attached to the jaw.

6 Results

We have tested our editing tool on human head models
obtained from range scans (see Figures 12,15) and syn-
thetic data (see Figure 13). After the geometry had been
prepared, creating a set of facial muscles varying widely
in shape as described in Section 3.2 took only a few min-
utes. Some tweaking and experimentation was usually
necessary, though, to achieve good results in animation.
Especially with coarse triangle meshes, a small change in
muscle layout may determine whether a large nearby tri-
angle is influenced by a contraction of that muscle or not.
Here we found it to be important to have good re-editing
facilities and visual feedback about how muscles attach
to the skin.

One advantage of our muscle grid fitting approach is,
that once a rough layout for a muscle has been specified,
the muscle can be automatically rebuilt from this data for
many different head models. Muscles adjusted to differ-
ent mesh resolutions of one head model, e.g. for real-time
rendering or high quality animation, can easily be cre-
ated.

The refinement loop (Section 5.4) typically takes only
a few iterations to create a well-adapted grid that reflects
the curvature and resolution of the skin mesh, allowing
interactive re-editing of the muscle layout with immedi-
ate feedback of the resulting muscle shape. Furthermore,
the initial muscle layout is preserved by our fitting algo-
rithm: design decisions made by the user shouldn’t be
overridden.

The detail views in Figure 15 show some important
features of our muscle model. In the top right image,
the muscles are relaxed and the jaw is slightly rotated to
open the mouth. The lower part oforbicularis oris has

moved along with the jaw. Segments from other muscles
that have been automatically attached to theorbicularis
oris have followed the movement. In the lower right im-
age, the mouth additionally forms an “o” by contracting
theorbicularis oris. The muscle bulges accordingly, pro-
truding the lips slightly while the attached muscles are
thinning due to the elongation.

In our current experimental implementation of mus-
cle model and spring-mesh simulator, we achieve inter-
active frame rates (5 fps on ansgi O2, 16 fps on a
fast PC) for models with a low polygon count of about
3000 triangles. Figure 12 shows some snapshots taken
from an animation. For movies and other current project
information, please visit our web site:http://www.
mpi-sb.mpg.de/resources/FAM/ .

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed a muscle model and an accompanying
muscle editing tool that allows for fast and easy genera-
tion of physics-based animatable face models from real
world geometry. Once the geometry has been prepared,
the model can be brought to life within minutes. New de-
grees of freedom for animation are easily introduced into
a model by adding new muscles.

Preparing the scanned head geometry was the most
time-consuming part of the process: several hours went
into fixing the scans, clearly making this the bottleneck in
the creation of the animated model. Since manual prepa-
ration of skull models also is a time-consuming task, fit-
ting a generic model of a real human skull to the skin
mesh is desirable. Our experiments have shown that a
more sophisticated approach is necessary for a precise
fit. More accurate fitting would also allow us to use non-
constant skin thickness in the simulation, and have mus-
cle thickness change locally according to the available
space. In the same vein, a more precise deformation in-
creases the precision when automatically aligning generic
sets of muscle to other heads.

A promising avenue for research is provided by the
ability to automatically create muscles adapted to face
meshes of different resolution: employing level-of-detail
techniques, multi-resolution facial animation can be
achieved with little effort.

In general, the fitting algorithm delivers good results.
However, it showed that especially in non-uniform re-
gions of the facial mesh, the termination criterion of the
refinement loop is not always adequate. In those cases
we had to manually adjust the parameters of the fitting
procedure, making the process not fully automated. Also
the current method doesn’t take into account the actual
segment shape during refinement. A more sophisticated
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approach would probably lead to better approximations
of the skin curvature with fewer muscle segments.

The muscle model itself performs well with low com-
putational overhead. We think it would be worthwhile to
add elastic behavior to the muscles themselves, thus al-
lowing them to straighten under tension (contraction and
elongation) and producing more realistic deformations of
merged muscles.
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Figure 12: Snapshots from an animation sequence (left to right). The face mesh consists of 3246 triangles. The
animation runs with 5 fps on an sgi O2 (250 MHz) and with 16 fps on a 1.1 GHz Linux PC.

Figure 13: Construction of an animatable model from artificial head geometry. Left to right: Input mesh with eyes
added; approximated “skull” and user-designed muscles; fierce expression; sad expression.

Figure 14: Visual information while editing a mus-
cle: the muscle grid of the currently edited muscle
(yellow); the skin vertices influenced by this mus-
cle (green dots); muscle control points attached to
the jaw (white dots); merged muscle segments (con-
nected by green lines).

Figure 15: Left: The head model contains skull and jaw, eye-
balls, and several groups of muscles. To display these interior
components, the right half of the facial skin is rendered semi-
transparent. Right: Muscles around the mouth: relaxed, mouth
slightly open (top) and contracted, lips forming an “o” (bot-
tom).

appeared originally in Proc. Graphics Interface 2001, pp. 37–46
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Consider algorithms which
• animate any person, given an image or video,
• learn movements from examples (2D or 3D)

rather than using physical simulation 
or motion capturing.

Methods entirely based on 2D images
Image animation based on a 3D model
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2D Methods: Video Rewrite2D Methods: Video Rewrite

Re-arrange video-frames to fit new utterance

(Bregler et al., 1997, Graf et al., 2000)

Compensate head movements by warping 

the entire face (Bregler) or sub-regions (Graf)

Photo-realistic at any time frame,

Require large corpus of frames,

Possible appearances may be limited.
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Visemes: Basic mouth shapes that occur during speech

Visual analog of Phonemes.

Coarticulation: In a temporal sequence, mouth shape

may depend on previous and subsequent viseme. 

Triphones: Consider triplets of phonemes or visemes    

teapot = /SIL-T-IY/ ,  /T-IY-P/ ,  /IY-P-AA/ ,  /P-AA-T/ ,  /AA-T-SIL/ .
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2D Methods: Morphing 2D Methods: Morphing 

Select frames that show visemes from video

Morph between visemes to produce smooth animation

“MikeTalk” by Ezzat&Poggio, 1998, 2000

Correspondence between original viseme frames established 

with optical flow.

• Only very few frames need to be stored.

• Morphing of lips, teeth and inner part of the mouth is difficult in 2D.
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2D Methods: Vector Space2D Methods: Vector Space

Mouth shape described by a small set of parameters.

Vector space of images: Cosatto&Graf, 1998

Vector space of warp-fields and color values:

Ezzat, Geiger, Poggio 2002

Speech = trajectory in vector space.
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• Render 3D model into original image.

In our system, 3D animation is example based.
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• Different mouth poses are learned from static scans.

• Correspondence is only well-defined if a new

reference scan with open mouth is selected. 

• Morphing to a closed mouth will then occlude teeth.

• Upper jaw teeth remain fixed relative to the head.
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Cylindrical ProjectionCylindrical Projection Correspondence from Optic FlowCorrespondence from Optic Flow

Correspondence is more difficult to establish than
with different closed mouth scans: Parts appear and 
dissappear. 
Bootstrapping: 
• Start with “easy”, more similar scans
• Form vector space of these
• Use linear combinations to approximate others
• Use Optic Flow for refinement
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Optimization stepsOptimization steps
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Keep geometry fixed, fit illumination parametersKeep geometry fixedKeep geometry fixed, fit , fit illumination parametersillumination parameters
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Optimize all model and scene parameters simultaneously Optimize Optimize all all model model and and scene parameters simultaneously scene parameters simultaneously 
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4.5 min on
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4.54.5 min onmin on

2GHz Pentium 42GHz Pentium 4

Optimize eyes, nose, mouth and surrounding area separately.Optimize eyesOptimize eyes, , nosenose, , mouth mouth and and surrounding area separatelysurrounding area separately..
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A Morphable Model For The Synthesis Of 3D Faces

Volker Blanz Thomas Vetter

Max-Planck-Institut f¨ur biologische Kybernetik,
Tübingen, Germany�

Abstract

In this paper, a new technique for modeling textured 3D faces is
introduced. 3D faces can either be generated automatically from
one or more photographs, or modeled directly through an intuitive
user interface. Users are assisted in two key problems of computer
aided face modeling. First, new face images or new 3D face mod-
els can be registered automatically by computing dense one-to-one
correspondence to an internal face model. Second, the approach
regulates the naturalness of modeled faces avoiding faces with an
“unlikely” appearance.

Starting from an example set of 3D face models, we derive a
morphable face model by transforming the shape and texture of the
examples into a vector space representation. New faces and expres-
sions can be modeled by forming linear combinations of the proto-
types. Shape and texture constraints derived from the statistics of
our example faces are used to guide manual modeling or automated
matching algorithms.

We show 3D face reconstructions from single images and their
applications for photo-realistic image manipulations. We also
demonstrate face manipulations according to complex parameters
such as gender, fullness of a face or its distinctiveness.

Keywords: facial modeling, registration, photogrammetry, mor-
phing, facial animation, computer vision

1 Introduction

Computer aided modeling of human faces still requires a great deal
of expertise and manual control to avoid unrealistic, non-face-like
results. Most limitations of automated techniques for face synthe-
sis, face animation or for general changes in the appearance of an
individual face can be described either as the problem of finding
corresponding feature locations in different faces or as the problem
of separating realistic faces from faces that could never appear in
the real world. The correspondence problem is crucial for all mor-
phing techniques, both for the application of motion-capture data
to pictures or 3D face models, and for most 3D face reconstruction
techniques from images. A limited number of labeled feature points
marked in one face, e.g., the tip of the nose, the eye corner and less
prominent points on the cheek, must be located precisely in another
face. The number of manually labeled feature points varies from

�MPI für biol. Kybernetik, Spemannstr. 38, 72076 T¨ubingen, Germany.
E-mail: fvolker.blanz, thomas.vetterg@tuebingen.mpg.de

Modeler

Morphable 
Face Model

Face
Analyzer

3D Database

2D Input 3D Output

Figure 1: Derived from a dataset of prototypical 3D scans of faces,
the morphable face model contributes to two main steps in face
manipulation: (1) deriving a 3D face model from a novel image,
and (2) modifying shape and texture in a natural way.

application to application, but usually ranges from 50 to 300.
Only a correct alignment of all these points allows acceptable in-

termediate morphs, a convincing mapping of motion data from the
reference to a new model, or the adaptation of a 3D face model to
2D images for ‘video cloning’. Human knowledge and experience
is necessary to compensate for the variations between individual
faces and to guarantee a valid location assignment in the different
faces. At present, automated matching techniques can be utilized
only for very prominent feature points such as the corners of eyes
and mouth.

A second type of problem in face modeling is the separation of
natural faces from non faces. For this, human knowledge is even
more critical. Many applications involve the design of completely
new natural looking faces that can occur in the real world but which
have no “real” counterpart. Others require the manipulation of an
existing face according to changes in age, body weight or simply to
emphasize the characteristics of the face. Such tasks usually require
time-consuming manual work combined with the skills of an artist.

In this paper, we present a parametric face modeling technique
that assists in both problems. First, arbitrary human faces can be
created simultaneously controlling the likelihood of the generated
faces. Second, the system is able to compute correspondence be-
tween new faces. Exploiting the statistics of a large dataset of 3D
face scans (geometric and textural data,CyberwareTM ) we built
a morphable face model and recover domain knowledge about face
variations by applying pattern classification methods. The mor-
phable face model is a multidimensional 3D morphing function that
is based on the linear combination of a large number of 3D face
scans. Computing the average face and the main modes of vari-
ation in our dataset, a probability distribution is imposed on the
morphing function to avoid unlikely faces. We also derive paramet-
ric descriptions of face attributes such as gender, distinctiveness,
“hooked” noses or the weight of a person, by evaluating the distri-
bution of exemplar faces for each attribute within our face space.

Having constructed a parametric face model that is able to gener-
ate almost any face, the correspondence problem turns into a mathe-
matical optimization problem. New faces, images or 3D face scans,
can be registered by minimizing the difference between the new
face and its reconstruction by the face model function. We devel-



oped an algorithm that adjusts the model parameters automatically
for an optimal reconstruction of the target, requiring only a mini-
mum of manual initialization. The output of the matching proce-
dure is a high quality 3D face model that is in full correspondence
with our morphable face model. Consequently all face manipula-
tions parameterized in our model function can be mapped to the
target face. The prior knowledge about the shape and texture of
faces in general that is captured in our model function is sufficient
to make reasonable estimates of the full 3D shape and texture of a
face even when only a single picture is available. When applying
the method to several images of a person, the reconstructions reach
almost the quality of laser scans.

1.1 Previous and related work

Modeling human faces has challenged researchers in computer
graphics since its beginning. Since the pioneering work of Parke
[25, 26], various techniques have been reported for modeling the
geometry of faces [10, 11, 22, 34, 21] and for animating them
[28, 14, 19, 32, 22, 38, 29]. A detailed overview can be found in
the book of Parke and Waters [24].

The key part of our approach is a generalized model of human
faces. Similar to the approach of DeCarlos et al. [10], we restrict
the range of allowable faces according to constraints derived from
prototypical human faces. However, instead of using a limited set
of measurements and proportions between a set of facial landmarks,
we directly use the densely sampled geometry of the exemplar faces
obtained by laser scanning (CyberwareTM ). The dense model-
ing of facial geometry (several thousand vertices per face) leads
directly to a triangulation of the surface. Consequently, there is no
need for variational surface interpolation techniques [10, 23, 33].
We also added a model of texture variations between faces. The
morphable 3D face model is a consequent extension of the interpo-
lation technique between face geometries, as introduced by Parke
[26]. Computing correspondence between individual 3D face data
automatically, we are able to increase the number of vertices used
in the face representation from a few hundreds to tens of thousands.
Moreover, we are able to use a higher number of faces, and thus
to interpolate between hundreds of ’basis’ faces rather than just a
few. The goal of such an extended morphable face model is to rep-
resent any face as a linear combination of a limited basis set of face
prototypes. Representing the face of an arbitrary person as a linear
combination (morph) of “prototype” faces was first formulated for
image compression in telecommunications [8]. Image-based linear
2D face models that exploit large data sets of prototype faces were
developed for face recognition and image coding [4, 18, 37].

Different approaches have been taken to automate the match-
ing step necessary for building up morphable models. One class
of techniques is based on optic flow algorithms [5, 4] and another
on an active model matching strategy [12, 16]. Combinations of
both techniques have been applied to the problem of image match-
ing [36]. In this paper we extend this approach to the problem of
matching 3D faces.

The correspondence problem between different three-
dimensional face data has been addressed previously by Lee
et al.[20]. Their shape-matching algorithm differs significantly
from our approach in several respects. First, we compute the
correspondence in high resolution, considering shape and texture
data simultaneously. Second, instead of using a physical tissue
model to constrain the range of allowed mesh deformations, we use
the statistics of our example faces to keep deformations plausible.
Third, we do not rely on routines that are specifically designed to
detect the features exclusively found in faces, e.g., eyes, nose.

Our general matching strategy can be used not only to adapt the
morphable model to a 3D face scan, but also to 2D images of faces.
Unlike a previous approach [35], the morphable 3D face model is
now directly matched to images, avoiding the detour of generat-

ing intermediate 2D morphable image models. As a consequence,
head orientation, illumination conditions and other parameters can
be free variables subject to optimization. It is sufficient to use rough
estimates of their values as a starting point of the automated match-
ing procedure.

Most techniques for ‘face cloning’, the reconstruction of a 3D
face model from one or more images, still rely on manual assistance
for matching a deformable 3D face model to the images [26, 1, 30].
The approach of Pighin et al. [28] demonstrates the high realism
that can be achieved for the synthesis of faces and facial expressions
from photographs where several images of a face are matched to a
single 3D face model. Our automated matching procedure could be
used to replace the manual initialization step, where several corre-
sponding features have to be labeled in the presented images.

For the animation of faces, a variety of methods have been pro-
posed. For a complete overview we again refer to the book of
Parke and Waters [24]. The techniques can be roughly separated
in those that rely on physical modeling of facial muscles [38, 17],
and in those applying previously captured facial expressions to a
face [25, 3]. These performance based animation techniques com-
pute the correspondence between the different facial expressions of
a person by tracking markers glued to the face from image to im-
age. To obtain photo-realistic face animations, up to 182 markers
are used [14]. Working directly on faces without markers, our au-
tomated approach extends this number to its limit. It matches the
full number of vertices available in the face model to images. The
resulting dense correspondence fields can even capture changes in
wrinkles and map these from one face to another.

1.2 Organization of the paper

We start with a description of the database of 3D face scans from
which our morphable model is built.

In Section 3, we introduce the concept of the morphable face
model, assuming a set of 3D face scans that are in full correspon-
dence. Exploiting the statistics of a dataset, we derive a parametric
description of faces, as well as the range of plausible faces. Ad-
ditionally, we define facial attributes, such as gender or fullness of
faces, in the parameter space of the model.

In Section 4, we describe an algorithm for matching our flexible
model to novel images or 3D scans of faces. Along with a 3D re-
construction, the algorithm can compute correspondence, based on
the morphable model.

In Section 5, we introduce an iterative method for building a mor-
phable model automatically from a raw data set of 3D face scans
when no correspondences between the exemplar faces are available.

2 Database

Laser scans (CyberwareTM ) of 200 heads of young adults (100
male and 100 female) were used. The laser scans provide head
structure data in a cylindrical representation, with radiir(h; �) of
surface points sampled at 512 equally-spaced angles�, and at 512
equally spaced vertical stepsh. Additionally, the RGB-color values
R(h; �), G(h; �),andB(h; �), were recorded in the same spatial
resolution and were stored in a texture map with 8 bit per channel.

All faces were without makeup, accessories, and facial hair. The
subjects were scanned wearing bathing caps, that were removed
digitally. Additional automatic pre-processing of the scans, which
for most heads required no human interaction, consisted of a ver-
tical cut behind the ears, a horizontal cut to remove the shoulders,
and a normalization routine that brought each face to a standard
orientation and position in space. The resultant faces were repre-
sented by approximately 70,000 vertices and the same number of
color values.



3 Morphable 3D Face Model
The morphable model is based on a data set of 3D faces. Morphing
between faces requires full correspondence between all of the faces.
In this section, we will assume that all exemplar faces are in full
correspondence. The algorithm for computing correspondence will
be described in Section 5.

We represent the geometry of a face with a shape-vectorS =
(X1; Y1; Z1; X2; :::::; Yn; Zn)

T 2 <3n, that contains theX;Y; Z-
coordinates of itsn vertices. For simplicity, we assume that the
number of valid texture values in the texture map is equal to the
number of vertices. We therefore represent the texture of a face by
a texture-vectorT = (R1; G1; B1; R2; :::::; Gn; Bn)

T 2 <3n, that
contains theR;G;B color values of then corresponding vertices.
A morphable face model was then constructed using a data set ofm
exemplar faces, each represented by its shape-vectorSi and texture-
vectorTi. Since we assume all faces in full correspondence (see
Section 5), new shapesSmodel and new texturesTmodel can be
expressed in barycentric coordinates as a linear combination of the
shapes and textures of them exemplar faces:

Smod =
mP
i=1

aiSi ; Tmod =
mP
i=1

biTi ;
mP
i=1

ai =
mP
i=1

bi = 1:

We define the morphable model as the set of faces(Smod(~a),
Tmod(~b)), parameterized by the coefficients~a = (a1; a2:::am)T

and~b = (b1; b2:::bm)T . 1 Arbitrary new faces can be generated by
varying the parameters~a and~b that control shape and texture.

For a useful face synthesis system, it is important to be able to
quantify the results in terms of their plausibility of being faces. We
therefore estimated the probability distribution for the coefficients
ai andbi from our example set of faces. This distribution enables
us to control the likelihood of the coefficientsai andbi and conse-
quently regulates the likelihood of the appearance of the generated
faces.

We fit a multivariate normal distribution to our data set of 200
faces, based on the averages of shapeS and textureT and the co-
variance matricesCS andCT computed over the shape and texture
differences�Si = Si � S and�T i = Ti � T .

A common technique for data compression known as Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [15, 31] performs a basis transforma-
tion to an orthogonal coordinate system formed by the eigenvectors
si andti of the covariance matrices (in descending order according
to their eigenvalues)2:

Smodel = S +

m�1X

i=1

�isi ; Tmodel = T +

m�1X

i=1

�iti ; (1)

~�; ~� 2 <m�1. The probability for coefficients~� is given by

p(~�) � exp[�
1

2

m�1X

i=1

(�i=�i)
2]; (2)

with �2i being the eigenvalues of the shape covariance matrixCS .
The probabilityp(~�) is computed similarly.

Segmented morphable model: The morphable model de-
scribed in equation (1), hasm � 1 degrees of freedom for tex-
ture andm � 1 for shape. The expressiveness of the model can

1Standard morphing between two faces (m = 2) is obtained if the pa-
rametersa1; b1 are varied between0 and 1, settinga2 = 1 � a1 and
b2 = 1� b1.

2Due to the subtracted average vectorsS and T , the dimensions of
Spanf�Sig andSpanf�Tig are at mostm� 1.
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Figure 2: A single prototype adds a large variety of new faces to the
morphable model. The deviation of a prototype from the average is
added (+) or subtracted (-) from the average. A standard morph (*)
is located halfway between average and the prototype. Subtracting
the differences from the average yields an ’anti’-face (#). Adding
and subtracting deviations independently for shape (S) and texture
(T) on each of four segments produces a number of distinct faces.

be increased by dividing faces into independent subregions that are
morphed independently, for example into eyes, nose, mouth and a
surrounding region (see Figure 2). Since all faces are assumed to
be in correspondence, it is sufficient to define these regions on a
reference face. This segmentation is equivalent to subdividing the
vector space of faces into independent subspaces. A complete 3D
face is generated by computing linear combinations for each seg-
ment separately and blending them at the borders according to an
algorithm proposed for images by [7] .

3.1 Facial attributes

Shape and texture coefficients�i and �i in our morphable face
model do not correspond to the facial attributes used in human lan-
guage. While some facial attributes can easily be related to biophys-
ical measurements [13, 10], such as the width of the mouth, others
such as facial femininity or being more or less bony can hardly be
described by numbers. In this section, we describe a method for
mapping facial attributes, defined by a hand-labeled set of example
faces, to the parameter space of our morphable model. At each po-
sition in face space (that is for any possible face), we define shape
and texture vectors that, when added to or subtracted from a face,
will manipulate a specific attribute while keeping all other attributes
as constant as possible.

In a performance based technique [25], facial expressions can be
transferred by recording two scans of the same individual with dif-
ferent expressions, and adding the differences�S = Sexpression�
Sneutral, �T = Texpression � Tneutral, to a different individual
in a neutral expression.

Unlike facial expressions, attributes that are invariant for each in-
dividual are more difficult to isolate. The following method allows
us to model facial attributes such as gender, fullness of faces, dark-
ness of eyebrows, double chins, and hooked versus concave noses
(Figure 3). Based on a set of faces(Si; Ti) with manually assigned
labels�i describing the markedness of the attribute, we compute



weighted sums

�S =

mX

i=1

�i(Si � S); �T =

mX

i=1

�i(Ti � T ): (3)

Multiples of (�S;�T ) can now be added to or subtracted from
any individual face. For binary attributes, such as gender, we assign
constant values�A for all mA faces in classA, and�B 6= �A for
all mB faces inB. Affecting only the scaling of�S and�T , the
choice of�A, �B is arbitrary.

To justify this method, let�(S; T ) be the overall function de-
scribing the markedness of the attribute in a face(S; T ). Since
�(S; T ) is not available per se for all(S; T ), the regression prob-
lem of estimating�(S; T ) from a sample set of labeled faces has
to be solved. Our technique assumes that�(S; T ) is a linear func-
tion. Consequently, in order to achieve a change�� of the at-
tribute, there is only a single optimal direction(�S;�T ) for the
whole space of faces. It can be shown that Equation (3) defines
the direction with minimal variance-normalized lengthk�Sk2M =
h�S;C�1S �Si, k�Tk2M = h�T;C�1T �T i.

A different kind of facial attribute is its “distinctiveness”, which
is commonly manipulated in caricatures. The automated produc-
tion of caricatures has been possible for many years [6]. This tech-
nique can easily be extended from 2D images to our morphable face
model. Individual faces are caricatured by increasing their distance
from the average face. In our representation, shape and texture co-
efficients�i; �i are simply multiplied by a constant factor.

ORIGINAL CARICATURE MORE MALE FEMALE

SMILE FROWN HOOKED NOSEWEIGHT

Figure 3: Variation of facial attributes of a single face. The appear-
ance of an original face can be changed by adding or subtracting
shape and texture vectors specific to the attribute.

4 Matching a morphable model to images
A crucial element of our framework is an algorithm for automati-
cally matching the morphable face model to one or more images.
Providing an estimate of the face’s 3D structure (Figure 4), it closes
the gap between the specific manipulations described in Section 3.1,
and the type of data available in typical applications.

Coefficients of the 3D model are optimized along with a set of
rendering parameters such that they produce an image as close as
possible to the input image. In an analysis-by-synthesis loop, the
algorithm creates a texture mapped 3D face from the current model
parameters, renders an image, and updates the parameters accord-
ing to the residual difference. It starts with the average head and
with rendering parameters roughly estimated by the user.

Model Parameters: Facial shape and texture are defined
by coefficients�j and �j , j = 1; :::; m � 1 (Equation 1).
Rendering parameters~� contain camera position (azimuth and
elevation), object scale, image plane rotation and translation,
intensity ir;amb; ig;amb; ib;amb of ambient light, and intensity

Initializing
the 
Morphable Model

rough interactive
alignment of 
3D average head

Automated 3D Shape and Texture Reconstruction

Illumination Corrected Texture Extraction

Detail

Detail

2D Input

Figure 4: Processing steps for reconstructing 3D shape and texture
of a new face from a single image. After a rough manual alignment
of the average 3D head (top row), the automated matching proce-
dure fits the 3D morphable model to the image (center row). In the
right column, the model is rendered on top of the input image. De-
tails in texture can be improved by illumination-corrected texture
extraction from the input (bottom row).

ir;dir; ig;dir; ib;dir of directed light. In order to handle photographs
taken under a wide variety of conditions,~� also includes color con-
trast as well as offset and gain in the red, green, and blue channel.
Other parameters, such as camera distance, light direction, and sur-
face shininess, remain fixed to the values estimated by the user.

From parameters(~�; ~�; ~�), colored images

Imodel(x; y) = (Ir;mod(x; y); Ig;mod(x; y); Ib;mod(x; y))
T (4)

are rendered using perspective projection and the Phong illumina-
tion model. The reconstructed image is supposed to be closest to
the input image in terms of Euclidean distance

EI =
P

x;y
kIinput(x; y)� Imodel(x; y)k

2:

Matching a 3D surface to a given image is an ill-posed problem.
Along with the desired solution, many non-face-like surfaces lead
to the same image. It is therefore essential to impose constraints
on the set of solutions. In our morphable model, shape and texture
vectors are restricted to the vector space spanned by the database.

Within the vector space of faces, solutions can be further re-
stricted by a tradeoff between matching quality and prior proba-
bilities, usingP (~�), P (~�) from Section 3 and an ad-hoc estimate
of P (~�). In terms of Bayes decision theory, the problem is to find
the set of parameters(~�; ~�; ~�) with maximum posterior probabil-
ity, given an imageIinput. While ~�, ~�, and rendering parame-
ters ~� completely determine the predicted imageImodel, the ob-
served imageIinput may vary due to noise. For Gaussian noise



with a standard deviation�N , the likelihood to observeIinput is
p(Iinputj~�; ~�; ~�) � exp[ �1

2�2
N

� EI ]. Maximum posterior probabil-

ity is then achieved by minimizing the cost function

E =
1

�2N
EI +

m�1X

j=1

�2j
�2S;j

+

m�1X

j=1

�2j
�2T;j

+
X

j

(�j � ��j)
2

�2�;j
(5)

The optimization algorithm described below uses an estimate of
E based on a random selection of surface points. Predicted color
valuesImodel are easiest to evaluate in the centers of triangles. In
the center of trianglek, texture( �Rk; �Gk; �Bk)

T and 3D location
( �Xk; �Yk; �Zk)

T are averages of the values at the corners. Perspec-
tive projection maps these points to image locations(�px;k; �py;k)

T .
Surface normalsnk of each trianglek are determined by the 3D lo-
cations of the corners. According to Phong illumination, the color
componentsIr;model, Ig;model andIb;model take the form

Ir;model;k = (ir;amb + ir;dir � (nkl)) �Rk + ir;dirs � (rkvk)
� (6)

wherel is the direction of illumination,vk the normalized differ-
ence of camera position and the position of the triangle’s center, and
rk = 2(nl)n � l the direction of the reflected ray.s denotes sur-
face shininess, and� controls the angular distribution of the spec-
ular reflection. Equation (6) reduces toIr;model;k = ir;amb

�Rk if
a shadow is cast on the center of the triangle, which is tested in a
method described below.

For high resolution 3D meshes, variations inImodel across each
trianglek 2 f1; :::; ntg are small, soEI may be approximated by

EI �

ntX

k=1

ak � kIinput(�px;k; �py;k)� Imodel;kk
2;

whereak is the image area covered by trianglek. If the triangle is
occluded,ak = 0.

In gradient descent, contributions from different triangles of the
mesh would be redundant. In each iteration, we therefore select a
random subsetK � f1; :::; ntg of 40 trianglesk and replaceEI by

EK =
X

k2K

kIinput(�px;k; �py;k)� Imodel;k)k
2: (7)

The probability of selectingk is p(k 2 K) � ak. This method of
stochastic gradient descent [16] is not only more efficient computa-
tionally, but also helps to avoid local minima by adding noise to the
gradient estimate.

Before the first iteration, and once every 1000 steps, the algo-
rithm computes the full 3D shape of the current model, and 2D po-
sitions(px; py)T of all vertices. It then determinesak, and detects
hidden surfaces and cast shadows in a two-pass z-buffer technique.
We assume that occlusions and cast shadows are constant during
each subset of iterations.

Parameters are updated depending on analytical derivatives of
the cost functionE, using�j 7! �j � �j �

@E
@�j

, and similarly for
�j and�j , with suitable factors�j .

Derivatives of texture and shape (Equation 1) yield derivatives
of 2D locations(�px;k; �py;k)T , surface normalsnk, vectorsvk and
rk, andImodel;k (Equation 6) using chain rule. From Equation (7),
partial derivatives@EK

@�j
, @EK
@�j

, and@EK
@�j

can be obtained.
Coarse-to-Fine: In order to avoid local minima, the algorithm fol-
lows a coarse-to-fine strategy in several respects:
a)The first set of iterations is performed on a down-sampled version
of the input image with a low resolution morphable model.
b) We start by optimizing only the first coefficients�j and�j con-
trolling the first principal components, along with all parameters
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Figure 5: Simultaneous reconstruction of 3D shape and texture of a
new face from two images taken under different conditions. In the
center row, the 3D face is rendered on top of the input images.

�j . In subsequent iterations, more and more principal components
are added.
c) Starting with a relatively large�N , which puts a strong weight
on prior probability in equation (5) and ties the optimum towards
the prior expectation value, we later reduce�N to obtain maximum
matching quality.
d) In the last iterations, the face model is broken down into seg-
ments (Section 3). With parameters�j fixed, coefficients�j and
�j are optimized independently for each segment. This increased
number of degrees of freedom significantly improves facial details.
Multiple Images: It is straightforward to extend this technique to
the case where several images of a person are available (Figure 5).
While shape and texture are still described by a common set of�j
and�j , there is now a separate set of�j for each input image.EI

is replaced by a sum of image distances for each pair of input and
model images, and all parameters are optimized simultaneously.
Illumination-Corrected Texture Extraction: Specific features of
individual faces that are not captured by the morphable model, such
as blemishes, are extracted from the image in a subsequent texture
adaptation process. Extracting texture from images is a technique
widely used in constructing 3D models from images (e.g. [28]).
However, in order to be able to change pose and illumination, it
is important to separate pure albedo at any given point from the
influence of shading and cast shadows in the image. In our ap-
proach, this can be achieved because our matching procedure pro-
vides an estimate of 3D shape, pose, and illumination conditions.
Subsequent to matching, we compare the predictionImod;i for each
vertexi with Iinput(px;i; py;i), and compute the change in texture
(Ri; Gi; Bi) that accounts for the difference. In areas occluded in
the image, we rely on the prediction made by the model. Data from
multiple images can be blended using methods similar to [28].

4.1 Matching a morphable model to 3D scans

The method described above can also be applied to register new
3D faces. Analogous to images, where perspective projection



P : R3 ! R2 and an illumination model define a colored im-
ageI(x; y) = (R(x; y); G(x; y); B(x; y))T , laser scans provide
a two-dimensional cylindrical parameterization of the surface by
means of a mappingC : R3 ! R2; (x; y; z) 7! (h; �). Hence,
a scan can be represented as

I(h; �) = (R(h; �); G(h; �); B(h; �); r(h; �))T : (8)

In a face (S,T ), defined by shape and texture coefficients�j and
�j (Equation 1), vertexi with texture values(Ri; Gi; Bi) and
cylindrical coordinates(ri; hi; �i) is mapped toImodel(hi; �i) =
(Ri; Gi; Bi; ri)

T . The matching algorithm from the previous sec-
tion now determines�j and�j minimizing

E =
X

h;�

kIinput(h; �)� Imodel(h; �)k
2:

5 Building a morphable model

In this section, we describe how to build the morphable model from
a set of unregistered 3D prototypes, and to add a new face to the
existing morphable model, increasing its dimensionality.

The key problem is to compute a dense point-to-point correspon-
dence between the vertices of the faces. Since the method described
in Section 4.1 finds the best match of a given face only within the
range of the morphable model, it cannot add new dimensions to the
vector space of faces. To determine residual deviations between a
novel face and the best match within the model, as well as to set
unregistered prototypes in correspondence, we use an optic flow al-
gorithm that computes correspondence between two faces without
the need of a morphable model [35]. The following section sum-
marizes this technique.

5.1 3D Correspondence using Optic Flow

Initially designed to find corresponding points in grey-level images
I(x; y), a gradient-based optic flow algorithm [2] is modified to es-
tablish correspondence between a pair of 3D scansI(h; �) (Equa-
tion 8), taking into account color and radius values simultaneously
[35]. The algorithm computes a flow field(�h(h; �); ��(h; �)) that
minimizes differences ofkI1(h; �)�I2(h+�h; �+��)k in a norm
that weights variations in texture and shape equally. Surface prop-
erties from differential geometry, such as mean curvature, may be
used as additional components inI(h; �).

On facial regions with little structure in texture and shape, such
as forehead and cheeks, the results of the optic flow algorithm are
sometimes spurious. We therefore perform a smooth interpolation
based on simulated relaxation of a system of flow vectors that are
coupled with their neighbors. The quadratic coupling potential is
equal for all flow vectors. On high-contrast areas, components of
flow vectors orthogonal to edges are bound to the result of the pre-
vious optic flow computation. The system is otherwise free to take
on a smooth minimum-energy arrangement. Unlike simple filter-
ing routines, our technique fully retains matching quality wherever
the flow field is reliable. Optic flow and smooth interpolation are
computed on several consecutive levels of resolution.

Constructing a morphable face model from a set of unregistered
3D scans requires the computation of the flow fields between each
face and an arbitrary reference face. Given a definition of shape and
texture vectorsSref andTref for the reference face,S andT for
each face in the database can be obtained by means of the point-to-
point correspondence provided by(�h(h; �); ��(h; �)).

5.2 Bootstrapping the model

Because the optic flow algorithm does not incorporate any con-
straints on the set of solutions, it fails on some of the more unusual
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Figure 6: Matching a morphable model to a single image (1) of a
face results in a 3D shape (2) and a texture map estimate. The tex-
ture estimate can be improved by additional texture extraction (4).
The 3D model is rendered back into the image after changing facial
attributes, such as gaining (3) and loosing weight (5), frowning (6),
or being forced to smile (7).

faces in the database. Therefore, we modified a bootstrapping al-
gorithm to iteratively improve correspondence, a method that has
been used previously to build linear image models [36].

The basic recursive step:Suppose that an existing morphable
model is not powerful enough to match a new face and thereby find
correspondence with it. The idea is first to find rough correspon-
dences to the novel face using the (inadequate) morphable model
and then to improve these correspondences by using an optic flow
algorithm.

Starting from an arbitrary face as the temporary reference, pre-
liminary correspondence between all other faces and this reference
is computed using the optic flow algorithm. On the basis of these
correspondences, shape and texture vectorsS andT can be com-
puted. Their average serves as a new reference face. The first mor-
phable model is then formed by the most significant components
as provided by a standard PCA decomposition. The current mor-
phable model is now matched to each of the 3D faces according
to the method described in Section 4.1. Then, the optic flow algo-
rithm computes correspondence between the 3D face and the ap-
proximation provided by the morphable model. Combined with the
correspondence implied by the matched model, this defines a new
correspondence between the reference face and the example.

Iterating this procedure with increasing expressive power of the
model (by increasing the number of principal components) leads to
reliable correspondences between the reference face and the exam-
ples, and finally to a complete morphable face model.

6 Results

We built a morphable face model by automatically establishing cor-
respondence between all of our 200 exemplar faces. Our interactive
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Figure 7: After manual initialization, the algorithm automatically matches a colored morphable model (color contrast set to zero) to the
image. Rendering the inner part of the 3D face on top of the image, new shadows, facial expressions and poses can be generated.

face modeling system enables human users to create new characters
and to modify facial attributes by varying the model coefficients.
Within the constraints imposed by prior probability, there is a large
variability of possible faces, and all linear combinations of the ex-
emplar faces look natural.

We tested the expressive power of our morphable model by au-
tomatically reconstructing 3D faces from photographs of arbitrary
Caucasian faces of middle age that were not in the database. The
images were either taken by us using a digital camera (Figures 4, 5),
or taken under arbitrary unknown conditions (Figures 6, 7).

In all examples, we matched a morphable model built from the
first 100 shape and the first100 texture principal components that
were derived from the whole dataset of200 faces. Each component
was additionally segmented in 4 parts (see Figure 2). The whole
matching procedure was performed in105 iterations. On an SGI
R10000 processor, computation time was50 minutes.

Reconstructing the true 3D shape and texture of a face from a
single image is an ill-posed problem. However, to human observers
who also know only the input image, the results obtained with our
method look correct. When compared with a real image of the ro-
tated face, differences usually become only visible for large rota-
tions of more than60�.

There is a wide variety of applications for 3D face reconstruction
from 2D images. As demonstrated in Figures 6 and 7, the results
can be used for automatic post-processing of a face within the orig-
inal picture or movie sequence.

Knowing the 3D shape of a face in an image provides a segmen-
tation of the image into face area and background. The face can be
combined with other 3D graphic objects, such as glasses or hats,
and then be rendered in front of the background, computing cast
shadows or new illumination conditions (Fig. 7). Furthermore, we
can change the appearance of the face by adding or subtracting spe-
cific attributes. If previously unseen backgrounds become visible,
we fill the holes with neighboring background pixels (Fig. 6).

We also applied the method to paintings such as Leonardo’s
Mona Lisa (Figure 8). Due to unusual (maybe unrealistic) light-
ing, illumination-corrected texture extraction is difficult here. We
therefore apply a different method for transferring all details of the

painting to novel views. For new illumination, we render two im-
ages of the reconstructed 3D face with different illumination, and
multiply relative changes in pixel values (Figure 8, bottom left) by
the original values in the painting (bottom center). For a new pose
(bottom right), differences in shading are transferred in a similar
way, and the painting is then warped according to the 2D projec-
tions of 3D vertex displacements of the reconstructed shape.

7 Future work
Issues of implementation:We plan to speed up our matching algo-
rithm by implementing a simplified Newton-method for minimizing
the cost function (Equation 5). Instead of the time consuming com-
putation of derivatives for each iteration step, a global mapping of
the matching error into parameter space can be used [9].

Data reduction applied to shape and texture data will reduce
redundancy of our representation, saving additional computation
time.
Extending the database:While the current database is sufficient
to model Caucasian faces of middle age, we would like to extend it
to children, to elderly people as well as to other races.

We also plan to incorporate additional 3D face examples repre-
senting the time course of facial expressions and visemes, the face
variations during speech.

The laser scanning technology we used, unfortunately, does not
allow us to collect dynamical 3D face data, as each scanning cycle
takes at least 10 seconds. Consequently, our current example set
of facial expressions is restricted to those that can be kept static by
the scanned subjects. However, the development of fast optical 3D
digitizers [27] will allow us to apply our method to streams of 3D
data during speech and facial expressions.
Extending the face model: Our current morphable model is re-
stricted to the face area, because a sufficient 3D model of hair can-
not be obtained with our laser scanner. For animation, the missing
part of the head can be automatically replaced by a standard hair
style or a hat, or by hair that is modeled using interactive manual
segmentation and adaptation to a 3D model [30, 28]. Automated
reconstruction of hair styles from images is one of the future chal-
lenges.



Figure 8: Reconstructed 3D face of Mona Lisa (top center and
right). For modifying the illumination, relative changes in color
(bottom left) are computed on the 3D face, and then multiplied by
the color values in the painting (bottom center). Additional warping
generates new orientations (bottom right, see text), while details of
the painting, such as brush strokes or cracks, are retained.
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Expressions & Animation ScriptsExpressionsExpressions && Animation ScriptsAnimation Scripts
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Facial ExpressionsFacial ExpressionsFacial Expressions
How many expressions are there?How many expressions are there?

Image:Image: vismodvismod.www.media..www.media.mitmit..eduedu/~/~irfanirfan

Facial ExpressionsFacial ExpressionsFacial Expressions
How many expressions are there?How many expressions are there?
•• expressions can be grouped expressions can be grouped into:into:

–– emotional emotional expressionsexpressions
 joy, fearjoy, fear, anger, …, anger, …
 P.P. EkmanEkman: “: “The argument and evidence about universals The argument and evidence about universals 

in facial expressions of emotionin facial expressions of emotion”. In Wagner /”. In Wagner / MonsteadMonstead: : 
Handbook of Social PsychoHandbook of Social Psycho--physiology,physiology, JohnWileyJohnWiley, 1989, 1989

–– expressions of physical stateexpressions of physical state
 pain, drowsiness,…pain, drowsiness,…
 G.G. FaiginFaigin: “: “The Artist’s Complete Guide to Facial The Artist’s Complete Guide to Facial 

ExpressionsExpressions”, Watson”, Watson--GuptillGuptill, , 19901990

•• can we reduce the complexity to a basic set of can we reduce the complexity to a basic set of 
expressions?expressions?

Ekman’s
Universal Expressions
Ekman’sEkman’s
Universal ExpressionsUniversal Expressions
•• six universal facial expression categoriessix universal facial expression categories
•• recognized & correctly interpreted across culturesrecognized & correctly interpreted across cultures
•• differences in intensitydifferences in intensity
•• variation in detailvariation in detail
•• it seems we can…it seems we can…

–– construct a basic set of expressionsconstruct a basic set of expressions
–– apply variations in “intensity”apply variations in “intensity”
–– modify detailsmodify details

Universal ExpressionsUniversal ExpressionsUniversal Expressions

sadness            sadness            angeranger joyjoy
fear                disgust          fear                disgust          surprisesurprise

Images:Images: ParkeParke/Waters: “Computer Facial Animation” /Waters: “Computer Facial Animation” 

Essential FeaturesEssential FeaturesEssential Features
What is really important in an expression?What is really important in an expression?
•• eyes & eyebrowseyes & eyebrows
•• mouthmouth
•• expressive wrinklesexpressive wrinkles

Images: wwwImages: www--viz.viz.tamutamu..eduedu/students//students/amytamyt/ (left + center); unknown source (right)/ (left + center); unknown source (right)
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Essential FeaturesEssential FeaturesEssential Features

sadness                   sadness                   angeranger joyjoy
fear                      disgust                 fear                      disgust                 surprisesurprise

Images: unknown sourceImages: unknown source

Creating more  ExpressionsCreating more  ExpressionsCreating more  Expressions
Modifications of existing expressions:Modifications of existing expressions:
•• scale animation parameters (change “intensity”)scale animation parameters (change “intensity”)
•• use multiple source expressions & blend themuse multiple source expressions & blend them

–– doesn’t give that many degrees of freedomdoesn’t give that many degrees of freedom
•• mask out face parts and blend the othersmask out face parts and blend the others

–– this depends on the parameterization (masking this depends on the parameterization (masking 
vertices vs. masking muscles)vertices vs. masking muscles)

Pighin et al.PighinPighin et al.et al.
F. Pighin et al.: “F. Pighin et al.: “Synthesizing Realistic Facial Synthesizing Realistic Facial Expressions fromExpressions from
PhotographsPhotographs”,”, SIGGRAPHSIGGRAPH ‘98, 75‘98, 75--84, 199884, 1998

•• polygonal meshes with identical topologypolygonal meshes with identical topology

•• convex combinations of basic expressionsconvex combinations of basic expressions
•• local blending using “painterly interface” (masking local blending using “painterly interface” (masking 

forehead, eyes, mouth,…)forehead, eyes, mouth,…)

++ ==50%50% 50%50%

Pighin et al.PighinPighin et al.et al.

Facial DynamicsFacial DynamicsFacial Dynamics
Getting from expression A to expression BGetting from expression A to expression B
•• “blending” expressions?“blending” expressions?

–– In reality, face parts do not move in synchronyIn reality, face parts do not move in synchrony
•• some actions are independentsome actions are independent

–– e.g. eye directione.g. eye direction
•• some actions are synchronizedsome actions are synchronized

–– e.g. eyebrows vs. mouth in speeche.g. eyebrows vs. mouth in speech
•• timing is importanttiming is important

–– acceleration / slowacceleration / slow--down in a transitiondown in a transition
–– synchronization issuessynchronization issues

Control mechanisms:Control mechanisms:
•• lowlow--level sequencinglevel sequencing

–– tracks / channels: interpolate tracks / channels: interpolate 
keykey values over time rangevalues over time range

–– may be improved by may be improved by expressions                      expressions                      
(specify complete sets of (specify complete sets of 
parameterparameter valuesvalues for a time step)for a time step)

–– can be done interactivelycan be done interactively
•• highhigh--level controllevel control

–– layered abstractions from basic parameterslayered abstractions from basic parameters
–– combination / synchronization issuescombination / synchronization issues
–– more suitable for a scripting languagemore suitable for a scripting language

Animation SpecificationAnimation SpecificationAnimation Specification

tt

tt

++
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Animation ScriptsAnimation ScriptsAnimation Scripts
Some desirable properties:Some desirable properties:
•• layers of abstractionlayers of abstraction
•• access to lowaccess to low--level parameterslevel parameters
•• control of dynamicscontrol of dynamics

–– interpolation types (linear,interpolation types (linear, splinespline,…) ,…) 
•• combine combine animationsanimations to larger onesto larger ones

–– sequentially or sequentially or concurrentlyconcurrently (override?)(override?)
•• synchronization on all levelssynchronization on all levels

–– e.g. start speech after head turne.g. start speech after head turn

SMILE: A Layered ApproachSMILE: A SMILE: A LayeredLayered ApproachApproach

synchronization: emotions, speech, eyessynchronization: emotions, speech, eyes

sequencing: words & emotionssequencing: words & emotions

snapshots: phonemes & expressionssnapshots: phonemes & expressions

minimal perceptible actionminimal perceptible action

muscles / lowmuscles / low--level parameterslevel parameters

P.P. KalraKalra et alet al.: “.: “SMILE: ASMILE: A MultilayeredMultilayered Facial Animation SystemFacial Animation System”, ”, 
Proc. IFIP Proc. IFIP ’91, 189’91, 189--198, 1991198, 1991

SMILE: HLSSSMILE: HLSSSMILE: HLSS

[A][B][C][A][B][C]

[A][fork B][C][A][fork B][C]

[A…[fork B] …][A…[fork B] …]

AA BB CC

AA BB
CC

AA
BB

AA
BB

CC
[A][endfork B][C]

[A…[endfork B]…]
AA

BB

HighHigh--Level Script Level Script SchedulerScheduler
•• action durationaction duration
•• action sequencingaction sequencing

SMILE: HLSSSMILE: HLSSSMILE: HLSS
Action synchronization on several levelsAction synchronization on several levels

•• actoractor

•• emotionemotion

•• sentencesentence

[actor JULIET while [
[say “What’s the time?”]
[actor ROMEO while

[say “It’s midnight…”] ]]]

[emotion FEAR]
[emotion ANGER while [say “Aaargh”]]

[say “My name is Juliet”
[emotion WINK]
“and your’s?”]

High-level Control ScriptsHighHigh--level level ControlControl ScriptsScripts
Combining is nonCombining is non--trivial!trivial!
•• most important example: speech and expressionmost important example: speech and expression
•• areas of influence can overlapareas of influence can overlap

–– depends on parameterizationdepends on parameterization
•• muscles:muscles:

–– contractions are often just added upcontractions are often just added up
•• blending geometry:blending geometry:

–– use mask for definition of influence regionuse mask for definition of influence region
–– average vertex positions in overlapping partaverage vertex positions in overlapping part

•• overrides should be possible:overrides should be possible:
–– e.g. eye movement, global head e.g. eye movement, global head orientationorientation

High-level Control ScriptsHighHigh--level level ControlControl ScriptsScripts
More powerful abstractions:More powerful abstractions:
•• speechspeech

–– phonemesphonemes
–– words & sentenceswords & sentences
–– emotional contentemotional content

•• behaviorbehavior
–– acting out directions, procedurally or using AIacting out directions, procedurally or using AI
–– according to personalityaccording to personality

•• storystory
–– understandingunderstanding
–– stage directionstage direction
–– action generationaction generation
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Where do we stand today?

Face Animation

Audio Input

FAP
Extraction

and Tracking

Video Input

Phonemes
extraction from

speech

  FAP/Emotions
Extraction

Speech to
Text

Virtual Face

FA
P

Audio

3D Face clone
Animation
with Audio

3D Autonomous
            Face

Animation
with Audio

(face)

(speech) Enhanced Text

Phoneme and FAP
Composition

Automatic
Emotion and

Speech
Response
Generation

FAP

Audio

Emotions

Phonemes

Emotion and
Phoneme

Composition

Autonomous actor

Magnenat Thalmann N., Kalra P., Pandzic I.S., "Direct Face-to-Face
Communication Between Real and Virtual Humans", International Journal of Information Technology, 
Vol.1, No.2, 1995, pp.145-157.

Face to Virtual Face Communication

•What are technologies?

•What is the progress?

•What is still absent?

•What is the future?
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What are the technologies?
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Speech Animation : Hierarchy

MethodsTechnologyStep

Automatic
Viseme definition, 
Synchronization 

with sound

Viseme generation
and animation

Rules based, 
automaticCo-articulationPhoneme 

transition

Manual, semi-
automatic or 

automatic
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speech 
(synthetic or real)
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Animated Talking Heads – a typical system

Speech -
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signal
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Speech Animation from 

Natural Voice

(for cloned avatars) 
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(Only) Acoustic Analysis 

Speech signal

Speech 
Processing NN/HMM

Parameter 
Database 

for Phonemes

Parameters : FFT, 
LPC, LSP, F0, 
zero crossing etc. Phonemes
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Acoustic and Visual Analysis

Speech signal

Video/3D data

Speech 
Processing

Computer
Vision

NN/HMM

Parameters : FFT, 
LPC, LSP, F0, 
zero crossing etc.

Facial states, lip 
opening, width, height, 
protrusion etc.

Parameters 
for facial 
movements
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Comparison

Training data is synchronized speech and 
video/3D capture

Ease in training data collection (only 
speech)

Co-articulation effect is inherently taken 
care of in analysis

Co-articulation model needs to be applied 
to resulting phonemes

Technique can be used for synthesis of 
other facial movements (eyebrow, nods)

Only lip/mouth movements can be 
generated

Acoustic-Visual AnalysisAcoustic Analysis

Less language dependenceGreater language dependence

Resulting facial animation closely affected 
by the training database

Resulting facial animation not affected by 
training database

Output parameters (facial states/lip width, 
height etc.) are tied to a particular 

animation system

The output “phonemes”, suitable for any 
facial animation system
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Challenges

• Independent of language and speaker

• Independent of face model used for animation

• Minimal training requirements

• Simplicity of tools, algorithm and 
implementation
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Speech Driven Talking Head: an example
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Speech Analysis 

Parameter extraction
• Choice of LP Analysis

• LP derived reflection coefficients are directly related to 
vocal tract shape [Wakita]

• Phonemes can be characterized by vocal tract shape

• Limitations
• Works well for vowels so we choose the most common 

five vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/.
• For the consonants?
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Use of Neural Network

Three layer back 
propogation

12 input nodes, 10 
hidden nodes, 5 output 
nodes

Five vowels used 

/a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/

12 male and 5 female 
speakers

Typical plots for reflection coefficients
for five chosen vowels
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Results of NN training

143880124/u/

362240010/o/

2030130/i/

50891770/e/

011152241/a/

Expected

/u//o//i//e//a/

Recognized
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Energy Analysis

Vowel-Vowel Transition
Semi-vowels
Consonants

The parameters corresponding to the vowels are modulated
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What more?

Zero crossing for affricates and unvoiced fricatives (/sh/, 
/dzh/) and /h/

Zero crossing rate is 49 per 10 msec for unvoiced, and 14 per 
10 msec for voiced speech 
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Speech Animation from 

Text/Synthetic Speech

(for autonomous virtual humans)
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Synthetic Speech Driven Talking Head

Text

Temporized 
phonemes

Audio 
signal

Facial animation
parameters 

Synchronization

Animatable face 
model

Text to 
Speech Co-articulation
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Speech Co-articulation
Co-articulation is a phenomenon observed during fluent speech, in which facial movements 
corresponding to one phonetic or visemic segments are influenced by those corresponding to the 
neighboring segments.

Transition towards v2 
starts as soon as v1 ends

Transition towards v2 
starts a fixed time 
interval before v2 begins

Transition towards v2 
takes place in two phases

Example: a V1-C-V2 sequence where V1 is un-protruded (eg. ‘a’) and V2 is protruded (eg. ‘u’)  

M. M. Cohen, D.W. Massaro, "Modelling coarticulation in synthetic visual speech", in 
N. M. Thalmann and D. Thalmann, Models and techniques in Computer Animation,
Spinger-Verlag, 1993, pp. 139-156.
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Articulatory Gesture Model

A. Löfqvist, “Speech as audible gestures”, in 
Speech Production and Speech Modeling, Kluwer 
Academic Publishers, 289-322

•Each speech segment (typically a 
viseme) has dominance that increases 
and decreases over time

•Adjacent visemes have overlapping 
dominance functions that will blend 
over time

•Each viseme may have a different 
dominance function for each 
articulator
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Co-articulation Models for Talking Head

Pelachaud (1991) : 
“Look ahead” model based on deformability of phonemes
Also considered muscle contraction times

Cohen & Massaro (1992) : 
Non-linear dominance and blending functions designed for each 
phoneme
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In Summary

Define weight (dominance), and overlap according to 
phoneme group.
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Performance Driven Facial Animation

Enhances realism to a great degree
Enables design of the building blocks
Limitations : complex equipment, availability of skilled performer

Optical tracking 
with several 
cameras

Parameterized 
(FAP) 
synthetic face

MPEG4 
FAP 

3D 
position 
data 
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Realism in Talking Heads
Can we combine flexibility of facial animation design and realism of 
performance driven facial animation? How?

Optical tracking 
data

Realistic building 
blocks : 

expressions and 
visemes

Statistical 
analysis

Expression-
Viseme space

Rules for 
expression mixing 

and blending

Realistic 
Facial Animation
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What is PCA

PCA is a well-known multivariate statistical analysis technique aimed at :

• reducing the dimensionality of a dataset, which consists of a large 
number of interrelated variables 

• retaining as much as possible of the variation present in the dataset
• transforming the existing dataset into a new set of variables called the 

principal components (PC)

The PCs are uncorrelated and are ordered so that the first few PCs retain 
the most of the variation present in all of the original dataset. 
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Why PCA

For facial capture

High correlation between facial 
feature points

Large amount of capture data for 
speech

Capturing individual as well as 
collective movement dynamics 
important during expressive 
speech

Use of MPEG4 Feature 
points and FAP
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Data Capture

Optical Tracking system : Vicon

27 optical markers, 6 Cameras

Extraction of 3D positions of 
markers 

100 phoneme rich sentences from 
TIMIT database

3D position data of 14 markers 
around lips and cheeks used for 
PCA
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Data Analysis
3D position 

data for every 
frame

Principal 
Component 

Analysis

Transformation 
matrix ‘T’

3D position 
space

‘expression/viseme’ 
space

Principal Components
(basis vectors of the 

PC space)

Analysis results into a transformation between 3D position space and 
the newly constructed expression/viseme space 
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What are the Principal Components

The facial movements are controlled by 
single parameters, as opposed to 
several MPEG4 parameters needed 
to control the same facial 
movement

Eg. ‘Open Mouth ’ affects not only lips, 
but jaw and cheek region also

Thus the Principal Components take care 
of global facial movements using 
minimum number of parameters 
and provide higher level 
parameterization for facial 
animation design

(a) Open mouth
(b) Lip protrusion
(c) Lip sucking
(d) Raise cornerlips
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Expression and Viseme Space

•The ‘Principal Components’ form the basis or the ‘principal axes’ of the 
abstract Expression and Viseme space 

•Each point in the Expression and Viseme space is a facial expression, a 
viseme, or a combination

•Transition in this space from one point (expression) to another, results in 
smooth and realistic transition in the 3D position space giving a new way 
of achieving keyframe animations.

•A combination of points in this space results in realistic blending and 
combination of visemes and expressions in 3D position space, and hence a 
realistic expressive speech animation.
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Application to Speech Animation

3D position Space

Computation of 
MPEG-4 FAP

Expression/Viseme 
Space

Temporized 
phonemesCo-articulation

Animation ready 
3D position data

3D positions for 
static phonemes

Space vector 
trajectories

Space vectors for 
static phonemes & 
Expressions

Tr
an

sf
or

m
at

io
n

Principal Component 
Analysis

Principal Component 
Analysis

Capture data from 
fluent speech

Expressions
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Expressive Speech

Each expression and viseme is a vector in the 
Expression and Viseme space

Mixing between Viseme and Expression is a 
simple vector addition in that space

Transforming back to 3D position space results 
into ‘Expressive Speech’

For happy expression, PC2 and PC3 are most 
effective, as it controls lip protrusion

For sad expression, PC4 and PC6 is found to be 
most effective, that controls corner lip 
movements
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Blending Speech with Expressions

Expression
vector

Viseme
vector

Expression and 
Viseme space

Expressive 
visemeTransformation

3D position space 
(convertible to FAP)
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ABSTRACT
Linear Predictive analysis is a widely used technique for
speech analysis and encoding. In this paper, we discuss the
issues involved in its application to phoneme extraction and
lip synchronization. The LP analysis results in a set of
reflection coefficients that are closely related to the vocal
tract shape. Since the vocal tract shape can be correlated
with the phoneme being spoken, LP analysis can be directly
applied to phoneme extraction. We use neural networks to
train and classify the reflection coefficients into a set of
vowels. In addition, average energy is used to take care of
vowel-vowel and vowel-consonant transitions, whereas the
zero crossing information is used to detect the presence of
fricatives. We directly apply the extracted phoneme
information to our synthetic 3D face model. The proposed
method is fast, easy to implement, and adequate for real
time speech animation. As the method does not rely on
language structure or speech recognition, it is language
independent. Moreover, the method is speaker independent.
It can be applied to lip synchronization for entertainment
applications and avatar animation in virtual environments.

Keywords
LP analysis, lip synchronization, real-time speech animation

1. INTRODUCTION
In today's multi-modal user interactive systems, talking
heads form an important and essential part. For virtual
presenters, storytellers, and avatars in virtual environments,
synthetic faces talking in natural voice are gaining more
potential. The advances in speech synthesis technologies
are resulting in better quality computer generated voices.
Nevertheless, using natural voice for the animation of
synthetic faces remains a challenging area of research in
computer animation. The problem can be easily divided
into two parts; viz. extracting the mouth shape information
from speech signal and then applying it to a synthetic 3D
face model with synchronization for realistic animation. We
concentrate on the former part in this paper, and briefly
discuss the issues involved in the later.

The goal is to extract the parameters from speech signal
which are directly or indirectly related to the mouth/lip
movements. McAllister et al [1] used mouth shape
descriptors called moments computed from the FFT

coefficients of the speech signal as these parameters. LPC
derived cepstral coefficients were used by Curinga,
Lavagetto, and Vignoli [2]. They trained Time Delay
Neural Network to take care of the co-articulation.
Yamamoto, Nakamura, Shikano [3] and Tamura et al [4]
used HMM techniques for the synthesis of lip movements
from the speech signal. Morishima [5] described a real time
voice driven talking head and its application to
entertainment. He used LPC derived cepstral coefficients to
extract mouth shape parameters using neural networks.

Most of the above mentioned researchers used the mouth
shape parameters like width, height, lip-to-lip distance or
the control point locations around the lips. These
parameters were extracted from the video sequences
associated with the speech recordings, and were then used
for training. We propose to take a different approach that
will allow us to apply the results to any generalized 3D
head. The straightforward alternative is to extract the
phonemes or visemes (visual counterparts of phonemes)
directly from the speech signal. We choose LP analysis to
extract the parameters from the speech signal. This
technique, as explained in the subsequent sections, is
inadequate for the consonants. Thus, it has limited use for
the accurate phoneme extraction. We partly overcome the
limitation by augmenting the results of vowel recognition
with the energy envelope modulation. We also use zero
crossing rate to recognize unvoiced fricatives. Our face
model can directly animate such modulated vowels, making
the animation process easy.

The next section explains the proposed system in brief.
Section 3 explains the use of the LP analysis and use of
neural networks, energy criterion and zero crossing rate for
phoneme extraction. The issues related to 3D synthetic
faces for speech animation are discussed in section 4.
Finally, we give conclusions and discuss future work.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 shows the overall block diagram of the system.
Input speech is sampled at 10 kHz with a frame size of 20
ms. Preprocessing includes pre-emphasis and hamming
windowing of the signal. Currently, no filtering is done for
noise reduction. 12 reflection coefficients are calculated as
a result of LP analysis. The coefficients are obtained from
sustained vowel data and are used to train the neural



network. As a result, one of the 5 chosen vowels (/a/, /e/, /i/,
/o/, /u/) is obtained for the frame. We have chosen these
vowels since we notice that the vowels in many languages
can be roughly classified into these basic sounds or their
combinations/variations. We use median filtering to smooth
the resulting recognized vowels. The average energy of the
signal is calculated as the zeroth auto-correlation coefficient
over the frame and is used to decide the intensity of the
detected vowel. Zero crossings are calculated to decide the
presence of the unvoiced fricatives and affricates (/sh/, /ch/,
/zh/ etc.). Finally, the Facial Animation Module generates
the Facial Animation Parameters (FAP) as supported by
MPEG-4 standard depending upon the phoneme input. Note
that any 3D parameterized facial model can be used here.
The speech animation is then easy using the pre-defined
parameters for these extracted phonemes.

Figure 1: System overview

3. SPEECH ANLYSIS
As previously mentioned, several parameters can be used to
correlate the speech signal to the mouth shape. Lewis and
Parke [6] suggested the use of linear prediction for lip
synchronization. However, they used Fourier transform of
the negated zero extended LP coefficients for analysis. An
analyzed speech frame was then classified using the
Euclidean distance norm after comparing it with the spectra
of reference phonemes. We use the LP derived reflection
coefficients, the average energy in the speech signal and the
zero crossing rate. This section explains the choice of these
parameters in details.

3.1 Speech Production and LP Analysis
The human speech production system can be easily divided
into the glottis or vocal cords and the vocal tract (mouth,
tongue and lips). The glottal excitation acts as the source
signal. The vocal tract, acting as a filter, then shapes it to
generate the output speech. The phonemes can be
characterized together by the excitation and the vocal tract

shape. We concentrate on the vocal tract shape here. This
subsection focuses on extraction of vowels, whereas issues
involved in the extraction of some of the consonants are
discussed in the subsequent subsections. For the production
of vowels, the vocal tract shape is constant with time and
uniform (without constrictions), with the sustained
vibrations of the vocal cords.

Thus for the vowels, the vocal tract can be approximately
modeled as a concatenation of a number of cylindrical tubes
of uniform cross-sectional area [7]. Figure 2 shows a simple
approximation of the model consisting of m acoustic tubes.
The tubes have cross-sectional areas A1 to Am. Though
these values have great variation from person to person, the
relative distribution is similar for a given vowel. We are
interested in extracting this vocal tract shape information,
which will be directly useful for speech animation.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of vocal system and
concatenated tube approximation

Wakita [8] compared the above acoustic filter model
represented by the concatenated tubes, with the speech
production model suggested by LP analysis. The details are
beyond the scope of discussion here, but we state the result.
The comparison between the acoustic tube model, and the
LP derived model led to the following conclusion. The
reflection coefficients rl, computed as a by-product of the
recursive LP algorithm, are directly related to the vocal
tract area as per the concatenated tube model by the
following equation.

ll

ll
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−=

−

−
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As clearly depicted by the equation, the reflection
coefficients are directly related to the variation of the vocal
tract area for sustained vowels. A definite pattern observed
in these coefficients for a particular vowel suggests the use
of neural networks for classification.

3.2 Use of Neural Network
With the background given in the last subsection, the
problem of recognizing the vowels reduces to a
classification problem. A three-layer back-propagation
neural network is widely used for a variety of pattern
recognition and classification problems [9]. We use the
same configuration to classify the reflection coefficients.
There are 12 input nodes for the coefficients, 10 hidden
nodes and 5 output nodes for the vowels. These parameters
were tuned by running the training sessions several times on



the data and studying the classification result. We train the
network in five repeated cycles, every time using the data in
a different random order. We use reflection coefficients
from sustained vowel data and also short vowel segments
extracted from continuous speech. The speech data was
recorded from 12 male and 5 female speakers. The
following table shows the classification results on the test
data set consisting of 4 male and 3 female speakers. The
utterances were chosen from sustained vowels and the
frames were chosen randomly. Note the mis-recognition
between /e/ and /i/, and /o/ and /u/. The mouth shapes for
these pairs of vowels are also similar.

Recognized

/a/ /e/ /i/ /o/ /u/

/a/ 241 2 15 11 0

/e/ 0 177 89 0 5

/i/ 0 3 301 0 2

/o/ 10 0 0 224 36Ex
pe

ct
ed

/u/ 4 12 0 88 143

Table 1: Results of neural network classification

3.3 Energy Analysis
In the previous subsections, we have explained how the
vowels can be extracted directly from the speech signal
using LP analysis and neural networks.  However, we are
aware that the application of the vowels alone for speech
animation is not sufficient. The vowel-to-vowel transition
and the consonant information are missing, which are very
important for realistic speech animation. The consonants
are typically produced by creating a constriction at some
place along the length of the vocal tract. During such
constrictions/closures, the energy in the speech signal
diminishes. Hence, we use the average energy in a speech
frame to modulate the recognized vowel. It is calculated as
the zeroth autocorrelation coefficient of the frame, and has
already been computed during the LP analysis phase. Thus,
the calculation of energy does not cause any additional
computational overhead.

Figure 3: Modulating vowels with energy envelope

As an initialization process, we record background noise in
the room to set the energy threshold for silence. Also, we

record sustained vowel /a/ from the user asking her to say
the utterance with maximum volume expected in normal
speech. This enables us to compute the maximum energy.
This value is used to get a normalized weighting factor for
the vowels during normal speech.

As explained in Section 4, the parameterized face model
(MPEG4 model in our case) enables us to animate these
modulated vowels. The normalized weighting factor
directly proportional to the energy in the speech signal is
used to scale the parameters for the corresponding vowel.
Figure 3 pictorially depicts the idea behind modulating
vowels with energy envelope.

3.4 Zero Crossing
Using the energy content of the signal may result in false
closure of mouth, especially in the case of affricates and
unvoiced fricatives. For such cases, we can use the average
zero crossing rate in the speech signal for each frame. The
mean short time average zero crossing rate is 49 per 10
msec for unvoiced, and 14 per 10 msec for voiced speech
[7]. This criterion is useful in making a distinction and is
sufficient for our purpose. A short segment of the utterance
/sh/ (as in sharp) shown in figure 4 highlights this criterion.
In case of the presence of low energy in the speech frame,
the zero crossing criterion decides the phoneme.

Figure 4: High zero crossing rate for fricative /sh/

4. FACIAL ANIMATION
So far, we have focused our attention on the extraction of
phonemes directly from speech signal. In this section, we
briefly consider the issues involved in the speech animation
using this extracted information.

The phonemes extracted using the method described so far
can be applied to any parameterized face model for speech
animation. It is necessary to define the mouth shapes for the
static phonemes in terms of these parameters. Depending
upon the phoneme intensities, the corresponding parameter
intensities can be set to achieve the speech animation.
MPEG-4 standard provides such a way. The Facial
Animation Parameters defined in the standard enable the
user to define any facial expression in terms of these
parameters with corresponding intensities. Moreover, since
these parameters are normalized with respect to the distance



between certain key feature points on the face, the
animation results are consistent when applied to any face
model. For more detail discussion on the MPEG-4 standard
and MPEG-4 compatible 3D faces, refer to [10][11].

Figure 5: Frames of speech animation "hello"

In a networked virtual environment, an avatar of an
individual can be truly represented by the individualized 3D
face model and the voice of that individual using the lip
synchronization method proposed here. An MPEG-4
compatible individualized 3D face of a person can be
generated from two orthogonal photographs. We have used
the 3D face models developed by [12]. We define the FAPs
corresponding to the phonemes under consideration, and
according to the modulation, the intensities of these FAPs
are set to generate the facial animation in real time. Figure 5
shows successive frames for speech animation for the word
"hello" which involves modulated vowels /a/, /e/, and /o/.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a simple and fast method for realistic
speech animation. As we are extracting higher level
information (phonemes) directly from the speech signal, the
results can be easily applied to any parameterized face
model. We have used MPEG-4 compatible face model. The
results of the speech animation using the recorded speech of
different speakers can be seen at the following website:
http://www.miralab.unige.ch/~sumedha/lipsynchronization.
Note that the method is language as well as speaker
independent. The score of the recognition given by the
neural network can be used to combine two vowels
generating a mouth shape that will represent the transition
between them. We are aware that this method does not give
accurate results as far as phoneme recognition is concerned.
However, in the context of talking heads used for real time
interactive system, the animation is satisfactory.
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TexturesTexturesTextures

Jörg HaberJörg HaberJörg Haber

Textures are...Textures are...Textures are...
•• a cheap means of conveying realisma cheap means of conveying realism
•• a tool for LoD managementa tool for LoD management
•• available both on graphics hardware and in     available both on graphics hardware and in     

modeling / rendering softwaremodeling / rendering software
•• useful for many rendering “tricks”useful for many rendering “tricks”

How to create textures from input images?How to create textures from input images?

Cylindrical TexturesCylindrical TexturesCylindrical Textures
Common approach:Common approach:
•• created from input photographs:created from input photographs:

–– L. Williams: “L. Williams: “PerformancePerformance--Driven Facial AnimationDriven Facial Animation”, ”, 
SIGGRAPH ’90, 235SIGGRAPH ’90, 235--242, Aug. 1990242, Aug. 1990

–– F. Pighin et al.: “F. Pighin et al.: “Synthesizing Realistic Facial Synthesizing Realistic Facial 
Expressions from PhotographsExpressions from Photographs”, SIGGRAPH ’98,  ”, SIGGRAPH ’98,  
7575--84, July 199884, July 1998

•• acquired during range scanning process                          acquired during range scanning process                          
((→→ Cyberware scanners)Cyberware scanners)

Cylindrical TexturesCylindrical TexturesCylindrical Textures
AA head is similar to a cylinderhead is similar to a cylinder ...is it?

Cylindrical TexturesCylindrical TexturesCylindrical Textures

•• limited texture resolution (Cyberware)limited texture resolution (Cyberware)
•• need accurate geometry for registration (from photos)need accurate geometry for registration (from photos)
•• visual artifacts:visual artifacts:

–– on top of the headon top of the head
–– behind the earsbehind the ears
–– under the chinunder the chin

•• limited animation (eyes, teeth)limited animation (eyes, teeth)

Problems:Problems:
Textures from PhotographsTextures from PhotographsTextures from Photographs
Given:Given:
•• 3D mesh3D mesh
•• uncalibrated images (digitized photographs)uncalibrated images (digitized photographs)

Assumptions:Assumptions:
•• mesh represents real object (head) sufficiently precisemesh represents real object (head) sufficiently precise
•• images cover all areas of real object images cover all areas of real object 
Solution:Solution:
•• C. Rocchini et al.: “C. Rocchini et al.: “Multiple Textures Stitching and Multiple Textures Stitching and 

Blending on 3D ObjectsBlending on 3D Objects”, EG Rendering Workshop ’99”, EG Rendering Workshop ’99
–– register images, create texture patchesregister images, create texture patches
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Tsai AlgorithmTsai AlgorithmTsai Algorithm

•• compute compute intrinsic camera parametersintrinsic camera parameters (effective focal (effective focal 
length, radial distortion, optical center) length, radial distortion, optical center) onceonce from from 
images of calibration pattern for different points of view images of calibration pattern for different points of view 
using nonusing non--linear optimizationlinear optimization

•• compute compute extrinsic camera parametersextrinsic camera parameters (rotation & (rotation & 
translation) translation) for each input imagefor each input image using corresponding using corresponding 
points (3D geometry points (3D geometry ⇔⇔ 2D image) and linear 2D image) and linear 
optimizationoptimization

R. Y. Tsai: “R. Y. Tsai: “A Versatile Camera Calibration Technique for A Versatile Camera Calibration Technique for 
HighHigh--Accuracy 3D Machine Vision Metrology using OffAccuracy 3D Machine Vision Metrology using Off--
thethe--Shelf TV Cameras and LensesShelf TV Cameras and Lenses”, IEEE J. of Robotics ”, IEEE J. of Robotics 
and Automation, RAand Automation, RA--3(4), Aug. 19873(4), Aug. 1987

Corresponding PointsCorresponding PointsCorresponding Points

Texture BindingTexture BindingTexture Binding Texture CombinationTexture CombinationTexture Combination

Important aspects:Important aspects:
•• optimal packing of individual segmentsoptimal packing of individual segments
•• smooth transition between segments (smooth transition between segments (blendingblending))

Texture AtlasesTexture AtlasesTexture Atlases
Problems:Problems:
•• not suitable for mipnot suitable for mip--mappingmapping
•• waste ofwaste of texture space:texture space:

–– optimal packing of patches is difficultoptimal packing of patches is difficult
–– patches contain redundant information patches contain redundant information 

A Different ParameterizationA Different ParameterizationA Different Parameterization
A headA head is is topologicallytopologically similar to a similar to a disk:disk:

harmonic mapharmonic map
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Harmonic MapsHarmonic MapsHarmonic Maps
Characteristics:Characteristics:
•• results in single texture patch suitable for mipresults in single texture patch suitable for mip--mappingmapping
•• 3D object must be topologically equivalent to a disk 3D object must be topologically equivalent to a disk 
•• need to control distortion, e.g.:need to control distortion, e.g.:

–– P. V. Sander et al.: “P. V. Sander et al.: “Texture Mapping Progressive Texture Mapping Progressive 
MeshesMeshes”, SIGGRAPH ’01, 409”, SIGGRAPH ’01, 409--416, Aug. 2001416, Aug. 2001

•• may introduce additional weightsmay introduce additional weights

Process OverviewProcess OverviewProcess Overview

Weighted ParameterizationWeighted ParameterizationWeighted Parameterization
Facial region is mostFacial region is most important:important:
•• assign amount of texture space through weightsassign amount of texture space through weights

V

•• triangles on the face become triangles on the face become 
larger in the texture, larger in the texture, 
backfacing triangles become backfacing triangles become 
smallersmaller

•• weights are computed weights are computed 
automatically using dot automatically using dot 
product of triangle normal product of triangle normal 
and viewing direction V of and viewing direction V of 
head modelhead model

Texture Resampling:
Resampling
Texture Resampling:Texture Resampling:
ResamplingResampling

commoncommon image for all vertices: resample triangleimage for all vertices: resample triangle

Texture Resampling:
Interpolation
Texture Resampling:Texture Resampling:
InterpolationInterpolation

all vertices bound, no common image: interpolateall vertices bound, no common image: interpolate

Texture Resampling:
Filling holes
Texture Resampling:Texture Resampling:
Filling holesFilling holes

unboundunbound vertices: apply iterativevertices: apply iterative interpolation schemeinterpolation scheme

?
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ResultResultResult

+ =

Uncontrolled IlluminationUncontrolled Uncontrolled IIlluminationllumination
•• different skin color different skin color ⇒⇒

discontinuities in the discontinuities in the 
resampled textureresampled texture

Removing DiscontinuitiesRemovingRemoving DiscontinuitiesDiscontinuities
•• P. J. Burt, E. H. Adelson: “A Multiresolution Spline with P. J. Burt, E. H. Adelson: “A Multiresolution Spline with 

Application to Image Mosaics”, ACM TOG, 2(4):217Application to Image Mosaics”, ACM TOG, 2(4):217--
236, Oct. 1983236, Oct. 1983

Removing DiscontinuitiesRemovingRemoving DiscontinuitiesDiscontinuities
Multiresolution spline:Multiresolution spline:
•• removesremoves discontinuitiesdiscontinuities
•• keeps fine detailkeeps fine detail

Facial ComponentsFacial ComponentsFacial Components
Observations:Observations:
•• individual facial components (eyes, teeth) are crucial  individual facial components (eyes, teeth) are crucial  

for realistic modelingfor realistic modeling
•• difficult to acquire data for modeling these componentsdifficult to acquire data for modeling these components

Solution:Solution:
•• use generic models with individual texturesuse generic models with individual textures
•• create individual textures from plain photographscreate individual textures from plain photographs

Eyeball Textures: ProblemEyeball Eyeball Textures: ProblemTextures: Problem

ManyMany pixelspixels must be must be discarded!discarded!

eyelideyelid

reflectionsreflections shadowshadow
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•• remove pixels with a color similar to skinremove pixels with a color similar to skin
•• remove pixels with a color dissimilar to the pixels at remove pixels with a color dissimilar to the pixels at 

the same radial distance from the centerthe same radial distance from the center

Eyeball Textures:
Discarding Pixels
Eyeball Eyeball Textures:Textures:
Discarding Discarding PixelsPixels

JustJust a small clean part is needed as a small clean part is needed as a seed…a seed…

Eyeball Textures:
Texture Synthesis
Eyeball Eyeball Textures:Textures:
TextureTexture SynthesisSynthesis
Texture synthesis in polar coordinates:Texture synthesis in polar coordinates:

small area:small area:
uniform illuminationuniform illumination

clean clean 
samplesample

synthesized synthesized 
texture texture 

finalfinal texturetexture

Eyeball Textures: ResultsEyeball Eyeball Textures: ResultsTextures: Results Generic Teeth ModelGeneric Teeth ModelGeneric Teeth Model

•• central part:central part:
–– impostorimpostor
–– individual textureindividual texture

•• side teeth:side teeth:
–– 3D geometry3D geometry
–– generic texturegeneric texture

genericgeneric
texturetexture

genericgeneric
texturetexture

transparent (α=0)

personalpersonal texturetexture

3D
billboard

Teeth: ResultsTeeth:Teeth: ResultsResults
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Abstract
We present a number of techniques to facilitate the gen-
eration of textures for facial modeling. In particular, we
address the generation of facial skin textures from uncal-
ibrated input photographs as well as the creation of in-
dividual textures for facial components such as eyes or
teeth. Apart from an initial feature point selection for the
skin texturing, all our methods work fully automatically
without any user interaction. The resulting textures show
a high quality and are suitable for both photo-realistic and
real-time facial animation.

Key words: texture mapping, texture synthesis, mesh pa-
rameterization, facial modeling, real-time rendering

1 Introduction

Over the past decades, facial modeling and animation
has achieved a degree of realism close to photo-realism.
Although the trained viewer is still able to detect mi-
nor flaws in both animation and rendering of recent full-
feature movies such asFinal Fantasy, the overall quality
and especially the modeling and texturing are quite im-
pressive. However, several man-years went into the mod-
eling of each individual character from that movie. Try-
ing to model a real person becomes even more tricky: the
artistic licence to create geometry and textures that “look
good” is replaced by the demand to create models that
“look real”.

A common approach towards creating models of real
persons for facial animation uses range scanners such as,
for instance, Cyberware scanners to acquire both the head
geometry and texture. Unfortunately, the texture resolu-
tion of such range scanning devices is often low com-
pared to the resolution of digital cameras. In addition,
the textures are typically created using a cylindrical pro-
jection. Such cylindrical textures have the drawback to
introduce visual artifacts, for instance on top of the head,
behind the ears, or under the chin. Finally, there is no
automatic mechanism provided to generate textures for
individual facial components such as eyes and teeth.

In this paper, we present an approach to generate high-
resolution textures for both facial skin and facial compo-

... ...

Figure 1: Overview of our skin texture generation pro-
cess: the 3D face mesh is parameterized over a 2D do-
main and the texture is resampled from several input pho-
tographs.

nents from several uncalibrated photographs. The gener-
ation of these textures is automated to a large extent, and
the resulting textures do not exhibit any patch structures,
i.e. they can be used for mip-mapping. Our approach
combines several standard techniques from texture map-
ping and texture synthesis. In addition, we introduce the
following contributions:

• a view-dependent parameterization of the 2D texture
domain to enhance the visual quality of textures with
a fixed resolution;

• a texture resampling method that includes color
interpolation for non-textured regions and visual
boundary removal using multiresolution splines
with a fully automatic mask generation;

• a radial texture synthesis approach with automatic
center finding, which robustly produces individual
eyeball textures from a single input photograph;

• a technique that uses a single natural teeth photo-
graph to generate a teeth texture, which is applied to
an appropriate 3D model to resemble the appearance
of the subject’s mouth.
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All of these techniques are fully automated to minimize
the construction time for creating textures for facial mod-
eling. However, we do not address the topic of facial
modeling itself in this paper. We apply the textures gen-
erated by the techniques presented in this paper in our
facial animation system [12], which has been designed to
produce physically based facial animations that perform
in real-time on common PC hardware. Thus the focus of
our texture generation methods is primarily on the appli-
cability of the textures for OpenGL rendering and a sim-
ple but efficient acquisition step, which does not require
sophisticated camera setups and calibration steps.

2 Previous and Related Work

Research on either texturing or facial animation has pro-
vided a large number of techniques and insights over the
years, see the surveys and textbooks in [13, 6] and [25]
for an overview. Texturing in the context of facial ani-
mation is, however, an often neglected issue. Many so-
phisticated facial animation approaches, e.g. [32, 18, 19],
simply use the textures generated by Cyberware scan-
ners. In [35], Williams presents an approach to gen-
erate and register a cylindrical texture map from a pe-
ripheral photograph. This approach is meanwhile super-
seded by the ability of Cyberware scanners to acquire ge-
ometry and texture in one step. The method presented
in [1] generates an individual head geometry and tex-
ture by linear combination of head geometries and tex-
tures from a large database that has been acquired us-
ing a Cyberware scanner in a costly preprocessing step.
Marschneret al. describe a technique that uses several in-
put photographs taken under controlled illumination with
known camera and light source locations to generate an
albedo texture map of the human face along with the
parameters of a BRDF [23]. Several other approaches
such as [26, 11, 16, 17] are image-based and use a small
number of input photographs (or video streams) for the
reconstruction of both geometry and texture. Although
these approaches could potentially yield a higher texture
quality compared to the Cyberware textures, they typi-
cally suffer from a less accurate geometry reconstruction,
limited animation, and reduced texture quality by using
cylindrical texture mapping.

Creating textures from multiple, unregistered pho-
tographs has been addressed in the literature by several
authors [28, 3, 24]. First, they perform a camera cali-
bration for each input photograph based on correspond-
ing feature points. Next, a texture patch is created for
each triangle of the input mesh. The approaches differ
in the way these texture patches are created, blended,
and combined into a common texture. However, the
resulting textures always exhibit some patch structure,

which makes it impossible to generate mip-maps from
these textures. Creating textures that can be mip-mapped
requires to construct a parameterization of the mesh
over a two-dimensional domain. To this end, generic
techniques based on spring meshes have been presented
in [10, 15, 7]. Special parameterizations that minimize
distortion during texture mapping for different kinds of
surfaces have been investigated by several authors, see
for instance [27, 29, 22, 21].

Texture synthesis [9, 33] has become an active area of
research in the last few years. Recent publications focus
on texture synthesis on surfaces [34, 31, 36] or on texture
transfer [8, 14]. All of the methods presented so far use a
Euclidean coordinate system for the synthesis of textures.
In contrast, we use a polar coordinate system to synthe-
size textures that exhibit some kind of radial similarity.

3 Texturing Facial Skin

To generate a skin texture for a head model, we first
take about three to five photographs of the person’s head
from different, uncalibrated camera positions. All pho-
tographs are taken with a high-resolution digital camera
(3040×2008 pixels). The camera positions should be
chosen in such a way that the resulting images roughly
cover the whole head. During the acquisition, no spe-
cial illumination is necessary. However, the quality of
the final texture will benefit from a uniform, diffuse il-
lumination. In addition, we acquire the geometry of the
head using a structured-light range scanner. As a result,
we obtain a triangle mesh that consists of up to a few
hundred thousand triangles. After the texture registration
step, this triangle mesh is reduced to about 1.5k triangles
for real-time rendering using a standard mesh simplifica-
tion technique. Each photograph is registered with the
high-resolution triangle mesh using the camera calibra-
tion technique developed by Tsai [30]. Since the intrinsic
parameters of our camera/lens have been determined with
sub-pixel accuracy in a preprocessing step, we need to
identify about 12–15 corresponding feature points on the
mesh and in the image to robustly compute the extrinsic
camera parameters for each image. This manual selec-
tion of feature points is the only step during our texture
generation process that requires user interaction.

Next, we automatically construct a parameterization
of the 3D input mesh over the unit square[0, 1]2. This
step is described in detail in the following Section 3.1.
Finally, every triangle of the 2D texture mesh is re-
sampled from the input photographs. A multiresolution
spline method is employed to remove visual boundaries
that might arise from uncontrolled illumination condi-
tions during the photo session. Details about this resam-
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pling and blending step are given in Section 3.2. Figure 1
shows an overview of our texture generation process.

3.1 Mesh Parameterization
We want to parameterize the 3D input mesh over the 2D
domain[0, 1]2 in order to obtain a single texture map for
the whole mesh. To obtain a mip-mappable texture, the
texture should not contain individual patches (texture at-
las) but rather consist of a single patch. Clearly, this goal
cannot be achieved for arbitrary meshes. In our case, the
face mesh is topologically equivalent to a part of a plane,
since is has a boundary around the neck and does not con-
tain any handles. Thus we can “flatten” the face mesh to
a part of a plane that is bounded by its boundary curve
around the neck. We represent the original face mesh
by a spring mesh and use theL2 stretch norm presented
in [29] to minimize texture stretch. In our simulations,
this L2 norm performs better than theL∞ norm that is
recommended by the authors of [29].

By applying the texture stretch norm, texture stretch
is minimized over the whole mesh. In the following step,
we introduce some controlled texture stretch again. Since
the size of textures that can be handled by graphics hard-
ware is typically limited, we would like to use as much
texture space as possible for the “important” regions of a
head model while minimizing the texture space allocated
to “unimportant” regions. Obviously, the face is more
important for the viewer than the ears or even the back of
the head. To accomplish some biased texture stretch, we
have introduced an additional weighting functionω into
theL2 stretch norm presented in [29]:

L2(M) :=

√√√√√√
∑

Ti∈M
(L2(Ti))

2
ω(Ti)A′(Ti)∑

Ti∈M
ω(Ti)A′(Ti)

with

ω(Ti) :=
1

〈N(Ti), V 〉+ k
,

whereM = {Ti} denotes the triangle mesh,A′(Ti) is
the surface area of triangleTi in 3D, N(Ti) is the tri-
angle normal ofTi, V is the direction into which the
head model looks, andk > 1 is a weighting parameter.
The weighting functionω thus favors the triangles on the
face by diminishing their error while penalizing the tri-
angles on the back of the head by amplifying their error.
As a consequence, triangles on the face become larger
in the texture mesh while backfacing triangles become
smaller. Useful values fork are from within [1.01, 2].

Figure 2: Comparison between a view-independent tex-
ture mesh parameterization according to [29] (left) and
our view-dependent parameterization (right).

Figure 2 shows a view-independent texture mesh param-
eterization obtained with the originalL2 stretch norm as
well as a view-dependent parameterization with our mod-
ified stretch norm fork = 1.2.

The difference between ourview-dependent texture
mesh parameterizationand theview-dependent texture
mappingproposed in [5, 26] is the following: the latter
performs an adaptive blending of several photographs for
each novel view, whereas we create a static texture that
has its texture space adaptively allocated to regions of dif-
ferent visual importance.

3.2 Texture Resampling

After having created the 2D texture mesh from the 3D
face mesh, we resample the texture mesh from the in-
put photographs that have been registered with the face
mesh. First, we perform a vertex-to-image binding for all
vertices of the 3D face mesh. This step is carried out as
suggested in [28]: Each mesh vertexv is assigned a set
of valid photographs, which is defined as that subset of
the input photographs such thatv is visible in each pho-
tograph andv is a non-silhouette vertex. A vertexv is
visible in a photograph, if the projection ofv on the im-
age plane is contained in the photographand the normal
vector ofv is directed towards the viewpointand there
are no other intersections of the face mesh with the line
that connectsv and the viewpoint. A vertexv is called a
silhouette vertex, if at least one of the triangles in the fan
aroundv is oriented opposite to the viewpoint. For fur-
ther details see [28]. In contrast to the approach in [28],
we do not require that all vertices of the face mesh are
actually bound to at least one photograph, i.e. the set of
valid photographs for a vertex may be empty.

Let4 = {v1, v2, v3} denote a triangle of the face mesh
and 4̃ = {ṽ1, ṽ2, ṽ3} be the corresponding triangle in
the texture mesh. For each triangle4, exactly one of the
following situations might occur (see also Figure 3):
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Figure 3: Color-coded triangles of the texture mesh: each
green triangle has at least one common photograph to
which all of its vertices are bound; the vertices of blue
triangles don’t have a common photograph, but they are
all bound; red triangles have at least one unbound vertex.

1. There exists at least one common photograph in
the sets of valid photographs of the three vertices
v1, v2, v3 of4 (greentriangles).

2. All of the vertices of4 are bound to at least one pho-
tograph, but no common photograph can be found
for all three vertices (bluetriangles).

3. At least one vertex of4 is not bound to any photo-
graph (redtriangles).

In the first case, we rasterizẽ4 in texture space. For
each texelT , we determine its barycentric coordinates
ρ, σ, τ w.r.t. 4̃ and compute the corresponding normalN
by interpolating the vertex normals of4: N = ρN(v1)+
σN(v2)+τN(v3). For each common photographi in the
sets of valid photographs of all vertices of4, we compute
the dot product betweenN and the viewing directionVi
for the pixelPi that corresponds toT . Finally, we color
T with the color obtained by the weighted sum of pixel
colors

∑
i 〈N,Vi〉 · Color(Pi) /

∑
i 〈N,Vi〉.

In the second case, we color each vertexṽj of 4̃ indi-
vidually by summing up the weighted pixel colors of the
corresponding pixels in all valid photographsi of ṽj sim-
ilarly as in the first case: Color(ṽj) :=

∑
i 〈N(vj), Vi〉 ·

Color(Pi) /
∑
i 〈N(vj), Vi〉. The texels of the rasteriza-

tion of 4̃ are then colored by barycentric interpolation
of the colors of the vertices̃v1, ṽ2, ṽ3. Alternatively, we
tried to use as much information as possible from the

Figure 4: Boundaries in the skin texture (left) are re-
moved using multiresolution spline techniques (right).

input photographs if, for instance, the verticesv1, v2 of
4 share a photograph and the verticesv2, v3 share an-
other photograph. However, we found that this second
case does not occur very often (cf. Figure 3) and that the
difference between plain color interpolation and a more
sophisticated approach is almost invisible.

Since we do not require that each vertex of the face
mesh is bound to at least one photograph, there might ex-
ist some vertices that cannot be colored by any of the pre-
viously described schemes. We address this problem in a
two-stage process: First, we iteratively assign an interpo-
lated color to each unbound vertex. Next, we perform the
color interpolation scheme from the second case for the
remaining triangles of̃4 that have not yet been colored.
The first step iteratively loops over all unbound and un-
colored vertices of the face mesh. For each unbound ver-
tex v, we check if at leastp = 80 % of the vertices in the
one-ring aroundv are colored (either by being bound to
a photograph or by having an interpolated color). If this
is true, we assign tov the average color of all the colored
vertices aroundv, otherwise we continue with the next
unbound vertex. We repeat this procedure until there are
no further vertex updates. Next, we start the same proce-
dure again, but this time we only requirep = 60 % of the
vertices in the one-ring aroundv to be colored. As soon
as there are no more updates, we repeat this step twice
again withp = 40 % andp = 20 %. Finally, we update
each unbound vertex that has at least one colored neigh-
bor. Upon termination of this last step, all vertices of the
face mesh are either bound or colored and the remaining
triangles of4̃ can be colored.

If the input photographs have been taken under uncon-
trolled illumination, the skin color might differ noticeably
between the images. In this case, boundaries might ap-
pear in the resampled texture. We then apply a multires-
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Figure 5: Multiresolution spline masks: three differ-
ent regions in the texture mesh resampled from different
input photographs (top) and their corresponding masks
shown in red (bottom).

olution spline method as proposed in [2, 17] to remove
visual boundaries. Figure 4 shows a comparison between
a textured head model with and without multiresolution
spline method applied. To smoothly combine texture re-
gions that have been resampled from different input pho-
tographs, we automatically compute a mask for each re-
gion by removing the outmost ring of triangles around
the region, see Figure 5. Such a shrinking is necessary to
ensure that there is still some valid color information on
the outside of the mask boundary, because these adjacent
pixels might contribute to the color of the boundary pixels
during the construction of Gaussian and Laplacian pyra-
mids. In addition to the masks for each input photograph,
we create one more mask that is defined as the comple-
ment of the sum of all the other masks. This mask is
used together with the resampled texture to provide some
color information in those regions that are not covered by
any input photograph (e.g. the inner part of the lips). As
described above, these regions have been filled by color
interpolation in the resampled texture. By blending all of
the masked input photographs and the masked resampled
texture with a multiresolution spline, we obtain a final
texture with no visual boundaries and crispy detail.

4 Texturing Facial Components

Both human eyes and teeth are important for realistic fa-
cial animation while, at the same time, it is difficult to ac-
quire data from a human being to precisely model these
facial components. Thus we use generic models of these
components as shown in Figure 8. The design of our
generic models has been chosen such that they look con-
vincingly realistic when inserted into a face mesh while
still being rendered efficiently using OpenGL hardware.

On the other hand, both eyes and teeth (especially the
more visible middle ones) are crucial features to visu-
ally differentiate one individual from another. Hence, it
would be very desirable to use individual models for each
person. Luckily, texturing can do the trick alone: indeed
it is sufficient to apply a personal texture to a generic
model to get the desired effect. Moreover, it is possi-
ble to automatically and quickly generate these textures
each from a single input photograph of the subject’s eye
and teeth, respectively. Details about this process will be
given in the next two subsections.

4.1 Texturing Eyes
In order to realistically animate our head model, we must
be able to perform rotations of the eyeball and dilation
of the pupil. While the latter can be achieved by trans-
forming the texture coordinates, we need an eye texture
that covers the whole frontal hemisphere of the eyeball
for the rotations.

Our goal to generate such an eyeball texture from a
single input photograph is complicated by several factors
such as the presence of occluding eyelids, shadows of
eyelashes, highlights, etc. Still, all these factors are lo-
cal and can be detected and removed. A new texture can
then be synthesized from an input image consisting of the
surviving pixels. In our current approach, we focus our
effort on the iris, since it is obviously the most character-
istic part of the eye.

Both the detection and the synthesis phase rely on the
simplicity of the eye structure, i.e. an almost perfect point
symmetry about the center, assuming our photograph rep-
resents an eye looking at the camera. To take advantage
of this symmetry, we must first know precisely where the
center of the eye is located. Since this would encumber
the user, the center finding is done automatically by re-
fining a rough estimation to sub-pixel precision using the
following heuristic: we progressively enlarge an initially
point-sized circle while checking the pixels on the circle
at every iteration. If these pixels are too bright, they are
assumed to be outside the iris and we thus move the cen-
ter of the circle away from them. When most of the circle
is composed by too bright pixels, we assume its center is
the eye center and its radius is the iris radius. This ap-
proach runs robustly as long as the initial estimation is
inside the pupil or the iris.

At this point, removal of occluded, shadowed, and
highlighted pixels is done by:

• removing pixels with a color too similar to the skin;

• removing pixels with a color too dissimilar to the
pixels at the same radial distance from the center.

For the second case, we compute the average color and
standard deviation of the pixels at the same radial dis-
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Figure 6: Two input photographs (left) and the resulting
reference patches outlined by red sectors (right). Oc-
cluded, shadowed, highlighted, and skin-colored pixels
(shown in blue) have been removed automatically.

tance and remove those pixels that are at leastα times
the standard deviation away from the average. The pa-
rameterα should be chosen within[2, 3]. We typically
use a rather small value ofα = 2.3, as it empirically
proved to remove the problematic (occluded, shadowed,
highlighted, etc.) pixels in most cases. In addition, we
remove pixels too close to the skin to better take into ac-
count small shadows cast by eyelids. Actually, the deci-
sion of which pixel to remove does not need excessively
fine tuning: due to the regularity of the eye, we can be
pretty conservative and remove many pixels, since the re-
construction phase requires only a small zone of pixels in
order to synthesize more. Figure 6 shows the remaining
set of pixels for two different input photographs.

For the reconstruction phase it is natural to resort
to some texture synthesis from samples approach like
e.g. [33]. In our case, we need to work in polar coor-
dinates, because the eyeball texture behaves like a texture
as defined in [33] only along theangleaxis. This means
that subregions of the eyeball texture are perceived to be
similar if their radius coordinates are the same, cf. Fig-
ure 10. To take this into account, when choosing a candi-
date pixelp in the input image for filling a pixelp′ in the
output texture, we constrain the radius coordinate ofp to
be within a small threshold of the radius coordinate ofp′.

A robust approach for texture synthesis is to use only
a small patch of the original input image as the reference
image and synthesize the texture from scratch. Although
larger reference images theoretically result in more faith-
ful textures, we obtained very good results with small
reference patches covering a sector of about 30 degrees
around the pupil. Small reference patches have the advan-

tage of being more uniform and thus bypassing problems
related to uneven lighting in the original photograph. In
our approach, we simply use the largest sector of valid
pixels of at most 60 degrees as the reference patch. In the
rare cases where the largest sector is too small, e.g. span-
ning less than 20 degrees, the entire set of valid pixels
with a valid neighborhood is used as the reference image.

Since the detail frequencies of human irises are
roughly the same, it is sufficient to use a texture synthesis
scheme with a fixed neighborhood size rather than a mul-
tiresolution approach. In our case, the size of the neigh-
borhood mask depends only on the resolution of the input
image. For instance, for an image of an iris with a diame-
ter of approximately 80 pixels, we use a 3×6 pixel mask
(radius× angle). For other iris diameters, the pixel mask
is set proportionally. Depending on the value of the ra-
dius coordinate, a neighborhood with a fixed size in polar
coordinates covers areas of different sizes in the input im-
age. Our simulations showed, however, that no correction
is needed, since the human iris usually exhibits higher
frequency detail towards the center. Thus an iris resam-
pled in polar coordinates shows quite uniform frequency
distribution. Figure 9 shows several input photographs
together with the resulting eye textures for various indi-
viduals.

To speed-up the reconstruction step, we use a one-
dimensional texture synthesis approach along the angle
axis alone, modeling the texture as a Markov chain rather
than a Markov random field. Each symbol of the chain
is an entire row of texels at a given angle coordinate. We
output each new row accordingly to the previous rows.
This approach gives similar results (even if it requires
slightly larger reference textures) and is much faster, not
even requiring any vector quantization for finding the best
neighborhood row. If, however, the size of the reference
patch is very small, we apply a two-dimensional texture
synthesis approach as described earlier in this section.

4.2 Texturing Teeth
Geometry and color of teeth are difficult to capture and,
at the same time, crucial to reflect personal appearance.
We address this problem by distinguishing between

• the six middle teeth (incisors and canines) and

• the rest of the teeth (4–5 on each side).

The middle teeth are much more visible than the other
teeth. This means that they account for most of the vi-
sual appearance of an individual person, but also that
it is much easier to reconstruct them from a photo-
graph. In addition, the middle teeth have an almost two-
dimensional structure: they are shaped to have the func-
tion of a blade. Their small width allows us to model
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Figure 7: Teeth arch model using the texture shown in
Figure 11. The wireframe shows the geometry of the
teeth model, which consists of 384 triangles.

them using a billboard (impostor). Being a 2D data struc-
ture, the billboard can be easily extracted directly from
a normal photograph of the subject exposing the teeth in
a similar way as shown in Figure 11 (left). Using local
transparency, it is straightforward to make the texture em-
bed the teeth shape and size including gaps between teeth.
This approach allows us to use the same (billboarded) 3D
model for every face model and just change the texture
from person to person.

The rest of the teeth, while being more voluminous and
less accessible and visible, do not allow this useful short-
cut. But, for the same reason, it is also less important
to model them faithfully and individually for each single
person. Thus it seems reasonable to use a standard 3D
model and a standard texture (up to recoloring, see be-
low) for this part of the teeth arch.

Following these considerations, we have built a generic
3D model for the teeth, which is non-uniformly scaled
according to the individual skull and jaw geometry to fit
into every head model. For each individual head model,
we only need to vary the texture (including the billboard),
which is created fully automatically. The generic teeth
model is constructed such that the transition between the
billboard (in the middle) and the 3D structure (left and
right) is smooth, see Figure 7. The billboard, which is
bent for better realism, could cause undesired artifacts
when seen from above. To avoid this, only the upper part
of the lower teeth and the lower part of the upper ones
is actually modeled as a billboard. The remaining parts
of the upper and lower middle teeth smoothly gain some
width as they go up and down, respectively.

To automatically create a texture for the teeth, we start
from a normal photograph of the subject showing his/her
teeth. Several stages of the whole process of generating

a teeth texture are shown in Figure 11. We color-code
dark parts that represent voids with a blue color, which
is replaced by a transparent alpha value during rendering.
Similarly, we identify and remove gums, lips, and skin,
recoloring it with some standard gums color. To make
this color-coding more robust, we identify the different
regions using threshold values, which are obtained by
finding the biggest jumps in the histograms of the color
distances to the target color (red for gums and black for
voids). In addition, we expand teeth into those parts of
the gums that have been covered by the lips in the input
photograph. We use some simple heuristics to include the
missing part of the tooth roots, cf. Figure 11.

During rendering, our teeth model is shaded using a
Phong shading model, which means that we have to de-
shade our teeth texture. In order to do so for uncontrolled
illumination, we equalize the color of the teeth, suppos-
ing they have approximately the same albedo. First, we
define a target color by computing the average color of
all teeth pixels and setting its brightness (but not the hue)
to a predefined value. Next, we subdivide the texture in
six vertical stripes and compute the average color of each
stripe. We then add to the pixels in each column the dif-
ference between the target color and the stripe average,
taking care of enforcing continuity in this correction by
using a piecewise linear function. Similarly, we use the
target color to correct the color of the “generic” part of
the texture, which is applied to the side teeth. Finally, we
composite the middle teeth texture into our generic tex-
ture using a curved boundary that follows the silhouettes
of the canines.

5 Results

We have created facial textures for several individuals
who have also been range-scanned to acquire their head
geometry. Rendering of our head model is performed in
real-time using OpenGL hardware (about 100 fps on a
1.7 GHz PC with a GeForce3 graphics board). A physics-
based simulation is used to control the facial animation.
Several images of our head models are distributed over
this paper, see for instance Figures 1, 4, 8, and espe-
cially Figure 12. For each skin texture, the only inter-
active step is the initial identification of corresponding
feature points. This step takes about five minutes per in-
put photograph, which sums up to about 15–25 minutes
spent interactively for three to five photographs. Com-
puting an optimized parameterization of the face mesh
(approx. 1600 triangles) takes about 80 minutes on a fast
PC (1.7 GHz Pentium 4). Resampling a 2048×2048 tex-
ture from five input photographs takes about one minute,
additional multiresolution spline blending (if necessary)
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Figure 8: Generic models of eyes, teeth, and tongue are fitted into individual face meshes.

Figure 9: Input photographs and resulting eye textures: the in-
put images have been taken under various illumination condi-
tions with different resolutions. The size of the resulting textures
changes from 128×128 (top left) to 1024×1024 (bottom right).

Figure 10: A detail of the texture from Fig-
ure 9 (bottom right) shown in polar coordinates.
The abscissa represents the radius axis and the
ordinate represents the angle axis.

Figure 11: Teeth texture generation. Left to right: starting from an input photograph, we extract the upper and lower
middle teeth, fill in missing parts and adjust the color, and composite the new image with a generic teeth texture. The
blue pixels in the final texture (right) will be rendered transparently.

Figure 12: Side-by-side comparison of photographs (left) and head models (right) for plain OpenGL rendering.
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takes about ten minutes. Currently, our algorithms are
optimized with respect to robustness but not to speed.

Generating the teeth and eye textures takes only a few
seconds even for large textures using the 1D Markov
chain method for the texture synthesis. If a full Markov
field is used, construction time may go up to several min-
utes, depending on the size of the texture being created.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced a number of techniques that help to
minimize the time and effort that goes into the creation
of textures for facial modeling. With the exception of the
initial feature point selection for the skin texturing, our
methods are fully automated and do not require any user
interaction.

For the generation of skin textures from uncalibrated
input photographs, we propose a view-dependent param-
eterization of the texture domain and a texture resampling
method including color interpolation for non-textured re-
gions and multiresolution splining for the removal of vi-
sual boundaries. Using our methods, both eye and teeth
textures can be created fully automatically from single in-
put photographs, adding greatly to a realistic appearance
of individual subjects during facial animation.

One of the main goals of ongoing research is to get
rid of the interactive camera calibration step for skin tex-
turing. Given that the resulting texture should contain
fine detail, this is a tough problem, indeed. Automatic
approaches such as [20] fail simply due to the fact that
the silhouette of a human head looks more or less iden-
tical when viewed from within a cone of viewing direc-
tions from the front or the back. Furthermore, it would
be desirable to account for lighting artifacts in the input
photographs. Although a uniform, diffuse illumination
during the photo session helps a lot, there are still con-
tributions from diffuse and specular lighting in the pho-
tographs. Approaches to overcome these problems have
been suggested [4, 23], but they require sophisticated
camera setups and calibration steps. Finally, it would be
very helpful to speed-up the computation time of the cur-
rent bottleneck, namely the mesh parameterization, using
a hierarchical coarse-to-fine approach.
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Advanced Rendering TechniquesAdvanced Rendering TechniquesAdvanced Rendering Techniques

Jörg HaberJörg HaberJörg Haber

Rendering FacesRenderingRendering FacesFaces
•• skin modeling and rendering:skin modeling and rendering:

–– bump mapping for skin dimples and wrinklesbump mapping for skin dimples and wrinkles
–– shading: BRDFsshading: BRDFs,, subsurface scatteringsubsurface scattering
–– “delighting“delighting” ” textures: removingtextures: removing directional directional 

illumination components from texturesillumination components from textures
•• hair modeling and renderinghair modeling and rendering
•• levellevel--ofof--detaildetail ((LoDLoD)) techniquestechniques
•• realreal--time or offtime or off--line rendering?line rendering?

Skin RenderingSkin RenderingSkin Rendering
•• different techniques for modeling/rendering skin:different techniques for modeling/rendering skin:

–– simple geometrysimple geometry ++ texturetexture
–– simple geometrysimple geometry + bump mapping ++ bump mapping + texturetexture
–– simple geometrysimple geometry + BRDF+ BRDF
–– simple geometrysimple geometry + bump mapping + BRDF+ bump mapping + BRDF
–– simple geometrysimple geometry + displacement mapping ++ displacement mapping + texturetexture
–– complex geometry + texture/BRDFcomplex geometry + texture/BRDF

:: suitable for graphics hardwaresuitable for graphics hardware

: not suitable for graphics hardware: not suitable for graphics hardware

(( ))
(( ))
(( ))

Lighting / ShadingLighting / ShadingLighting / Shading
•• simulated using virtual light sources, e.g. point lights, simulated using virtual light sources, e.g. point lights, 

directional light, spotlightsdirectional light, spotlights

•• two types of illumination models:two types of illumination models:
–– local modelslocal models: color and intensity of a surface point : color and intensity of a surface point 

are determined by local attributesare determined by local attributes ((e.g. surface e.g. surface 
normal)normal) andand direct contribution of light sources      direct contribution of light sources      
⇒⇒ suitable for graphics hardwaresuitable for graphics hardware

–– global modelsglobal models: all scene objects participate in the : all scene objects participate in the 
illumination of all surfacesillumination of all surfaces ((shadows,shadows, mirroring, mirroring, 
indirect illumination,indirect illumination, color bleeding)  color bleeding)  
⇒⇒ very expensive computationvery expensive computation

•• one of the most important parameters: one of the most important parameters: surface normalsurface normal

Bump MappingBump MappingBump Mapping
Idea:Idea:
•• simulate complex geometry using coarse geometry simulate complex geometry using coarse geometry 

and “faked” perand “faked” per--pixel surface normalspixel surface normals

Rendering WrinklesRendering WrinklesRendering Wrinkles
•• encode surface normals into RGB textureencode surface normals into RGB texture
•• use modern graphics hardware for realuse modern graphics hardware for real--time renderingtime rendering
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Rendering SkinRendering SkinRendering Skin
•• T. T. Ishii et al.:Ishii et al.: ““A Generation Model for Human Skin A Generation Model for Human Skin 

TextureTexture”, Proc. CGI ‘93, ”, Proc. CGI ‘93, 3939--150, 1993150, 1993

•• presents a method for generating skin structure bumppresents a method for generating skin structure bump
mapsmaps and an appropriate illumination model for and an appropriate illumination model for 
rendering skinrendering skin

•• surface normals are computed from recursively surface normals are computed from recursively 
generated, hierarchical microgenerated, hierarchical micro--geometry during geometry during 
preprocessing preprocessing 

•• illumination model simulates multiillumination model simulates multi--layered skin layered skin 
structure taking into account subsurfacestructure taking into account subsurface scatteringscattering

“Pattern Generation”“Pattern“Pattern Generation”Generation”
•• skin cells are represented by Voronoi cellsskin cells are represented by Voronoi cells

•• every skin cell bulges upwards above its center;    every skin cell bulges upwards above its center;    
ridge shape: cubic Bézier curvesridge shape: cubic Bézier curves

Images: Ishii et al.: “A Generation Model for Human Skin Texture”

“Hierarchical Skin Structure”“Hierarchical“Hierarchical Skin Skin Structure”Structure”
•• recursive Voronoi subdivision of skin cells (3 levels)recursive Voronoi subdivision of skin cells (3 levels)

Images: Ishii et al.: “A Generation Model for Human Skin Texture”

“Multiple Light Reflections”“Multiple Light “Multiple Light Reflections”Reflections”
•• multimulti--layered skin layered skin 

structure results in structure results in 
complex light transport complex light transport 
mechanismsmechanisms

•• model: parallel layers; model: parallel layers; 
reflection & transmission & reflection & transmission & 
scatteringscattering at each layer at each layer 
boundaryboundary

Images: Parke/Waters: “Computer Facial Animation” (1996)

precompute 
lighting w.r.t. 
angle of incidence
at skin surface

Ishii et al.: Results Ishii et al.:Ishii et al.: Results Results 
•• generic model for rendering skingeneric model for rendering skin
•• orientation of skin cells can be aligned to wrinklesorientation of skin cells can be aligned to wrinkles
•• anisotropic scaling of skin cells anisotropic scaling of skin cells ((→→ wrist)wrist)
•• skin structure can be rendered in realskin structure can be rendered in real--time using time using 

graphics hardware bump mapping; illumination model graphics hardware bump mapping; illumination model 
not (yet) suitable for realnot (yet) suitable for real--time renderingtime rendering

Images: Ishii et al.: “A Generation Model for Human Skin Texture”

BRDF – What’s that?BRDF BRDF –– What’s that?What’s that?
•• BRDFBRDF == bidirectionalbidirectional reflectance distribution functionreflectance distribution function,,

describes reflectance of a surface point as the ratio of describes reflectance of a surface point as the ratio of 
radianceradiance LL and and irradianceirradiance II ::

( ) ( )
( )ii
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•• BRDF has 5 degrees of freedom:BRDF has 5 degrees of freedom:

RR →5:rf RR →5:rf

•• can be simplified assuming can be simplified assuming 
isotropic materials and discrete isotropic materials and discrete 
spectrum (RGB instead of spectrum (RGB instead of λλ)  )  
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GonioreflectometerGonioreflectometer::
•• measures radiancemeasures radiance for many for many 

different positions of material different positions of material 
sample, light source, and sensorsample, light source, and sensor

•• planar material sampleplanar material sample
•• 33 degrees of freedom:degrees of freedom:

–– positionposition of light sourceof light source (1D)(1D)
–– positionposition of sensorof sensor (2D)(2D)

Measuring BRDFs (I)Measuring BRDFsMeasuring BRDFs (I)(I) Measuring BRDFs (II)Measuring BRDFsMeasuring BRDFs (II)(II)
•• S. Marschner et al.: “ImageS. Marschner et al.: “Image--

based BRDF Measurement based BRDF Measurement 
Including Human Skin”, Proc. Including Human Skin”, Proc. 
EG Rendering Workshop ‘99, EG Rendering Workshop ‘99, 
131131--144, 1999.144, 1999.

•• uses photographs taken uses photographs taken 
under controlled illumination under controlled illumination 
conditionsconditions

•• needs geometry & normals needs geometry & normals 
from 3D range scannerfrom 3D range scanner

•• ““inverseinverse rayray tracingtracing””
computes computes BRDFBRDF for given for given 
positions of camera and light positions of camera and light 
source and pixel intensitysource and pixel intensity

Images: Marschner et al., “Image-based BRDF Measurement Including Human Skin”

Marschner et al.: ResultsMarschnerMarschner et al.:et al.: ResultsResults

Images: Marschner et al., EG Rendering Workshop ’99 & 2000

“De-lighting” Textures““DeDe--lightinglighting” ” TexturesTextures
•• S.S. MarschnerMarschner, B., B. GuenterGuenter, S., S. RaghupathyRaghupathy: : “Modeling “Modeling 

and Rendering for Realistic Facial Animationand Rendering for Realistic Facial Animation””,, Proc. Proc. 
EG EG Rendering WorkshopRendering Workshop 20002000, , 231231--242, June 2000242, June 2000

•• P.P. DebevecDebevec et al.: et al.: “Acquiring the Reflectance Field of a “Acquiring the Reflectance Field of a 
Human HeadHuman Head””,, SIGGRAPH 2000, SIGGRAPH 2000, 145145--156, July 2000156, July 2000

•• extract diffuse reflectivityextract diffuse reflectivity ((albedoalbedo mapmap)) from from 
photographsphotographs

•• photographs must be taken under controlled photographs must be taken under controlled 
illumination conditionsillumination conditions (relative (relative positionposition ofof objectobject,,
cameracamera,, light sources)light sources)

•• diffuse reflectivity is computed per texel from viewing diffuse reflectivity is computed per texel from viewing 
direction, direction of incident light, surface normal and direction, direction of incident light, surface normal and 
radianceradiance (=(= color from photograph)color from photograph)

ResultsResultsResults

Marschner et al.Marschner et al.

Debevec et al.Debevec et al.

Images: Marschner et al., EG Rendering Workshop 2000 & Debevec et al., SIGGRAPH 2000
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Hair Simulation Overview – Tasks and Models

Explicit Hair Models and Hair Rendering
Alpha Blending

Illuminated Polylines
2D Shadow Maps
Volumetric Shadows

Other Hair Rendering Approaches
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Hair Simulation Overview Tasks
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Though seem to be independent tasks, they are highly interrelated.
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Hair Simulation Tasks - Styling

Hair shape is a result of complex physical 
interaction between hair-hair and hair-body

Hairstyling – a constant human passion
curlers, clips, knots, braids and up-dos

Hair Dynamics at interactive speed is 
impossible. Heuristic approach is needed 
for Hair Shape Modeling.

Thus, Hair Shape Modeling is an exclusive 
task in Computer Graphics
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Hair Simulation Tasks - Dynamics

Highly anisotropic physical behavior
Solid-liquid duality

Light weight of hair as compared to its 
acceleration, stiffness, friction and air drag

Constant collisions / frictional interactions 
with the body

100,000 to 150,000 hair strands on scalp

Hair-hair interaction, one of the unsolved 
problems of Computer Graphics

Unilever hair shots
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Hair Simulation Tasks - Rendering

Intricate geometry of individual hair

Large number of hair strands

Complex interaction with light and shadows
multiple scattering, luster, self-shadowing

Anisotropy in shading

Small thickness of the hair – anti-aliasing
How artists paint hair?
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Explicit Hair Models

Each and every hair strand is 
considered for shape, dynamics 
and rendering

Intuitive and versatile
Close to physical reality

Each hair is drawn as illuminated 
polyline
Use of graphics hardware for fast 
line drawing

Problem of aliasing & self 
shadowing

Daldegan et al, 1992
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Hair Rendering – Alpha Blending 

t
midfov

res

⋅
=α

Large number of hair strands 
having small thickness, problem of 
aliasing

Being thin in geometry, the pixel 
occupancy of an individual hair is 
partial

Associate an alpha value equal to 
pixel occupancy while drawing hair
Draw hair front-to-back or back-to-
front with “under” and “over” 
blending operator

res – screen resolution
fov – field of view
mid – average distance of hair from eye
t      – thickness of the hair

LeBlanc et al, 1991
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Hair Rendering – Alpha Blending

LeBlanc et al, 1991

Each hair is drawn as alpha 
blended polyline

Use of graphics hardware for fast 
line drawing

40,000 – 50,000 hair strands
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Hair Rendering – Illuminated Polylines

In general, the reflected light from 
a surface is dependent on the light 
direction l, the reflected direction r, 
the view vector e, and the surface 
normal n

The thin hair can be considered to 
have an infinite number of surface 
normals. Subsequently, the 
reflected light forms a cone. 

Solution - find a normal which is in 
the plane formed by the light vector 
l and the view vector e. Cone formed by reflected ray

Selecting the appropriate normal

Kajiya et al, 1989
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Hair Rendering – Illuminated Polylines

Shine contours formed due to two 
illuminating light sources

Although the illumination model is 
based on individual hair strand the 
net effect is highly anisotropic form 
of illumination
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Hair Rendering – Illuminated Polylines

Being volumetric in nature, hair 
casts shadow on itself

Without shadows, the hairstyle 
details are only depicted by 
variation in illumination

Hadap et al, 2000
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Hair Self-shadowing – 2D Shadow Maps

Draw hair strands from 
viewpoint of each light, 
with z-buffer enabled

Severe problem of aliasing 
in z-buffer techniques

One needs to use huge 
shadow map 1024-2048

LeBlanc et al, 1991
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Self-shadowing can be 
effectively addressed by 
computing volumetric 
shadows

Volume ray casting, 
expensive and memory 
inefficient

“deep shadow maps” or 
“opacity shadow maps” 
compute, encode and use 
volumetric shadows effectively

Hair Self-shadowing – Volumetric Shadows

Deep shadow maps
Lokovic et al, 2000

Lokovic et al, 1989

Kim et al, 1989
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Hair Self-shadowing – Volumetric Shadows
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Hair Rendering – Cluster Hair Models

Generalized cylinder controls 
overall shape
Stochastic density variation 
confined to the generalized 
cylinder gives details of hair.

Better control over shape.
Efficient for rendering.
Ray-tracing of generalized 
cylinders.

Not suitable for smooth, simple 
hair

Zhan Xu,et al, 1999
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Hair Rendering – Cluster Hair Models

Or wisp models

Clump of hair is considered for 
modeling instead of individual 
hair strand

Clumps modeled as generalized 
cylinders.

Zhan Xu,et al, 1999
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Abstract

In this paper we summarize the technological advances in
hair simulation for computer graphics. There are mainly
three tasks in hair simulation - Hair Shape Modeling, Hair
Dynamics and Hair Rendering. Various models developed
for these tasks, fall mainly in the categories ofparticle sys-
tems, explicit hair models, cluster hair modelsand models
based onvolumetric textures. We discuss advantages and dis-
advantages of each of these approaches. We also introduce a
new hair shape modeling paradigm based on fluid flow. The
proposed method provides a sound basis for modeling hair-
body and hair-hair interaction.

Keywords: hair shape modeling, hair animation, hair ren-
dering, hypertexture

1 Introduction

One of the many challenges in simulating believable virtual
humans has been to produce realistic looking hair. The vir-
tual humans, two decades ago, were given polygonal hair
structure. Today, this is not acceptable. Realistic visual de-
piction of virtual humans has improved over the years. At-
tention has been given to all the details necessary for produc-
ing visually convincing virtual humans and many improve-
ments have been done to this effect.

On a scalp, human hair are typically 100,000 to 150,000
in number. Geometrically they are long thin curved cylinders
having varying thickness. The strands of hair can have any
degree of waviness from straight to curly. The hair color can
change from white to grey, red to brown, due to the pigmen-
tation, and have shininess. Thus, difficulties of simulating
hair stem from the huge number and geometric intricacies
of individual hair, complex interaction of light and shadow
among the hairs, the small scale of thickness of one hair com-
pared to the rendered image and intriguing hair to hair inter-
action while in motion. One can conceive three main aspects
in hair simulation - hair shape modeling, hair dynamics or
animation, and hair rendering. Often these aspects are in-
terconnected while processing hairs. Hair shape modeling
deals with exact or fake creation of thousands of individ-
ual hair - their geometry, density, distribution, and orienta-
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tion. Dynamics of hair addresses hair movement, their colli-
sion with other objects particularly relevant for long hair, and
self-collision of hair. The rendering of hair involves dealing
with hair color, shadow, specular highlights, varying degree
of transparency and anti-aliasing. Each of the aspects is a
topic of research.

Many research efforts have been done in hair simulation
research, some dealing only with one of the aspects of sim-
ulation -shape modeling, dynamics or rendering. Several re-
search efforts were inspired by the general problem of simu-
lation of natural phenomena such as grass, and trees. These
addressed a more limited problem of simulating of fur or
short hair. We divide hair simulation models into four cate-
gories depending upon the underlying technique involved:
particle systems, volumetric textures, explicit hair models
and cluster hair model. We discuss models presented by re-
searchers in each of these model categories and state their
contribution to the three aspects of hair simulation, i.e. hair
shape modeling, hair dynamics and hair rendering. We also
introduce a new hair shape modeling paradigm based on fluid
flow.

The paper is organized as follows. First we give the state
of the art in hair shape modeling. The hair shape modeling
research in each category of the simulation models is pre-
sented. Models for hair dynamics are briefly described in
Section 3. Section 4 presents the problem of hair render-
ing and the various solutions proposed by different people.
Finally, we summarize the effectiveness and limitations of
models in the four categories related to each aspect of hair
simulation in the form of a table. Some future avenues for
research in hair simulation are also outlined.

2 Hair Shape Modeling

Intricate hairstyle is indeed a consequence of physical prop-
erties of an individual hair and complex hair-hair and hair-
body interactions. As we will see in the next section, mod-
eling complex hair dynamics, that too at interactive speeds,
is currently impractical. For the reasons, it would be worth-
while to treathair shape modelingas a separate problem and
use some heuristic approach.

Early attempts of styling long hair were based onexplicit
hair models. In the explicit hair model, each hair strand
is considered for the shape and the dynamics. Daldegan



Figure 1: Hairstyling by defining a few curves in 3D

et al [5] proposed that the user could interactively define a
few characteristic hair strands in 3D and then populate the
hair style based on them. The user is provided with a flex-
ible graphical user interface to sketch a curve in 3D around
the scalp. A few parameters such as density, spread, jitter
and orientation control the process that duplicates the char-
acteristic hairs to form a hair style. Figure 1 illustrates the
method of defining few characteristic curves and resulting
hairstyles from the method. Similarly, even for the fur mod-
eling, Daldeganet al [4], Gelderet al [8] and Bruderlinet
al [1] took similar explicit hair modeling approach. Figure
12 illustrates a furry coat modeled by the explicit hair model.

Figure 2: Cluster Hair Model, by Yanet al

The explicit hair models are very intuitive and close to
reality. Unfortunately, they are tedious for hairstyling. Typ-
ically, it takes 5-10 hours to model a complex hair style, as
in figure 1, using the method in [5]. They are also numeri-
cally expensive for hair dynamics. These difficulties are par-
tially overcome by considering a bunch of hair instead of

individual hair in the case of the wisp/cluster models. This
assumption is quite valid as in reality. Due to effects of ad-
hesive/cohesive forces, hairs tend to form clumps. Watanabe
introduced the wisp modeled in [24, 25]. Yanet al [26] mod-
eled the wisps asgeneralized cylinders, see figure 2. One of
the contributions of the work was also in rendering of hair
using the blend of ray-tracing generalised cylinders and the
volumetric textures. The wisp model is also evident in [2].
Surprisingly, till now, the wisp models are only limited to
static hair shape modeling and we feel that it offers an inter-
esting research possibility of modeling hair dynamics, effi-
ciently. It would be interesting to model, how hair leave one
wisp and join the other under dynamics.

Figure 3: Fur as a Volumetric Texture, by Perlinet al

Nature exhibits some interesting fuzzy objects such as
clouds, fire, eroded rocks and fur for which it is hard to
have explicit geometric definition. Using the volumetric tex-
ture approach, fur can be modeled as a volumetric density
function. Perlinet al [18] introducedhypertextures, which
can model fur, see figure 3. Here, fur is modeled as intri-
cate density variations in a 3D space, which gives an illusion
of the fur like medium without defining geometry of each
and every fiber. The model is essentially an extension to
procedural solid texture synthesis evaluated through out the
region, instead of only in the surface. They demonstrated
that, combinations of simple analytical functions could de-
fine furry ball or furry donut. They further used 3D vector
valued noise and turbulence to perturb the 3D texture space.
This gave the natural looks to the otherwise even fur defined
by the hypertexture. A good discussion on the procedural ap-
proach to modeling volumetric texture and fur in particular
is in [7]. Hypertexture method by Perlinet al is only lim-
ited to geometries that can be analytically defined. Kajiyaet
al [12] extended this approach to have hypertextures tiled on
to complex geometry. They demonstrated this by modeling
a furry bear, see figure 10. They used a single solid texture
tile namely texel and mapped it repeatedly on the bear’s ge-
ometry. The texels automatically orient in the direction away
from the surface and thus one has fuzzy volumetric density
variation around the bear, which is the fur.



Figure 4: Hair as streamlines of a fluid flow

As evident from previous discussions, one of the strengths
of the explicit hair models is their intuitiveness and ability
to control the global shape of the hair. On the contrary, vol-
umetric textures give a nice way of interpreting complex-
ity in nature and they are rich in details. We notice that the
fluid flow has both the characteristics, which we would like
to exploit for hair shape modeling. We model hair shape
as streamlines of a fluid flow. For complete details of the
method, we refer to [10]. We choose the flow to be an
ideal flow. User can setup few ideal flow elements around
the body geometry to design a hairstyle, as shown in figure
2. The hair-body interaction is modeled usingsource panel
methodand hair-hair interaction is handled by the continuum
property of fluid. Thus user can design complex hairstyles
without worrying about hair-body and hair-hair interaction.
Hairstyles in figure 5 and 6 are the examples of modeling
hair as a fluid flow.

Figure 5: Hair as a fluid flow

Figure 6: Adding overall volumetric perturbations to the
fluid flow

3 Hair Dynamics

Bending Stiffness
Point Mass

Single Hair Fiber

Cantilever

Damping

Figure 7: Simple mass-spring system for an individual hair
dynamics

Anjyo et al[11], Rosenblumet al[22] and Kuriharaet al[23]
developed dynamic models that are issentialy based on in-
dividual hair. An individual hair is modeled as connected
rigid segments having bending stiffness at each joint. Then
the individual hair is solved for the movement due to the
inertial forces and the collision with the body. Though the
cantilever dynamics and collision avoidance with the body
of each hair is within the scope of current computing power,
modeling complex hair-to-hair interaction is still a challenge.
Figure 8 illustrates the effectiveness of the dynamic model
even though no hair-hair interaction is considered.



Figure 8: Hair animation using the explicit model, by Kuri-
haraet al

In the case of fur, which is mostly modeled as volumetric
texture, one cannot take the explicit model approach for the
animation. In this case, a time varying volume density func-
tion can facilitate animation of fur. One can simulate effects
of turbulent air on the fur using stochastic space perturbation
such as turbulence, noise, Brownian motion etc. Apart from
Lewis [15] and Perlin [17, 18], work by Dischler [6] gave a
generalized method for these animated shape perturbations.

4 Hair Rendering

In the field of virtual humans, hair presents one of the most
challenging rendering problems. The difficulties arise from
various reasons: large number of hair, detailed geometry of
individual hair and complex interaction of light and shadow
among the hairs and their small thickness. The rendering of
hair often suffers from the aliasing problem due to many in-
dividual hairs reflecting light and casting shadows on each
other contribute to the shading of each pixel. Further, con-
cerning display of hairs, we see not only individual hairs but
also a continuous image consisting of regions of hair color,
shadow, specular highlights, varying degree of transparency
and haloing under backlight conditions. The image, in spite
of the structural complexity, shows a definite pattern and tex-
ture in its aggregate form.

In the last decade, the hair-rendering problem has been
addressed by a number of researchers, in some cases with
considerable success. However, most cases work well in par-
ticular conditions and offer limited (or none) capabilities in
terms of dynamics or animation of hair. Much of the work
refers to a more limited problem of rendering fur, which also
has a lot in common with rendering natural phenomena such
as grass and trees. As follows we give the related work in
hair rendering focusing their salient features and limitations.

Particle systems introduced by Reeveset al [19], primar-
ily meant to model class of fuzzy objects such as fire. De-
spite particles small size -smaller than even a pixel- the par-
ticle manifests itself by the way it reflects light, casts shad-
ows, and occludes objects. Thus, the subpixel structure of
the particle needs to be represented only by a model that can

Figure 9: Hair as Connected Particle System, “The End” by
Alias—Wavefront

represent these properties. A particle system is rendered by
painting each particle in succession onto the frame buffer,
computing its contribution to the pixel and compositing it
to get the final color at the pixel. The technique has been
successfully used for rendering these fuzzy objects and inte-
grated in many commercial animation systems. Figure 9 is
an example of how one can use connected particle systems
for the modeling of hair. However, the technique has some
limitations for shadowing and self-shadowing. Much of it is
due to the inherent modeling using particle systems: simple
stochastic models are not adequate to represent the type of
order and orientation of hair. Also, it requires appropriate
lighting model to capture and control the hair length and ori-
entation. The specular highlights in particular owing to the
geometry of the individual strands are highly anisotropic.

Impressive results have been obtained for the more lim-
ited problem of rendering fur, which can be considered as
very short hair. As we have already discussed in the case of
hair shape modeling, Perlinet al [18] introduced hypertex-
tures that can model fur like objects. Hypertexture approach
remains limited to geometries that can be defined analyti-
cally. Kajiya and Kay extended this approach to use it on
the complex geometries. They used a single solid texture
tile namely texel. The idea of texels was inspired by the no-
tion of volume density used in [18]. A texel is a 3D texture
map where both the surface frame and lighting model pa-
rameters are embedded over a volume. Texels are a type of
model intermediate between a texture and a geometry. A
texel is however, not tied to the geometry of any particular
surface and thus makes the rendering time independent of
the geometric complexity of the surface that it extracts. The
results are demonstrated by rendering a teddy bear (figure
10). Texels are rendered using ray casting, in a manner sim-
ilar to that for volume densities using a suitable illumination
model. Kajiyaet al discusses more about the particular fur
illumination model and a general rendering method for ren-
dering volume densities. The rendering of volume densities
are also covered in great detail in the book by Eberet al [7].



Figure 10: Volumetric Texture rendering by Kajiyaet al

In another approach by Goldman [9], emphasis is given on
rendering visual characteristics of fur in cases where the hair
geometry is not visible at the final image resolution -object
being far away from the camera. A probabilistic rendering
algorithm, also referred to as fakefur algorithm is proposed.
In this model, the reflected light from individual hairs and
from the skin below is blended using the expectations of a
ray striking a hair in that area as the opacity factor.

Though the volumetric textures are quite suitable for ren-
dering furry objects or hair patches, rendering of long hair
using this approach does not seem obvious.

A brute force method to render hair is to model each indi-
vidual hair as curved cylinder and render each cylinder prim-
itive. The shear number of primitives modeling hair poses
serious problem to this approach. However, the explicit mod-
eling of hair has been used for different reasons employing
different types of primitives.

An early effort by Csuriet al [3] generated fur-like vol-
umes using polygons. Each hair was modeled as a single
triangle laid out on a surface and rendered using a Z-buffer
algorithm for hidden surface removal. Miller [16] produced
better results by modeling hair as pyramids consisting of tri-
angles. Oversampling was employed for anti-aliasing. These
techniques however, impose serious problems considering
reasonable number and size of hairs.

In an another approach, a hardware Z-buffer renderer was
used with Gouraud shading for rendering hair modeled as
connected segments of triangular prisms on a full human
head. However, the illumination model used was quite sim-
plistic and no effort was done to deal with the problem of
aliasing. LeBlancet al [14] proposed an approach of render-
ing hair using pixel blending and shadow buffers. This tech-
nique has been one of the most effective and practical hair
rendering approach. Though it could be applied for the vari-
ety of hairy and furry objects, one of the primary intention of
the approach was to be able to render realistic different styles
of human hairs. Hair rendering is done by mix of ray trac-
ing and drawing polyline premitives, with added module for

Figure 11: Rendering pipeline of the method-”Pixel Blend-
ing and Shadow Buffer”

the shadow buffer [20]. The rendering pipeline has the fol-
lowing steps: first the shadow of the scene is calculated for
each light source. Then, hair shadow buffer is computed for
each light source for the given hair style model; this is done
by drawing each hair segment into a Z-buffer and extract-
ing the depth map. The depth maps for the shadow buffers
for the scene and hair are composed giving a single com-
posite shadow buffer for each light source. The scene image
with its Z-buffer is generated using scene model and com-
posite shadow buffers. The hair segments are then drawn
as illuminated polylines [27] into the scene using Z-buffer
of scene for determining the visibility and the composite
shadow buffers for finding the shadows. Figure 11 shows
the process and Figure 12 gives final rendered image of a
hairstyle of a synthetic actor with a fur coat.

Figure 12: Fur using Explicit Hair Model

Special effects like rendering wet hair require change in
the shading model. Bruderlin [1] presented some simple
ways to account for the wetness of hair -changing the spec-
ularity. That is, hairs on the side of a clump facing the light
are brighter than hairs on a clump away from the light.

Kong and Nakajimaet al[13] presented an approach of us-
ing visible volume buffer to reduce the rendering time. The
volume buffer is a 3D cubical space defined by the user de-
pending upon the available memory and the resolution re-



quired. They consider hair model as combination coarse
background hair and detailed surface hair determined by the
distance from the viewpoint or the opacity value. The tech-
nique reduces considerably the rendering time, however, the
quality of results is not so impressive.

Figure 13: Braid rendered using generalized cylinders and
volumetric texture, by Yanet al

Yan et al [26] combine volumetric texture inside the ex-
plicit geometry of hair cluster defined as a generalized cylin-
der. Ray tracing is employed to get the boundaries of the
generalized cylinder and then the standard volume rendering
is applied along the ray to capture the characteristics of the
density function defined. This may be considered as a hybrid
approach for hair rendering.

5 Conclusion

Hair Modeling� Hair Animation� Hair Rendering�

effective
- tedious to model
- not suitable for
  knots and braids

adequate
- expensive due to size
- inappropriate for
  hair-hair interaction

fast
- inadequate for
  self-shadowing

Explicit Models�

Particle Systems�

Volumetric
Textures�

Cluster Model�

Hair as a Fluid�

inappropriate adhoc
- lacks physical basis
- no hair-hair interaction

effective
- lacks shadowing
  and self-shadowing

effective
-  not suitable for
   long hair

limited
- via Animated Shape
  Perturbation

effective
- expensive

effective
-  not suitable for
   simple smooth hair

not done
- via Animated Shape
  Perturbation

effective

effective
-  not suitable for
   knots and braids

not done not done

Figure 14: Comparison of the various hair models

In this paper we present the state of the art in hair sim-
ulation, one of the most challenging problem of virtual hu-

mans. We consider three aspects in hair simulation: hair
shape modeling, hair rendering and hair dynamics. Different
approaches have been proposed in the literature dealing with
one or more aspects of hair simulation. We divide them into
four categories based on the underlying technique: particle
systems, volumetric textures, explicit hair models and clus-
ter hair model. Some of these techniques are appropriate and
effective only for one of the aspects in hair simulation. In fig-
ure 14, we summarize their role with their effectiveness and
limitations for each aspect of the hair simulation. Notice that
we have introduced a new hair modeling paradigm - “Hair
as a Fluid”. We believe, this approach has good potential
in terms of hair shape modeling and hair dynamics, as the
methodology gives a basis for modeling complex hair-hair
interactions.

No, doubt research in hair simulation despite the inherent
difficulty of its size has been encouraging and shown remark-
able improvements over the years. People in general are not
ready to accept a bald digital actor or an animal without fur.
Such realism to computer graphics characters is also becom-
ing more widely available to the animators. Many of the
commercial software provide suitable solutions and plug ins
for creating hairy and furry characters. An article by Robert-
son [21] gives an overview of various techniques available
for animators.

However, the quest of realism increases after noticing
what one can already achieve. This asks to continue our
research for better solutions. Hair dynamics for instance
remains an area, where existing computing resources im-
pose constraints. It is still very far to imagine real time
hair blowing with full rendering and collisions. Hair dress-
ing and styling also require flexible and convenient modeling
paradigms. Fast and effective rendering methods for all hair
styles -short or long, in all conditions -dry or wet, modeling
all the optical properties of hair are still to be explored. So
there is still long way to go.
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Data collected over decadesData collected over decades
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Head shop: Generating animated head models with anatomical structure
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Head models generated from a range scan of a five year old boy: a) scan data; b) adapted, animatable head structure;
c) textured; d) age changed to one year, smiling expression; e) age changed to 20 years, surprised expression.

Abstract

We present a versatile construction and deformation method for
head models with anatomical structure, suitable for real-time
physics-based facial animation. The model is equipped with land-
mark data on skin and skull, which allows us to deform the head
in anthropometrically meaningful ways. On any deformed model,
the underlying muscle and bone structure is adapted as well, such
that the model remains completely animatable using the same mus-
cle contraction parameters. We employ this general technique to fit
a generic head model to imperfect scan data, and to simulate head
growth from early childhood to adult age.

CR Categories: G.1.2 [Numerical Analysis]: Approximation—
approximation of surfaces, least squares approximation; I.3.5
[Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object
Modeling—hierarchy and geometric transformations, physically
based modeling; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—animation.

Keywords: Biological Modeling, Deformations, Facial Anima-
tion, Geometric Modeling, Morphing, Physically Based Animation

1 Introduction

Recent advances in facial animation systems show the potential of
physics-based approaches, where the anatomical structure of a hu-
man head is simulated, including skin, muscles, and skull [Waters
and Frisbie 1995; Lee et al. 1995]. On current hardware, this kind
of techniques can be used to create detailed, realistic animations
in real-time. As the model becomes more complex, the assembly
of the components becomes more complicated, thus giving rise to
a strong interest in automated methods for head model construc-
tion. Once a model exists, it is often desirable to change some of
its characteristics, or generally adapt it to another head geometry,
while retaining full animation capabilities.

The more realistically the heads of existing human individuals
can be reproduced in the computer, the more appealing is the use
of anthropometric methods and data for analysis and modification
of head geometry [DeCarlo et al. 1998]. Measurements of human

heads from different samples of the world population have been sys-
tematically collected over the past decades [Farkas 1994], resulting
in a database of the predominant facial characteristics for individu-
als of different sex, age, and ethnicity. Anthropometric methods are
usually based onlandmarks, i.e. well-defined features on the face
and – in the forensic sciences – also on the skull. In recent years,
the topic of deformation of biological shapes described by such sets
of landmark data has been treated by the emerging science of mor-
phometrics [Bookstein 1997a].

We propose the use of anthropometric landmarks and an associ-
ated deformation technique based on thin-plate splines, arriving at a
unified, elegant framework for a variety of tasks in facial modeling
and animation. The added layer of abstraction over the implementa-
tion details of the structured head model allows for modification of
the head geometry in terms of distance relations between facial fea-
tures. Given a reference head model tagged with landmarks on the
skin and bone layers, we automatically deform not only the outer
skin geometry, but also the internal structure composed of muscles
and skull. All head models derived from the reference head share
the same set of animation parameters, i.e. muscles, enabling re-use
of existing animation scripts.

The main contributions presented in this paper are:

• a general method to deform an animated head model with
underlying anatomical structure, tagged with anthropometri-
cally meaningful landmarks. The head model is suitable for
real-time animation based on simulation of facial muscles and
elastic skin properties.

• an algorithm to fit such a reference head model to even very
poor scan data, using this deformation technique.

• a technique that utilizes the anthropometric measurements on
the head model to simulate growth of a human head, employ-
ing the same deformation method, and resulting in animatable
head models of an individual at different ages.

While we make extensive use of the body of knowledge and data
collected for human faces, the general approach is applicable just
as well to other classes of animated virtual creatures, provided a
reference model with skull, muscles, and skin can be built.
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a) b) c) d) e)

Figure 1: The reference head: a) head geometry with landmarks, front view; b) side view; c) skull and facial components; d) skull landmarks
related to subset of skin landmarks; e) facial detail showing spring mesh connecting skin and muscles.

2 Previous and related work

Several facial animation systems use some approximation of lay-
ered anatomical structure. The idea of representing skin and mus-
cles as separate entities was used by WATERS [1987], where muscle
vectors and radial functions derived from linear and sphincter mus-
cles specify deformations on a skin mesh. Also building on the
idea of virtual muscles, physics-based approaches attempt to model
the influence of muscle contraction onto the skin surface by ap-
proximating the biomechanical properties of skin. Typically, mass-
spring or finite element networks are used for numerical simulation
[Platt and Badler 1981; Lee et al. 1993; Koch et al. 1998]. TER-
ZOPOULOSand WATERS [1990] automatically construct a layered
model of the human face from an initial triangle mesh. The struc-
ture consists of three layers representing the muscle layer, dermis,
and epidermis. The skull is approximated as an offset surface from
the skin. This model was later simplified by LEE et al. [1995]
for efficiency. Free-form deformations have been employed by
CHADWICK et al. [1989] to shape the skin in a multi-layer model,
which contains bones, muscles, fat tissue, and skin. SCHEEPERS
et al. [1997] and WILHELMS and VAN GELDER [1997] introduced
anatomy-based muscle models for animating humans and animals,
focusing on the skeletal musculature. Skin tissue is represented
only by an implicit surface with zero thickness [Wilhelms and Van
Gelder 1997].

A variety of techniques exist to create a face model from im-
ages or scan data. In the method presented by LEE et al. [1995],
animatable head models are constructed semi-automatically from
range scans. A generic face mesh with embedded muscle vectors
is adapted to range scans of human heads. This process relies on a
planar parameterization of the range scans as delivered e.g. by the
Cyberware digitizers. PIGHIN et al. [1998] interactively mark cor-
responding facial features in several photographs of an individual
to deform a generic head model using radial basis functions. An-
imation is possible by capturing facial expressions in the process
and blending between them. Employing a large database of several
hundred scanned faces, BLANZ et al. [1999] are able to create a ge-
ometric head model from only a single photograph. The model has
the same resolution as the range scans in the database and cannot
be readily animated. CARR et al. [2001] also use radial basis func-
tions to generate consistent meshes from incomplete scan data. In
medical imaging, SZELISKI et al. [1996] minimize the distance be-
tween two surfaces obtained from volume scans of human heads by
applying local free-form deformations [Sederberg and Parry 1986]
and global polynomial deformations. The method does not require
specification of corresponding features on the geometries.

A variational approach is presented by DECARLO et al. [1998]
to create a range of static face models with realistic proportions.
They use anthropometric measurements, which constrain the defor-

mation of a generic head model represented by a B-spline surface.
Recently, the transfer of animations between different head mod-

els on the geometric level has been proposed [Noh and Neumann
2001]. Surface correspondences are obtained by specification of
corresponding point pairs on the models. Heuristics for automatic
feature detection are presented which help to automate the process.

The work on aging in human faces has so far concentrated on
the appearance of the skin, neglecting the considerable geometric
changes that occur during growth. WU et al. [1999; 1994] fo-
cus on generation of expressive wrinkles and skin aging effects.
Their muscle-driven face model incorporates viscoelastic proper-
ties of skin. LEE et al. [1999] reconstruct textured low polygon
face models from photographs of the members of a family, simulat-
ing age changes by blending geometry and textures between young
and old family members. Wrinkle patterns are generated semi-
automatically by considering muscle fiber orientation and feature
points on the face. LANITIS et al. [1999] present a statistical face
model to isolate age variations in face images for age estimation
and aging simulation. TIDDEMAN et al. [2001] use wavelet-based
methods to identify salient features such as age wrinkles in proto-
type facial images, and apply them to other images to change the
apparent age.

3 The reference head model

Our system builds on a prototype head model that has been de-
signed for use in our physics-based animation system. The model
encapsulates five major structural components, shown in Figure 1:

• a triangle mesh for theskin surface. The edges are aligned to
facial features to reduce animation artifacts. The tessellation
is adjusted to the deformability of the facial regions.

• a layer ofvirtual musclesto control the animation. The mus-
cles consist of arrays of fibers which can contract in a linear
or circular fashion. We have modeled 24 of the major muscles
responsible for facial expressions and speech articulation.

• an embeddedskull, including a rotatable mandible, to which
skin and muscles attach. The skull is also represented as a tri-
angle mesh and is only used during initialization of the struc-
ture, not during animation itself.

• amass-spring systemconnecting skin, muscles, and skull. Ba-
sically, the edges and vertices of the skin surface mesh are
converted to springs and point masses, respectively. More
springs are added to connect to underlying components and
to preserve skin tissue volume during animation.

• separately modeled components foreyes, teeth, and tongue.
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The model structure has been designed manually, employing the
muscle editing methods presented in [Kähler et al. 2001]. We have
enhanced the described muscle model in several respects. The ellip-
soid segments have been replaced by a piecewise linear representa-
tion, to give the muscles a smoother, closed surface. As in [Kähler
et al. 2001], skin vertices attach to muscles, and muscles in turn can
be attached to the mandible. Since we derive all head models by de-
formation of the same reference head, we keep those assignments
fixed. This makes expressions more reproducible between different
head models, because instabilities in vertex re-attachment on the
deformed models are avoided. To incorporate elastic properties of
muscle fibers, the interaction of merged muscles is modeled more
faithfully by using another simple spring mesh. The springs run
along the middle axis of each muscle, connecting merged muscles
by a common node. Finally, theorbicularis oris is divided into two
muscles for upper and lower lip, and the center of contraction for
each of these can be translated along a line. These added degrees of
freedom allow more accurate protrusion and retraction of the lips,
which is for example useful in speech animation.

The model is tagged with landmarks, defined on the skin and
skull surfaces. We use these landmarks to control deformation of
the head structure in our algorithms. The landmarks follow the con-
ventions laid out in [Farkas 1994], where we have chosen a mini-
mum subset of landmarks according to their prominence in the face
and existence of a correspondence between skin and skull. There
are in general far less landmarks on the skull than on the skin, since
not every feature on the skin surface corresponds to one on the skull,
cf. Figure 1 d). In our current model, we use 60 skin landmarks and
22 skull landmarks.

4 Animation and rendering overview

The focus of this paper is on the structured head model described in
the previous section, and geometric methods of deformation of this
model. To establish the context, we nonetheless need to describe
the embedding of the model into the complete physics-based facial
animation system. This section gives a necessarily brief overview
of the issues involved, omitting most of the technical detail.

4.1 Animation control

Facial motion is controlled mainly by specifying muscle contrac-
tions over time. We explicitly specify these parameters for a num-
ber of keyframes, assembling facial expressions. For animation,
we perform interpolation between these contraction values. The
complex dynamic of the human face in motion is hard to repro-
duce in this manner, requiring higher level animation facilities that
are beyond the scope of this paper. We have successfully used the
muscle-based approach for the automatic generation of speech ani-
mation [Albrecht et al. 2002].

4.2 Physics-based simulation

The animation is controlled on the lowest level by muscle parame-
ters from an animation script or from user interaction. During the
simulation, the equations of motion for the mass-spring system are
numerically integrated through time using a Verlet leapfrog integra-
tion scheme [Vesely 1994; Turner and Gobbetti 1998]. This explicit
forward integration scheme provides better stability than the pop-
ular Euler method [Waters and Frisbie 1995; Lee et al. 1995] with
similar ease of implementation.

The spring mesh structure is similar to [Kähler et al. 2001],
which is advantageous for real-time animation: the complexity is
relatively low compared to other layered approaches [Terzopoulos
and Waters 1990; Lee et al. 1995]. Volume preservation and skull

Figure 2: Comparison of an individual with simulated age wrinkles
using plain OpenGL rendering (left) and our real-time skin shading
algorithm (right).

non-penetration constraints are integrated into the global solution
of the equations of motion, obviating the need for local geometric
criteria. Since the number of springs in the system is proportional
to the number of edges and vertices of the head model, we chose to
have a rather low resolution mesh to enable fast simulation updates.

4.3 Multi-threaded simulation and rendering

An important application in our system is speech animation, which
requires very fast simulation updates in the range of 40 fps for real-
time animation. While we can achieve these rates with our current
model, the graphics performance of modern hardware allows for
much higher rendering frame rates. Our facial animation system
thus decouples simulation and rendering, exploiting dual processor
systems by using individual threads for the physics-based simula-
tion and the rendering of an animation [Haber et al. 2001].

4.4 Skin shading

To improve the visual appearance of the skin surface in real-time
rendering, we employ the vertex program and register combiner
features of the NVidia GeForce3 graphics board. In particular, we
apply multitexturing using four texture units. The texture units
are assigned to the skin color decal texture, a bump map for the
skin surface structure, a bump map for expressive wrinkles, and
a mask texturethat contains different monochrome masks such as
a gloss map or a bump intensity map in its color channels. The
bump map for the skin structure is computed directly from a syn-
thetic human skin model similar to the one presented in [Ishii
et al. 1993]. The wrinkles bump map is automatically created
from the layout of the expressive wrinkles, taken from the skin
texture. Hardware bump mapping for skin structure and wrin-
kles is implemented using the OpenGLNV vertex program
andNV register combiners extensions. In addition, a gloss
map is applied to specify the locally varying specular coefficient of
a Blinn-Phong shading model, while the intensity of skin dimples
over the face is controlled by a bump intensity map. Similar to a
gloss map, the latter contains a scalar value per texel to specify the
degree to which the bump mapped normal should affect the lighting
computation. The whole process is carried out in a single render-
ing pass on the GeForce3, resulting in frame rates of about 100 fps.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of a head model rendered with plain
OpenGL capabilities and with our skin shading algorithm.
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5 Landmark-based head deformation

Given the head model as described in the Section 3, we are using the
landmark information to specify a deformation of the object space
so that we can warp the complete head structure to a prescribed
target landmark configuration. The details of this deformation are
described in this section. In Sections 6 and 7 we demonstrate how
this general method can be used for both creation and modification
of an animatable head model.

5.1 Setting up the warp function

For deformation of biological tissues, BOOKSTEIN advocates an
approach based on thin-plate splines, which minimizes the bending
energy of a deformed surface [Bookstein 1997a]. The mechanism
can be easily translated to the three-dimensional setting [Bookstein
1997b]. The theory is covered extensively in the literature, so we
restrict to the practical construction of the deformation function.

The problem can be stated as one of interpolation: letpi ∈ R3

andqi ∈ R3, i = 1, . . . , n, be two sets ofn landmarks. The
source landmarkspi lie on the geometry we want to deform, and
the target landmarksqi correspond to the features on the target
head. We need to find a functionf that maps thepi to theqi:

qi = f(pi), i = 1, . . . , n,

and which is defined on the volume spanned by the landmarks, so
that the function can be used to deform all elements of the head
structure. Such a mapping can be expressed by a radial basis func-
tion, i.e. a weighted linear combination ofn basic functionsφi de-
fined by the source landmark points and an additional explicit affine
transformation:

f(p) =

n∑
i=1

ciφi(p) + Rp + t, (1)

wherep ∈ R3 is a point in the volume,ci ∈ R3 are (unknown)
weights,R ∈ R3×3 adds rotation, skew, and scaling, andt ∈ R3

is a translation component. Following BOOKSTEIN, we simply use
the biharmonic basic functionφi(p) := ‖p− pi‖2, which mini-
mizes bending energy for the deformation [Duchon 1977]. We have
the additional constraints

n∑
i=1

ci = 0 and
n∑
i=1

cTi pi = 0

to remove affine contributions from the weighted sum of the basic
functions [Pighin et al. 1998; Carr et al. 2001].

Setting up a system of linear equations relating source and target
landmarks, the unknownsR, t, andci can be solved for simultane-
ously. We first construct three matrices:

B =
(
q1 . . . qn 0 0 0 0

)T ∈ R(n+4)×3,

P =

φ1(p1) . . . φn(p1)
...

. . .
...

φ1(pn) . . . φn(pn)

 ∈ Rn×n,

Q =

pT1 1
...

...
pTn 1

 ∈ Rn×4.

Now we set up a linear equation system of the formAX = B with

A =

(
P Q

QT 0

)
∈ R(n+4)×(n+4),

X =
(
c1 . . . cn R t

)T ∈ R(n+4)×3.

This linear system is solved using a standard LU decomposition
with pivoting. We can now transform a pointp ∈ R3 according to
Eq. (1).

5.2 Deforming the head structure

Given a warp function defined by landmarks placed on the skin of
the source and target heads, we apply this function in different ways
to the individual components of the model.

1. Theskin meshis deformed by direct application of the func-
tion to the vertices of the mesh.

2. The landmarks on theskull meshare related to their coun-
terparts on the skin by a vector, giving an offset from each
skull landmark to the corresponding skin landmark, cf. Fig-
ure 1 d). When the skin geometry has been fixed, adjusting
the local skin thickness thus amounts to changing the scale
for such a vector, and deforming the skull mesh accordingly.
The deformation function is obtained by offsetting the target
skin landmarks along the negated new vectors, resulting in the
desired new skull landmark positions. The warp from the cur-
rent skull landmark positions to these new positions is then
applied to the vertices of the skull mesh.

3. Musclesin our system are specified by a grid which is ini-
tially “painted” onto the skin. The actual shape of the mus-
cles is computed automatically from the available space un-
derneath the skin and follows the geometry of the skin sur-
face. To transfer the muscles to the new geometry, we apply
the deformation function to the grid vertices and re-compute
the shape. The rebuild process also allows us to accommodate
for changes in skin thickness.

4. For the other facial components eyes, teeth, and tongue, we
only update position and scale automatically, due to their rep-
resentation as rigid pieces of geometry in our system. Some
fine-tuning is thus necessary to fit them exactly into the de-
formed model. In principle, if the components are also rep-
resented as meshes, the deformation can be applied to their
vertices, making this manual step unnecessary.

6 Creating head models from range
scans

A primary task in facial modeling is the reproduction of the heads
of real individuals. One way to acquire the geometry of a head is
to use a range scanning device. In practice, though, it turns out that
there are a number of obstacles to using this geometry directly for
an animatable model:

• the range data is often noisy and incomplete, especially for
structured light scanners, due to projector/camera shadowing
effects or bad reflective properties of the surface.

• the geometry is heavily oversampled: direct conversion to a
triangle mesh regularly yields hundreds of thousands of poly-
gons. For real-time animation, we need to reduce the com-
plexity to about 3k polygons. Available mesh simplifica-
tion techniques [Cignoni et al. 1998] unfortunately don’t give
enough control over the mesh connectivity to guarantee satis-
fyingly animatable models. Edges should be properly aligned
to facial features and the mesh structure should reflect the ba-
sic symmetry of the face.

• some parts relevant for animation cannot be scanned, such as
the inner part of the lips.
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Figure 3: Adaptation of the reference mesh to scan data using feature mesh refinement: a) initial defective target mesh from range scans with
landmarks added; b) source mesh and muscle outlines after first deformation; c) target geometry after three refinements; d) deformed source
mesh after three refinements and warps; e) final mesh geometry with adapted skull and muscles.

For these reasons, a common solution is the use of a generic face
mesh, which is fitted to the target geometry, cf. Section 2. We em-
ploy our landmark-based deformation approach to create an ani-
matable model from the reference geometry. No parameterization
of the scan data or the reference head mesh is needed, thus we are
not restricted to scans from cylindrical range scanners [Lee et al.
1995], but can directly process data from arbitrary sources, and,
concerning this, have no restrictions on the topology of the meshes.
As a side effect of the procedure, the resulting target model is also
tagged with a complete set of anthropometric landmarks, which can
be directly used for further deformations, as will be demonstrated
in Section 7.

The scan data is given in the form of a dense triangle mesh with
no further fixing, such as hole filling, applied. We call this mesh
the target geometryM∗ in the following, while the reference head
(including the structural components) is referred to as thesource
geometryM— the source geometry needs to be deformed to con-
form to the target. We proceed as follows:

1. M∗ is tagged with a set of landmarksL∗ corresponding to the
setL defined onM. This is a “computer-aided” interactive
procedure.

2. a deformation is computed based on the landmark correspon-
dences, andM is warped accordingly.

3. L andL∗ are automatically refined to generate more corre-
spondences.

4. The components of the reference head model, i.e. skull and
muscles, are deformed to matchM∗ using the same defor-
mation.

5. Repeat from Step 2 until convergence.

6. muscle shapes are rebuilt and the skull is warped once more to
finally adjust the skull/skin relationship, as described in Sec-
tion 5.2.

In Step 4 of the refinement loop, the skull is deformed using the
skin mesh deformation to keep the relation between skin and skull
within the accuracy determined by the current density of the land-
mark setsL andL∗. Only in Step 6, the new skull/skin distance is
asserted at the sparse locations where landmarks on skin and skull
are paired.

We discuss the specification of the landmarksL∗ and the land-
mark set refinement procedures in detail in the next two sections.

6.1 Specifying landmarks

Our method only requires the specification of a sparse set of land-
marks on the target geometryM∗. Due to the automatic refine-
ment, face features do not need to be laboriously traced using dense
correspondences or feature lines [Pighin et al. 1998]. The land-
marks are taken from a standard set of the anthropometric litera-
ture and are thus well-defined and easy to identify, see Section 3.
To ease the “repeated point-and-click” task, we again make use of
the deformation function: given three or more landmarks specified
manually, we can already set up a mapping from the source set
of landmarksL to the target setL∗. We then copy and warp all
landmarks fromL using this function, resulting in a rough approx-
imation of the desired landmark distribution. Through manual in-
spection and correction more landmarks are repositioned and fixed
in their target positions. The process can be iterated until all land-
marks inL∗ have assumed their intended positions. This simple
method has shown to be particularly helpful in cases where the scan
data is lacking a lot of shape information, since the copied land-
marks will already be positioned in a meaningful way. Specifying
our reference set of 60 landmarks thus takes only 10–20 minutes
in practice. Figure 3 a) shows the scan tagged with the complete
set of landmarks, cf. also Figure 1. If no further deformation using
this specific set of landmarks is desired, the adaptation of the refer-
ence head to the scan data can be performed on an arbitrary set of
landmarks.

To further automate the task, we are also actively experiment-
ing with automatic mesh fitting methods, but we feel that there is
currently no reliable way to automatically detect the features on
the geometry with the required degree of accuracy, especially given
the type of incomplete and noisy scan data we have: landmarks
often must be placed manually in “mid-air” because the local ge-
ometry was not captured by the scanner. Simple heuristics [Noh
and Neumann 2001] rely on well-behaved mesh geometry, and are
not suitable for most of the anthropometric standard landmarks.

6.2 Adapting the generic mesh

After the initial deformation based on the user-specified landmarks,
M andM∗ are already in good correspondence, see Figure 3 a)
and b). But, since the landmark distribution is very sparse, the de-
tails in the facial geometry ofM∗ are usually not well captured.
We do not want to burden the user with specification of hundreds of
feature points, so we have developed an automatic procedure that
refines the landmark setsL andL∗ and achieves as good a match as
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M ← reference head mesh
M∗ ← target head mesh
L ← landmark set on reference head
L∗ ← landmark set on target head

M ← warp (L,L∗,M) // deformation fromL toL∗ applied toM

F ← feature mesh(L) // construct feature meshes
F∗ ← feature mesh(L∗) // using landmark positions

repeat
(F∗, B) ← subdivide (F∗) // subdivideF∗, store inB baryc. coords

// of new vertices w.r.t. parent triangles
(F∗, D) ← project (F∗,M∗) // project feature vertices onto surface of

//M∗ and store displacements inD

L∗ ← add landmarks (F∗,L∗) // more target landmarks for
// appropriate new vertices inF∗

F ← subdiv copy (F, B,D) // subdivideF usingB andD

(F,L) ← project (F,M) // project feature vertices, landmarks ontoM

flip edges (F) // improve feature mesh smoothness
flip edges (F∗)

M ← warp (L,L∗,M) // warp using new landmarks
until convergence

Table 1: The refinement algorithm for landmark sets on source and
target geometries; see Section 6.2 for detailed explanation.

possible in typically two or three iterations.1 The algorithm outline
is shown in Table 1. To be able to refine our standard set of land-
marks automatically, we interpret the landmarks as the vertices of
a triangle mesh, which we will call afeature meshin the following.
Figure 4 shows the layout of this mesh for the geometry of the refer-
ence head. One feature meshF is constructed forM, and another
oneF∗ forM∗, using the current landmark positions (so they are
in fact identical after the first deformation).F∗ is now refined by
uniform subdivision: one vertex is inserted into each triangle, split-
ting it into three new triangles. This vertex is moved to the surface
ofM∗, where we take care to find a correct sampling position on
the surface, especially in areas of poor scan quality. Often, there
is no part of the target surface in the vicinity of the new vertex. If
there is, a new landmark is created at the vertex position, and added
to L∗. For each subdivided triangle, the refinement is encoded as
the barycentric coordinate of the projection of the new vertex onto
the parent triangle along the triangle normal. These coordinates are
stored in a setB, and the corresponding scalar displacements along
the normal vector in another setD. The right half of Figure 5 out-
lines the subdivision and projection step for one triangle ofM∗.

We now need to find counterparts onM for the newly created
landmarks. SinceF andF∗ have the same structure, and the ge-
ometries are already in good alignment, we repeat the same refine-
ment onF , using the information fromB andD. Each new vertex
in F is now close to the source geometry, but usually not placed
exactly on the surface, due to differences in facial detail. If there
is a landmark for this vertex inL∗, we find the nearest intersection
along a ray starting at the vertex, correct its position and create a
landmark at that point, adding it toL. The left half of Figure 5
shows how this step is applied.

After all triangles have been refined in this manner, all edges in
F andF∗ from the previous generation are flipped, to improve the

1“As good as possible” here refers to the limits imposed by the dis-
cretization of the source mesh, which is usually much coarser than the scan
data.

Figure 4: Left: afeature meshis constructed by connecting the
landmarks on the head geometry, forming a triangle mesh. Right:
flipping edges after subdividing the mesh improves surface smooth-
ness: new vertices on two neighboring subdivided triangles are con-
nected by the yellow edge that previously divided the peaks.

Figure 5: Refining corresponding triangles in the source (left, light
blue) and target (right, dark blue) feature meshes. Top: the mesh is
typically well-behaved in the source geometry, and fragmented in
the target (orange curves). Where vertices of the target feature mesh
project onto the geometry, landmarks have been added to both fea-
ture meshes (green dots). Target and source feature mesh triangles
are refined equally (green edges). Middle: the normal displacement
of the target mesh intersection is used to obtain a starting point for
finding an intersection with the source mesh. Bottom: source ge-
ometry and feature meshes have been deformed to match the land-
marks to the target.

quality of the feature mesh surfaces, see Figure 4. The algorithm
does not rely on the smoothness of the feature meshes, but if the
change in surface normals between adjacent triangles can be kept
small during refinement, this will improve the locality of the sam-
pling of the surface. We also filter the triangle normals once by
averaging with their neighbors.

Using the two refined versions ofL andL∗, we set up a new
deformation function. Applying it to the source model, and to the
corresponding feature mesh, results in a better approximation of the
target geometry. The procedure is repeated, and the deformed mesh
quickly stabilizes to a good fit of the target geometry. In practice,
after only three iterations of the refinement procedure the geometry
will have adapted optimally.

Since we use a triangle mesh generated directly from range scan
data as the target geometry, we usually have to deal with large ar-
eas of the head geometry where there is no data, often interspersed
with small specks of samples (e.g. the back of the head), see Fig-
ure 3 a). The refinement algorithm is thus geared towards finding
these small “islands of data”, while being very conservative in ac-
cepting a sampling site on the geometry as a new landmark posi-
tion. A wrongly placed landmark can cause large distortions in the
deformed geometry, rendering it unusable, so we employ heuristics
based on surface normals and landmark/surface distance to find and
rank the acceptable sites, or reject creation of a landmark. The ray
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Figure 6: Geometric deformation of a boy’s head by our constraint
resolution technique. Clockwise from left top: 20 years, 12 years,
5 years (original age), 1 year.

intersection before repositioning a new vertex in the source feature
mesh is much less critical, since we are operating on the deformed
reference mesh, which has perfectly well-behaved geometry. Here,
we just have to make sure not to intersect with backfacing parts of
the geometry. Figure 3 shows the approximation of scanned head
geometry by deformation of the reference head.

7 Growth and aging

A challenging problem in facial modeling and animation is the sim-
ulation of growth and aging. Besides the Arts, important applica-
tions exist in the forensic sciences and medicine: how does the child
that got missing ten years ago look now? What are the long-term
effects of a rhinoplastic operation? Often, a skilled artist is needed
to draw conclusions towards age-related changes from photographs
with the help of anthropometric data. Drastic changes in head size
and facial proportions occur between childhood and maturity, as
well as in skin texture and elasticity of the skin, not to mention hair
growth. All of this affects the look of the face in its diverse static
poses as well as in motion.

We demonstrate the application of growth and age transforma-
tions to the geometry of our animated head model using the de-
formation technique described in the previous sections. The set
of landmarks on the model is used to obtain a variety of standard
anthropometric measurements on the head, which are updated ac-
cording to a user-specified change in age by a constraint-resolution
mechanism. Our approach is inspired by DECARLO et al. [DeCarlo
et al. 1998], but has no restrictions on the smoothness or parame-
terization of the surface. In fact, the computation of the age defor-
mation uses only the landmark set, thus being independent from the
deformed surface. In our system, we apply this deformation to the
vertices of the head model’s triangle mesh. Also, we do not operate
on proportions, but only on distance measurements.

7.1 Landmark measurements

The landmarks on the head model correspond to those in the an-
thropometric literature used for head measurements. Specifically,
we use tabulated measurements for a sample of the North Ameri-

can population of the Caucasian type, males and females between
the ages of one year up to twenty-five years (after this age, there is
almost no change in facial geometry due to growth) [Farkas 1994].
The data describes distance relations for pairs of landmarks, depen-
dent on age and sex. Three types of distance measurements for a
given landmark pair are used in the data:

• distances along one of the horizontal, vertical, and depth di-
rections;

• Euclidean distance;

• arc length, traditionally measured using soft tape on the face.

The head model is placed in the standard posture used for anthro-
pometric measurements, so the axis-aligned distances correspond to
thex, y, andz axes in the local coordinate system. Each statistical
measurement is given by its mean valueµ and standard deviation
σ. In our current system, we use 39 axis-aligned distance measure-
ments, 25 Euclidean distances and 6 arc lengths, specified on a part
of the standard landmark set on the reference head.

Given age and sex for the current head model, we first compute
the current valuedc for a distance measurement directly from the
landmarks on the model. The value is compared to the statistical
mean valueµc in the data tables to find its “position” in the assumed
standard probability distribution. After looking up the mean value
µt for the targeted age, we compute the final valuedt at the same
relative position in the distribution:

dt = µt +
σt
σc

(dc − µc),

whereσc andσt are standard deviations for the current and target
age, respectively. Thus, we retain the characteristics of the source
head model even over large changes in age.

For deforming the head geometry, we are now posed with the
following problem: given the current landmark positionspi and
a number of distance measurements, what are the new landmark
positionsqi (i = 1, . . . , n)? This problem is largely under-
constrained, as there are many solutions that fulfill thesehard con-
straints. In our approach, we thus add more constraints between the
landmarks that are closest to each other. After deformation, the dis-
tances between them should scale roughly with the global scalings
of the head, which we derive from the change in head height. These
aresoft constraints, in that they are used to find the best solution,
but they are not strictly enforced.

7.2 Linear constraint resolution

Most of the distance measurements are given along one axisa
(a ∈ {x, y, z}), which allows us to represent the problem as a set of
linear constraints: we want to find then new landmark coordinates
qa,i, i = 1, . . . , n, for each axisa. In the following, we derive a
solution for one such axis.

The relation to them hard distance constraints and̃m soft dis-
tance constraints can be expressed by a sparse linear system:

Aqa = d +

m̃∑
i=1

λid̃i ,

where the combinatorial matrixA ∈ R(m+m̃)×n specifies pairings
of landmarks. Each row ofA contains exactly two non-zero entries
+1 and−1 in columnsj andk, respectively, to denote the pairing
of qa,j − qa,k. There can be at mostn(n−1)/2 pairings of land-
marks, but in practice, we havem ≈ 35 plusm̃ ≈ 100 landmark
pairs per axis. The vectord ∈ Rm+m̃ represents the hard con-
straints and hasm non-zero entries in those positions, where the
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target distance is prescribed. Each vectord̃i ∈ Rm+m̃ contains a
single non-zero entry with the current distancepa,j−pa,k between
a pair of landmarks not constrained byd in the corresponding po-
sition, i.e. in the row whereA specifies the pairing ofqa,j − qa,k.
Since we want to enforce the hard constraintsd given by the data,
but keep the soft distances between the other landmarks close to
what they were, we solve for weightsλi close to the global scaling
factors.

The system can be easily reformulated by shifting terms to in-
clude thẽdi andλi in the matrix:(

A D̃
0 I

)(
qa
λ

)
=

(
d
s

)
, (2)

where the columns of̃D ∈ R(m+m̃)×m̃ are composed of the vec-
tors−d̃i, andλ is a vector built from theλi in the same order.
The submatrixI ∈ Rm̃×m̃ is an identity matrix. On the right hand
side,s hasm̃ entries with the constant scaling factors. The system
is now overconstrained and we solve for theqa,i andλi using a
singular value decomposition (SVD) [Press et al. 1992]. Clamping
the singular values to achieve a prescribed condition number for the
least squares problem before back-substitution allows us to get rid
of linearly dependent constraints, as they occur in practice.

According to this method, we set up and solve three independent
linear systems for the distance constraints along thex, y, andz
axes. Since the data is only as exact as the procedures used for
taking measurements of the sample population, and the collected
data is only statistical, a precise solution for a given individual head
can not in general be achieved. However, SVD will give a best fit in
the least squares sense: for a systemAx = b, the solution vector
x that minimizes the residual error‖Ax− b‖2 will be found. In
Eq. (2), the values ind are typically in the range of 10–200 mm,
while the values ins are close to 1.0. Thus, a small error (i.e. a
displacement from the ‘ideal’ target position) in one of the new
landmark coordinatesqa,i results in a much larger residual error
than a small deviation in one of the weightsλi. As a result, we
found the hard constraints to be fulfilled with a maximum absolute
error of two millimeters in our experiments.

7.3 Non-linear constraints

For some landmark pairs, a Euclidean distance is given, which can
not be included directly into the linear system. We linearize the
problem by splitting such a constraint into three axis-aligned con-
straints. Given a current vector from one landmark to another and
a prescribed target distance between them, we assume that the di-
rection of that vector will not change drastically in the solution. We
scale this vector to the target length and project it onto the three axes
of the global coordinate system. We add the three projected dis-
tances as additional linear constraints into the equations described
in the previous section and let SVD run as before, arriving at a so-
lution that approximately fulfills the Euclidean distance constraint.
To improve the solution, we repeat the projection process and solve
again, until convergence. In practice, three iterations suffice.

Arc lengths are another measurement in the data. Since the pairs
connected by arcs are constrained additionally by distance measure-
ments in the table data, we do not include the arc lengths in the
constraint resolution mechanism. Instead, we use the arc measure-
ments only to improve the shape of the surfaceafter solving. The
arc is approximated by a circle segment: we use a virtual “middle
landmark” that is placed between the two landmarks connected by
the arc. This landmark is shifted along the surface normal, to give
the circle segment the arc length specified in the data.

8 Results and conclusion

We have presented a head model with anatomical structure and de-
formation methods that allow adaptation of such a model to indi-
vidual scan data, and simulation of human head growth. Obviously,
without medical volumetric data, the finer individual details of the
head anatomy cannot be guessed by our method. Still, without such
expensive medical hardware as a CT scanner, we are able to pro-
duce a more plausible reconstruction of these internal structures
than previous approaches that estimate the skull as an offset sur-
face from the skin or use simpler models of muscle geometry.

The landmark-based fitting has shown to work robustly on raw
meshes obtained from range scans of a variety of individuals. The
interactive specification of the initial sparse landmark set has shown
to be advantageous for creating models from incomplete data,
where large parts of the geometry cannot be estimated automati-
cally in a reliable way. The robust adaptation to this kind of input
data makes mesh fixing and hole filling abdicable, a process that
can otherwise easily take several hours of interactive work.

The computational cost of the landmark refinement algorithm
largely depends on ray/mesh intersection tests and point/triangle
distance computations. We expect a great speed-up from optimiza-
tion of these tests. In our current implementation, we arrive at about
five minutes total run time for the fitting process on a 1 GHz PC
with a 100k triangle target mesh. Given the scan data, the whole
process of creating an animatable head model including the tun-
ing of eye, teeth, and tongue positions takes 20–30 minutes in our
experience.

Further deformation of the face for changing the age produces
plausible results, which is encouraging given that only a small
amount of statistical data is used. Our method assumes that a mea-
surement keeps its variance from the statistical mean over the years:
a nose that is relatively big for an adult, is assumed to be big in
childhood. Together with the scarcity of the facial measurements,
this tends to retain the characteristics of the original face to a some-
times too strong degree. Also, examination of the tabulated arc
measurements delivered surprising results: the ratio between arc
length and corresponding Euclidean distance remains almost con-
stant through the ages in the table data, i.e. the roundness of the
face does not vary significantly, different from what one would ex-
pect especially for younger faces. To incorporate the “puffiness”
of small childrens’ cheeks that can be observed in the real world,
we allowed for an adjustable slight increase in the arc length up to
10 % over the original values for a young child.

Transfer of expressions and animations between generated mod-
els using the same initial muscle set has shown to work well even
over widely varying age ranges. The common muscle set and pa-
rameterization of all our head models simplify the creation and use
of a generic expression library a great deal. After adaptation of the
model, this parameterization can be used for further editing, which
is an advantage over purely geometric transfer of motion between
models [Noh and Neumann 2001]: individual characteristics of fa-
cial motion, such as a particular way of smiling, can be included
by manipulation of the same parameters, instead of working on the
vertex data of the new model. Also, we see some automation poten-
tial for dealing with age-related characteristics based on the muscle
parameterization: e.g. for a young child, we globally scale down
facial muscle movements, to accommodate for the not yet fully de-
veloped abilities of expression.

9 Future work

Skin stiffness constants, skin thickness and muscle layer thickness
are evaluated and used for each deformation of the reference head to
re-shape the skull and the muscle layer, and to initialize the spring
mesh. We currently have to adjust these parameters manually to
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accommodate for individual and age-related changes. Given more
statistical data, it should be possible to have these values computed
automatically. Also, the visual impact of such adjustments onto the
actual animation needs to be examined.

For further automation and enhancement of the precision of the
landmark specification process, we would like to make use of the
information contained in the photographs used for texturing. It also
is appealing to use the landmarks on the fitted face model for this
texturing step, which is currently a separate procedure. This would
also apply to the synthesis of wrinkles and skin structure. We are in-
vestigating if image-based techniques such as proposed by TIDDE-
MAN et al. [Tiddeman et al. 2001] can be used to minimize manual
texture processing for wrinkle definition.

Currently, we cannot predict the skin color of an individual at
an age different from the age of data acquisition. Some heuristics
could be applied: babies of Caucasian type typically have a pale,
pinkish skin color, while adults often have suntanned skin. Some
more reliable results could probably be obtained by applying age-
dependent skin parameters such as moisture or elasticity to a micro
geometry skin model and using a BRDF-based rendering approach.

Our results indicate that “anthropometric modeling” is a fruitful
approach, and could become a useful tool for artists and scientists
alike. More detailed and precise data, and a better understanding
of age-related changes contained in this data are needed, though.
Based on our constraint resolution technique, new face modeling
tools can be devised that allow specification of facial feature rela-
tions either directly, or indirectly by age, gender, or other statisti-
cally captured variables.
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4. Organizers and presenters

The tutorial is jointly organized and presented by:

Jörg Haber is a senior researcher at the Max-Planck-Institute for Computer Sciences in Saarbrücken, Germany. He received
his Master’s (1994) and PhD (1999) degrees in Mathematics from the Technische Universität München, Germany. During the
last seven years he did research in various fields of computer graphics and image processing, including global illumination
and real-time rendering techniques, scattered data approximation, and lossy image compression. For the last two years, his
major research interests concentrate on modeling, animation, and rendering of human faces. Recently, he received the Heinz-
Billing-Award 2001 of the Max-Planck-Society and, together with Kolja Kähler, the SaarLB Science Award 2001 for the
design and implementation of a facial modeling and animation system.

Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann has pioneered research into virtual humans over the last 20 years, participating in and demon-
strating some of the most spectacular state-of-the-art developments in the field, and is responsible for the rigorous and
intensive academic research programs that made them possible. She studied at the University of Geneva and obtained several
bachelor degrees including Psychology, Biology, and Computer Science. She received a MSc in Biochemistry in l972 and a
PhD in Quantum Physics in 1977. From 1977 to 1989, she was a Professor at the University of Montreal in Canada. In l989,
she founded MIRALab, an interdisciplinary creative research laboratory at the University of Geneva. She has been working
since 15 years on simulating facial expressions, and is responsible for the first MPEG-4 software that has been given to the
MPEG-4 committee. Actually, she is participating to several EU projects on the simulation of facial animation (SONG and
INTERFACE), hair (MESH) and clothes (E-TAILOR).

Demetri Terzopoulos holds the Lucy and Henry Moses Professorship in the Sciences at New York University and is a pro-
fessor of computer science and mathematics at NYU’s Courant Institute. He is currently on leave from the University of
Toronto where he is Professor of Computer Science and Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. He graduated
from McGill University and received the PhD in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology (MIT). His published work includes more than 200 technical articles and several volumes, primarily in
computer graphics and vision, and also in computer-aided design, medical imaging, artificial intelligence, and artificial life.
He has given hundreds of invited talks around the world on these topics, including numerous keynote and plenary addresses.
Terzopoulos is a Fellow of the IEEE. His many awards include computer graphics honors from the International Digital
Media Foundation, Ars Electronica, and NICOGRAPH. The latter cited his research on human facial animation, which stems
from his pioneering work on physics-based human facial modeling and deformable models.

Thomas Vetter studied Mathematics and Physics at the University of Ulm, Germany, where he did his PhD in the Lab of Peter
Fromherz on the electrical signal propagation in cultivated neurons of the leech. In 1991 he joined as Post-Doc the group of
Tomaso Poggio at the ‘Center for Biological and Computational Learning’ at the MIT. There he started working on visual
object recognition and learning strategies for the representation of object classes. In 1993 he joined as research scientist the
Max-Planck-Institute for biological Cybernetics in Tübingen, Germany. There he worked on models for the analysis and
synthesis of images. Since 1999 he is Professor for Computer Graphics at the University of Freiburg, Germany. The current
focus of his work is on the integration of methods from Machine learning, Computer Vision and Computer Graphics for
modeling and animating photo-realistic face models.

Additional speakers during the tutorial are:

Volker Blanz studied Physics at University of Tübingen, Germany, and University of Sussex, Brighton, UK. At Max-Planck
Institute for biological Cybernetics, Tübingen, he wrote both his Diploma thesis (1995) on image-based object recognition,
and his PhD thesis (2000) on automated reconstruction of 3D face models from images. In 1995, he worked on Multi-
class Support Vector Machines at AT&T Bell Labs. In recent years, he has also worked for the Center for Biological and
Computational Learning at MIT several times. Since 2000, he is a research assistant at University of Freiburg. His research
interests are 3D face models, animation, face recognition, and learning theory.

Kolja Kähler graduated in 1996 with a Master’s in Computer Sciences from the Technische Universität Berlin, Germany. He
has then been employed in the computer graphics industry, working on virtual reality applications, and also gained hands-on
experience in the implementation of real-time character animation in a game development context. In 1999 he joined the
graphics group at the Max-Planck-Institute for Computer Sciences in Saarbrücken, Germany, where he is currently pursuing
his PhD. Research interests focus on generation of animated faces from scan data and anthropometric information, modeling
facial muscles, and physics-based simulation of skin deformations. Together with Jörg Haber, he recently received the SaarLB
Science Award 2001 for the research on and implementation of a facial modeling and animation system.
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